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Introduction

Morphological Computation is based on the observation that biological systems seem to carry out relevant computations with their morphology (physical body) in order to successfully interact with their environments. This can be observed in a whole range of systems and at many different scales. It has been studied in animals – e.g., while running, the functionality of coping with impact and slight unevenness in the ground is "delivered" by the shape of the legs and the damped elasticity of the muscle-tendon system – and plants, but it has also been observed at the cellular and even at the molecular level – as seen, for example, in spontaneous self-assembly. The concept of morphological computation has served as an inspirational resource to build bio-inspired robots, design novel approaches for support systems in health care, implement computation with natural systems, but also in art and architecture. As a consequence, the field is highly interdisciplinary, which is also nicely reflected in the wide range of authors that are featured in this e-book. We have contributions from robotics, mechanical engineering, health, architecture, biology, philosophy, and others.

On one hand, the beautiful richness of this interdisciplinarity has a lot of potential, but on the other, it poses a number of serious challenges. For example, people with different backgrounds have a different understanding of the concepts involved. They use different terms for the same ideas or, even more problematic, they use the same terms to mean something often substantially different. Also, the tools and methods are frequently quite apart, as illustrated, e.g., by engineering and neuroscience. Nevertheless, we strongly believe that this interdisciplinarity is a big opportunity, which enables the field to grow and to cross-fertilize. Scientists from other areas can provide novel points of view, they can challenge long standing, many times implicit and unquestioned assumptions inherent to a field, and they can help to find disruptive approaches to solve notorious problems. We would even argue that a lot of times truly novel and seminal work happens exactly at the intersection of different fields. Based on the strong belief that – if done right – interdisciplinary research can be enormously productive we had initiated this e-book. The intention was to collect opinions on morphological computation from researchers from a broad range of research as well cultural backgrounds. Instead of the formal style of publications of scientific results, we wanted to provide a rather informal environment where people can present their point of view on morphological computation, its future trajectory and its possibly far-reaching implications. The book should be an inspirational resource and it should allow for cross-fertilization between different disciplines. One of our goals was to make sure that the contributions are written in a style accessible for a broad audience. Moreover, it was clear from the very beginning that this e-book should be available for free to lower the threshold to read it.

In our opinion we have been able to meet the objectives of the e-book, especially, because of the help of all authors who took the effort to write excellent contributions.
We are truly grateful for all their work and we also appreciate their patience to "hang in there" with us so long.

Finally, we hope that this colorful collection of thoughts will inspire researchers, engineers, students, teachers, and anyone with an interest in scientific debate, alike and will generate a lot of discussion and ultimately novel scientific topics.

The editors: Helmut Hauser, Rudolf M. Füchslin, and Rolf Pfeifer
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Abstract: The concept of morphological computation could be the key to understanding animals’ adaptive behavior. Despite its appeal, its mechanism and application method remain elusive. In this article, we consider how morphological computation can be used effectively by taking some of our studies as practical examples. Through these case studies, we show that the concept of morphological computation can be exploited effectively when we integrate it into autonomous decentralized control systems. We also discuss issues requiring further consideration for the effective use of morphological computation.
Introduction

Animals, even primitive living organisms, do not lose their functionality under unstructured, unpredictable real-world constraints, and they adapt to various environments in real time, even though their computational resources are limited. This ability has been honed by evolutionary selection pressure, and it is likely that there is an ingenious underlying mechanism essentially different from the control mechanisms used in conventional robots. Clarifying this remarkable mechanism will bridge the gap between robots and animals. Now, a question arises: what are the mechanisms underlying animals’ adaptive behavior?

The concept of morphological computation could be the key to answering this question [2, 34, 35]. Animal locomotion is not generated merely from a control system, but rather from tight interaction between a control system, a mechanical system, and the real-world environment. This automatically suggests the following conclusion: a certain amount of computation should be off-loaded from the control system to the mechanical system. A beautiful well-known example of robots successfully using morphological computation is (pseudo) passive dynamic walkers [25, 3]. However, despite their highly energy efficient walking, the environments to which they are able to adapt were greatly limited. This strongly suggests that the way of applying morphological computation still leaves room for discussion.

Because the concept of morphological computation is still in its infancy, it is of great worth to accumulate various case studies. Considering the above, we have been investigating how morphological computation can be used effectively through various robotic case studies. In this article, we show that it can be exploited effectively when we integrate it into autonomous decentralized control systems, in which the coordination of simple individual components yields non-trivial macroscopic behavior or functionalities, by considering some of our representative case studies.

Robotic Case Studies

In the following, we introduce three robotic case studies conducted by our research group (i.e., Slimebot, Slimy, and Oscillex), each of which investigates the extensive use of morphological computation in the context of autonomous decentralized control.

Slimebot

In the first case study, we consider a two-dimensional modular robot called Slimebot. Modular robots – also referred to as reconfigurable robots – have been attracting considerable attention [7, 26]. Because the relative positional relationship between the modules can be altered according to the situation encountered, a modular robot is expected to show significant abilities (e.g., adaptability, scalability) that are unavailable in a robot having a fixed morphology.

Despite such potential abilities, we must note that in most of the modular robots developed so far, the modules have typically been connected mechanically and/or elec-
Extracting the Full Power of Morphological Computation

tromagnetically by highly rigid mechanisms. Under this type of rigorous connectivity control mechanism, however, the required control algorithm may be extremely complicated and intractable because it has to always specify which modules should be connected physically as well as how each module should be moved. In addition, module connections implemented by such a highly rigid mechanism may reduce some of the advantages that can be expected, particularly the flexibility against environmental changes.

To overcome these drawbacks, we designed an unconventional decentralized control scheme for modular robots inspired by a true slime mold \textit{(Physarum polycephalum)}, which is a primitive living organism whose behavior is generated by a purely decentralized control mechanism based on coupled biochemical oscillators similar to a central pattern generator (CPG)\textsuperscript{[40, 39]}. A significant feature of Slimebot is that we explicitly exploit emergent phenomena arising from the interplay between the control and mechanical systems in order to control the morphology in real time. To this end, we focus on a functional material and mutual entrainment; the former is used as a spontaneous connectivity control mechanism between the modules, and the latter acts as the core of the control mechanism for the generation of locomotion and ensures the scalability and coherency. Note that the spontaneous connectivity control mechanism achieved by the functional materials allows Slimebot to exploit morphological computation effectively: Slimebot can deform in ways favorable to the motion underway. Figure 1 shows representative data on the morphological transitions. Interestingly, the method of negotiating the environment seems to vary significantly: in Figure 1(a), Slimebot passes through obstacles by narrowing the width of its entire system, whereas in Figure 1(b), it negotiates its environment by enclosing obstacles. Note that these behaviors are not preprogrammed but are totally emergent. The obtained results are expected to shed light on how the control and mechanical systems should be coupled, and what well-implemented morphological computation contributes to the resulting behavior. For the details on Slimebot, please refer to \cite{20}.

\textbf{Slimy}

In the second case study, we also consider a soft-bodied amoeboid robot under decentralized control. Although we again focused on a true slime mold as the source of inspiration, this robot, Slimy, exploits morphological computation enabled by the softness of the body in a totally different manner from Slimebot. In the following, we will briefly explain the idea.

One of the pivotal issues in designing an autonomous decentralized control system is the design of the local sensory feedback provided to an individual component. However, a logic connecting the behavior of an individual component to the behavior of the entire system that induces non-trivial macroscopic functionalities (e.g., adaptability, scalability, fault tolerance) has not yet been established. Therefore, it is undeniable that no consistent scheme for designing local sensory feedback mechanisms exists.

To address this lack, we investigated a design scheme for effectively connecting the local behavior to the global behavior by constructing Slimy. It has three significant features: (1) Slimy has a truly soft, deformable body resulting from real-time tunable
Figure 1: Representative data on the morphological transitions of Slimebot (left to right in each panel). Thick circles represent obstacles. The attractant acts from the top of the figure. Note that the number of time steps of the simulation for 100 and 500 modules are different due to the size of body. Figures taken from [20].
springs and protoplasm; the former are used for the body’s outer skin, and the latter satisfies the law of conservation of mass; (2) a fully decentralized local sensory feedback mechanism is realized by exploiting the long-distance physical interaction between body parts arising from the law of conservation of protoplasmic mass, similar to that observed in waterbeds, which guarantees a connection between the local behavior and the global behavior; and (3) a systematic design scheme for the local sensory feedback mechanism based on a "discrepancy function"\footnote{In a nutshell, discrepancy function is a function that quantitatively measures the discrepancy taking place between the control system, mechanical system, and the environment. For detail, please see [43], for example.} is introduced.

Experimental results show that Slimy exhibits highly adaptive amoeboid locomotion without relying on any hierarchical structure. Figures 2 and 3 show representative data on Slimy’s locomotion. Figure 2 shows simulation results and Figure 3 screenshots of the real robot. The obtained results are expected to shed new light on a design methodology for an autonomous decentralized control system as well as a way to exploit morphological computation so as to produce emergent non-trivial functionalities. For the details on Slimy, please refer to [42, 44, 23].

**Oscillex**

In the third and final case study, let us look at how morphological computation can be exploited to induce adaptive legged locomotion. Quadrupeds are well known to have versatile gait patterns that depend on the locomotion speed, environmental conditions, and animal species [27, 18, 15, 16, 17, 1]. These locomotor patterns are generated via coordination between limb movements – interlimb coordination – and are partly controlled...
Figure 3: Screenshots of the locomotion of the real physical robot Slimy (view from top to bottom). The red line describes the trajectory of the center over time. Figure taken from [44].
by an intraspinal neural network called the CPG [12, 13]. Although this forms the basis for current control paradigms for interlimb coordination, the mechanism responsible for interlimb coordination remains elusive. Therefore, each individual CPG model proposed so far has been designed on a completely ad hoc basis by focusing on the interlimb neural connections in the CPG [38, 45, 21, 10, 11, 22, 41, 24, 36, 19].

To elucidate the ability of animals to generate adaptive interlimb coordination, we reworked the design principle of CPG-based control. Animal locomotion is not generated merely from neural systems, but rather from tight interaction between neural systems, musculoskeletal systems, and the real-world environment [38, 33, 34]. Thus, it is essential to elucidate the locomotion generation mechanism by analyzing the interaction dynamics between these three systems as well as by analyzing the neural systems themselves. Therefore, we hypothesize that interlimb coordination should rely more on morphological (or physical, i.e., non-neural) communication through body dynamics during leg movements rather than on explicit interlimb neural connections. On the basis of this consideration, we recently proposed an unconventional CPG model that consists of four decoupled oscillators with local sensory feedback from only a force sensor on each corresponding leg.

Very briefly speaking, the key idea of our CPG model is that we designed local sensory feedback that uses the ground reaction force acting on each leg such that a leg remains in the stance phase while supporting the body. Despite its simplicity, our robot with this CPG model exhibits good adaptability to changes in weight distribution and walking speed, and it can mimic various walking patterns of actual quadrupeds (see Figures 4 and 5). This strongly suggests that physical interaction between the legs during movement is essential for interlimb coordination in quadruped walking. One plausible explanation for these results is that the proposed local sensory feedback system allows each leg to recognize the positional relationship of all the other legs, i.e., how the legs support the body at that particular moment, without having to perform computationally expensive calculations. This case study illustrates well the power of morphological computation for the generation of adaptive behavior. For the details on this CPG model, please refer to [31].

**Discussion**

To simplify the following discussion, let us use Figure 6, which illustrates schematically the possible task distribution between neural computation (i.e., the control system) and morphological computation (i.e., the mechanical system). Note that the position of the slider handle indicates the degree to which neural computation and morphological computation contribute to the resulting behavior at a particular moment. Imagine we can freely blend these two types of computation by dragging the slider handle left or right.

Now let us first move this slider handle all the way to the left. Note that this corresponds to a situation where the control system plays a dominant role in generating behavior. Most robots developed so far (e.g., walking robots controlled on a zero mo-
Figure 4: Quadruped robot Oscillex. Each leg is controlled independently. Figure taken from [31].

Figure 5: Experimental results for the gait with changes in body properties. Two full gait cycles are shown for clarity. (A) With a load of 0.12 kg on the forelegs, and (B) with a load of 0.29 kg on the hind legs. The duty factor of the legs bearing the load (forelegs in (A) and hind legs in (B)) are larger than those of the legs without a load. Figure taken from [31].

ment point basis) have been controlled in this manner. Next, let us move the handle in the opposite direction, all the way to the right. In contrast to the previous case, in this situation the mechanical system has all the responsibility for generating behavior. Beautiful instantiation of this case are the passive dynamic walker or runner [25, 30, 28, 37, 29].

We will immediately notice in this figure that current robots are driven by these two
extremely different approaches, and very few exist in between. From this realization, we present the following conclusions:

First, robots should be designed such that neural computation and morphological computation are blended in a well-balanced manner. Here the word "well-balanced" means that we do not intend this blending to be just a trade-off between neural computation and morphological computation; we expect that appropriate blending will induce various non-trivial functionalities that cannot be explained solely in terms of the control and mechanical systems themselves. Slimy, for example, exploits the long-distance physical interaction between body parts arising from the law of conservation of protoplasmic mass in morphological computation, which enables a sensory feedback mechanism using only locally available information that yields coherent global behavior without computationally expensive calculation. In addition, Slimy exhibits various non-trivial behaviors such as adaptability, fault tolerance, and scalability.

Second, the way in which the two types of computation are blended (i.e., the position of the slider handle) should be varied in response to the situation. To discuss this point, it is well worth looking at how neurophysiologists have considered the roles of the CPG and sensory feedback in the generation of adaptive locomotion over the years. Grillner [12, 13] suggested the necessity of the CPG, whereas others argued the necessity of sensory feedback [4], which plays a crucial role in adapting motor patterns to the situation encountered, e.g., the locomotion speed and environmental conditions. More concretely, two sensory mechanisms have been considered important in controlling the stance-to-swing transition of a walking cat: (1) unloading of the leg and (2) hip extension [14, 5, 32]. Furthermore, Ekeberg and Pearson [6] used a computer simulation to demonstrate that sensory information on the loading force from each leg plays a crucial role in the stance-to-swing transition. On the other hand, Full and Koditschek [8] and Ghigliazza et al. [9] have suggested that during rapid locomotion, mechanical feedback plays a more essential
role than neural sensory feedback in generating locomotion.

We expect Oscillex to illuminate this long-standing debate and provide a better understanding of how the autonomous blending of neural computation with morphological computation can be achieved effectively. The experimental results obtained with Oscillex indicate that the oscillator’s regime shifts from the excitatory regime to the oscillatory regime with an increase in locomotion speed. This suggests that our CPG model can reproduce the autonomous transition from the domain of neural feedback (neural computation) in low-speed locomotion to that of mechanical feedback (morphological computation) in medium- or high-speed locomotion by exploiting the sensory feedback on the basis of physically reasonable sensory information on the loading force. For details on this topic, please refer to [31].

To realize a mechanism for autonomous blending of neural and morphological computation, it would also be interesting to consider an additional adaptation mechanism that governs, for example, the change in joint stiffness. This suggests that multi-time-scaled adaptation mechanisms should be implemented in robots. Our robotic case studies are a first step towards these points.
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Abstract: Morphological Computation is a broad concept that tries to connect the body (or mechanics), brain (or controller) and environment. In this work, we analyze Physical Reservoir Computing as a practical approach to Morphological Computation. Physical Reservoir Computing extends the Reservoir Computing framework that was originally developed in the context of artificial neural networks to physical systems. This has approach provides simple, yet efficient methods to exploit the computational power available in physical dynamical systems.
Introduction

We know that when the eye sees, all the consequent information is transmitted to the brain by means of electrical vibrations in the channel of the optic nerve. This is an exact analogy with the electrical vibrations which occur in the cable of a television set: they convey the picture from the photocells which see it to the radio transmitter from which it is broadcast. We know further that if we can approach that cable with the proper instruments, we do not need to touch it; we can pick up those vibrations by electrical induction and thus discover and reproduce the scene which is being transmitted, just as a telephone wire may be tapped for its message.

Vannevar Bush [2]

Vannevar Bush wrote this in his famous article on making knowledge more easily accessible. He was not discussing how body and mind interact, yet this paragraph explains a classical view that the body acts simply as a transmitter of information from the outside world to the brain. We argue that the body is a valuable computational resource and far more than a passive transducer of information.

In this manuscript, we introduce our perspective of Physical Reservoir Computing for Morphological Computation. Reservoir Computing is a set of related techniques that originated in the context of recurrent neural networks. Today, the core concepts of Reservoir Computing have been extended beyond artificial neural networks and into the realm of physical systems, hence the name Physical Reservoir Computing. Morphological Computation is a broad term that describes how the body (i.e. the morphology or hardware structure) of a physical agent (robots and animals are typical examples) can simplify control or sensing problems [25]. It is related to the concept of embodied cognition as it relies heavily on the idea that intelligence needs to be grounded in an environment [7, 6, 32].

We will revisit the main concepts of Reservoir Computing and explain how Physical Reservoir Computing has extended this set of techniques from artificial neural networks to physical devices. The view of Morphological Computation developed herein is a practical one, as we focus on how the computational resources in a physical agent can be exploited to simplify control tasks. We do not address the issue of how to build agents that maximize the available computational resources. The main goal is thus to explain how Reservoir Computing provides simple and efficient methods to exploit the intrinsic computational resources of a physical agent. Furthermore, we limit the scope of this work to the practical aspects of Physical Reservoir Computing and do not address philosophical implications.

Recalling Vannevar Bush’s quote: In the Physical Reservoir Computing approach described herein, the body is not simply seen as a computational unit that relays perceptive information from the world to the brain. The morphology transforms (i.e. performs computations on) the information it perceives and defines how the instructions received from higher control centers result in physical actions. In Physical Reservoir Computing, the term computation is used in the literal sense and the body becomes an analog to a
recurrent neural network.

We begin this article with an overview of Physical Reservoir Computing and its application to Morphological Computation. We then describe how the original Reservoir Computing concept evolved into Physical Reservoir Computing. Next, we review results obtained by our group on Physical Reservoir Computing for tensegrity robots. Before presenting our conclusions, we discuss the core ideas of Physical Reservoir Computing for Morphological Computation.

**Physical Reservoir Computing: A Practical View**

**Overview of Reservoir Computing**

The general concept of Reservoir Computing is to use a dynamical system as a computational black box. Information is fed into the system, which provides random projections of the input and short-term memory. Reservoir Computing allows to efficiently use a large range of dynamical systems to emulate a desired filter\(^1\). The dynamical system is left untouched, instead only an observation or output layer is trained. The basic open loop Reservoir Computing method is limited to systems with only short-term memory requirements, the inclusion of feedback connections extends the approach to long-term memory and autonomous signal generation tasks.

The clear advantage is that only limited knowledge or control of the dynamical system is needed. This is at the same time the main disadvantage of these methods. Better performance could sometimes be obtained by training the computational substrate. However, Reservoir Computing is an attractive method as it tends to have good performance on various problems and can in general be implemented faster than competing algorithms. Furthermore, it is often not possible to change the internal dynamics of a physical system and a good model may not even be available. Because of these features, it is also an excellent baseline for more involved techniques.

**In Silico Reservoirs**

The most common implementations of Reservoir Computing are software based. Three types of software implementations are well known: Liquid State Machines, Echo State Networks and Backpropagation-Decorrelation. However, similar techniques appeared in the literature prior to the introduction of Reservoir Computing, but they were not widely embraced. Echo State Networks were introduced by Jaeger in 2001 [16] and are based on discrete time neurons with a sigmoid activation function. Liquid State Machines were developed by Maass et al. [22] around the same time and provide a more biologically plausible perspective. This technique is typically implemented as a set of (continuous time) differential equations. Finally, Steil presented an efficient single step backpropagation algorithm which uses a Reservoir at its core [29]. As much of

\(^1\)Without feedback connections, a Reservoir Computing system is limited to the emulation of non-linear finite impulse response filters. Feedback connections allow infinite impulse response filters to be learned.
the knowledge and intuition transfers between these approaches, the general principle of these methods later became known as Reservoir Computing [31].

Figure 1: Schematic overview of a Reservoir Computing system. The center part is called the Reservoir and consists of a random recurrent neural network with fixed weights. To train the system to solve a computational task, only the output weight matrix $W_{out}$ is optimized. When the feedback weights $W_{fb}$ are non-zero, the system can be used to solve signal generation and long-term memory tasks. Otherwise, the setup is limited to the emulation of FIR filters, because the dynamics of the Reservoir are generally damped.

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of a standard Reservoir Computing setup with multiple inputs and outputs. The center part is called the Reservoir and consists of a random recurrent neural network. The Reservoir is fixed, meaning that the weights of the internal connections remain constant. As such, it becomes a computational black box, because we cannot change its dynamics and the recurrent nature makes full analysis infeasible. In Reservoir Computing only the output layer $W_{out}$ is trained, while all other weights are kept fixed. The output layer extracts the computations performed by the Reservoir (the black box) and combines them to approximate a set of desired output signals.

The Reservoir should have the fading memory property, which means that the network state should become independent of past inputs and network states. Without feedback, a Reservoir Computing system is limited to the emulation of non-linear finite impulse response filters. When fixed feedback connections ($W_{fb}$) are added to the system, a Reservoir Computing setup can be also used for long-term memory or signal generation tasks.

Physical Reservoirs

While artificial Reservoirs have now been studied for well over a decade, there is a recent trend to study the computational or Reservoir properties of physical systems. In fact, the possibility of physical Reservoirs was realized early during the onset of Reservoir Computing systems, with such demonstrations as a bucket of water used as a Reservoir Computing system [11]. The recent developments in physical implementations of Reser-
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Reservoir Computing are focused on applications which benefit from the fact that it allows to exploit computational capabilities without precise control or knowledge of all the aspects of the physical system. One domain that has seen a significant influence from Reservoir Computing techniques is optoelectrical and all-optical computing [10, 18, 24].

Furthermore, it was recently shown that a large class of dynamical systems (artificial or physical) inherently have an equal amount of information processing capacity [8]. These are not computations in the Turing sense [30]. Instead, the result from [8] essentially shows how difficult it is to linearly approximate (w.r.t. the quadratic norm) desired transformations of an input stream based on observations of the state of a dynamical systems. One caveat is that a desired type of processing might be present in a physical system, but it can be unfeasible to extract it due to sensor limitations. On the contrary, a system might appear unsuitable for a computational task, while an intelligent encoding can dramatically increase the performance. By this last statement we mean that a dynamical system might for example fail at encoding a desired input transformation as pulses, while it performs optimally when encoding it in the frequency spectrum. In this case, the desired information processing is available in the system, but it is hard to effectively use it.

But how is Physical Reservoir Computing any different from centuries-old analog or mechanical computers [15, 9]? The answer is that systems need not be designed to solve the task at hand. The method allows to exploit computations inherently performed by the dynamical system. We believe that the real issue is to maximally exploit useful computations available in a dynamical system. Physical Reservoir Computing provides a means to employ a physical substrate as a computational tool, even if not all its details are fully known, controllable or understood.

In the context of compliant robotics, Physical Reservoir Computing sees the body or morphology of the robot as a computational resource. Information from interactions of the robot with its environment are inherently processed (not simply transfered) by the body. The goal of Physical Reservoir Computing for Morphological Computation is to exploit the computations implicitly performed by the robot’s morphology. This allows to offload significant parts of certain control problems to the body, which in essence provides free computational resources. Locomotion control of compliant robots is an ideal test case for Physical Reservoir Computing, due to the rich interactions of compliant robots with their surroundings.

We mentioned the fading memory property of Reservoirs, which ensures that past input do not indefinitely influence the state of a Reservoir (without feedback). In the case of physical systems, this cannot always be enforced (e.g. a single input value can cause a robot to tumble). Nevertheless, the Reservoir analogy has proven successful in practice.

Applications in Tensegrity Robotics

In this section, we provide a concise overview of the developments of Physical Reservoir Computing based controllers for compliant tensegrity robots [4, 3]. Related demostra-
Tensegrities (tensile-integrity) are structures in which compressive elements are held together by tensile elements [27]. Due to the specific arrangement of the members, it is possible to make highly efficient use of materials as only axial forces are present (no bending or shear forces). More precisely, one can build free-standing structures consisting of only struts and cables in which no two struts are connected to each other. Forces diffuse throughout the whole system instead of concentrating at the joints, decreasing the risk of failure due to impacts. These properties make them ideal candidates for environments requiring robust and capable robot designs.

From a Physical Reservoir Computing perspective, there are a number of reasons to study Morphological Computation aspects on tensegrities rather than on other platforms. Hauser et al. previously introduced a theoretical framework for Morphological Computation based on spring-mass nets [13, 12]. The dynamics of tensegrity structures are similar to those of spring-mass nets and the gap between tensegrity hardware and the theoretical results from Hauser et al. is thus small. Tensegrity robots can be seen as structured soft robots. Indeed, tensegrities offer a global level of compliance, but are composed of discrete elements. These elements can be tuned, very much like the weights in a neural network. The discrete structure is a significant advantage over typical soft robots (e.g. [21]) as it simplifies simulations and the study of the mechanical properties.

Compared to other types of compliant robots (e.g. quadrupeds), the most attractive aspect of tensegrities is their pure compliance. Compliance in tensegrities is a global aspect. In most compliant robots, the number of flexible elements or compliant actuators is limited or they are restricted to a small part of the robot.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic concept of Physical Reservoir Computing for compliant tensegrity robots. The robot consists of flexible (springs in line with a cable) tensile elements and fixed length compressive members (bars). Sensors are located on the tensile elements and provide (non-linear) state observations. Actuators can modify the rest length (the length at which the force on the member becomes zero) of a subset of the tensile elements. The goal is to find a suitable static, linear feedback controller ($W_{out}$ in the Figure) that connects the sensors directly to the actuator commands. This is analogous to how pattern generation tasks are often solved in classic Reservoir Computing. In [4] we introduced online learning methods to solve this problem, under the assumption that the desired motor commands were known. This resulted in robust controllers, capable of maintaining a desired gait.

An example of such a controller is given in Figure 3. This Figure illustrates a Physical Reservoir Computing based controller which is able to modulate the desired gait patterns of a simulated 6 bar tensegrity robot by changing a physical input [4]. More precisely, we applied a single input signal by modifying the equilibrium length of two springs in a 6 bar tensegrity robot. The system had to linearly interpolate between two rhythmic signals (3 dimensional) with the same fundamental frequency.

The motor signals are a linear combination of (raw) sensor measurements and the Physical Reservoir Computing approach thus effectively uses the computations implicitly performed by the robot dynamics. More precisely, the motor signals are computed by
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\[ l_0 = W_{out} f \]

Figure 2: The basic concept of Physical Reservoir Computing for compliant tensegrity robots as introduced in [4]. The thick red lines are fixed length bars. The thin green lines are passive tensile elements and the dashed blue lines are actuated tensile elements. The motors on the actuated elements change the rest lengths of the tensile members. The goal is to find an optimal static feedback controller to autonomously generate desired motor signals. Figure has been taken from [4].

Figure 3: Modulating gait patterns for a compliant tensegrity robot through Physical Reservoir Computing. In this example, an input signal (the green bottom green line) is injected into the robot by modifying the rest length of 2 actuated tensile members (see Figure 2). At the same time, a static feedback controller is trained (defined by the matrix \( W_{out} \) in Figure 2) which combines the available sensor data to approximate the desired actuator signals (shown in dashed red lines). The method uses the well-known Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm during training. The input signal indicates how the motor signals should be modulated. The black lines show the actuator signals during testing, which closely match the desired ones. Figure has been taken from [4].
multiplying the vector of sensor data with the learned weight matrix $W_{out}$.

This example shows one of the general principles of Physical Reservoir Computing. We exploit the dynamics of a system to perform quantifiable computational tasks. Indeed, we can measure how well the robot can approximate the desired signals. In Physical Reservoir Computing, the computational black box (the tensegrity robot in this case) is used as-is and the available sensor data is optimally combined to solve a task. This is more restricted than general Morphological Computation as we are not studying how the robot is solving a task. We are simply employing a dynamical system as a computational resource, the performance of which can be quantified.

For the example presented herein, the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm was used to train the system during 400s with random inputs. As can be seen in the Figure, this is sufficient to accurately generate the desired signals based on the sensor data. At approximately two thirds of the sample, there is a noticeable difference between the desired and observed signals. The (RLS) output signal mismatches the target because of a sudden large drop of the input signal. The reason for this is that the output is based on the state of the physical system and thus intrinsically smooth. As such the feedback will naturally interpolate between target signals, which results in a robust controller.

To validate the simulation results, we developed a hardware tensegrity robot platform nicknamed ReCTeR (Reservoir Compliant Tensegrity Robot) [5, 1]. This robot is shown in Figure 4. ReCTeR is a small (1m diameter), untethered, lightweight (1.1kg) and underactuated (6 DC motors) robot. Its design is based on the common tensegrity icosahedron (6 struts, 24 tensile elements). ReCTeR can fold, deploy and roll and has a battery life of over 30min with all systems active. This makes it possible to validate the Physical Reservoir Computing techniques using experimental results obtained on this hardware robotic platform. Despite its low weight, ReCTeR is equipped with a large amount of sensors to enable feedback control for Physical Reservoir Computing.

**Future Developments**

Our demonstrations of Physical Reservoir Computing for compliant robots made use of a static output/feedback layer ($W_{out}$ is fixed after training). While this already allows for capable and flexible controllers, some oscillator modulations are hard (e.g. frequency tuning). Recently, new techniques have been developed to tune the dynamics of Reservoir Computing based oscillators [33, 17]. Similar to the original Reservoir Computing methods, we anticipate that these methods will also soon be implemented on compliant robots. This will further increase the flexibility of the Physical Reservoir Computing approach and allow direct interaction with higher-level controllers. More precisely, layered architectures can be created in a straightforward way. The low-level dynamics are handled by the Physical Reservoir Computing approach, while the modulations (e.g. frequency, gait, ...) are controlled by a higher level system.

Another research direction which is yet to see full development are reward modulated Hebbian plasticity based learning rules [14, 28]. This type of learning rules moves be-

---

$^2$In this case, modulation refers to neuromodulation. The weight updates of a Hebbian-like plasticity rule are modulated by a reward signal.
Beyond Reservoir Computing because the internal dynamics can also be trained. Reward modulated Hebbian plasticity as studied in [4], [14] and [20] is not strictly a Reservoir Computing approach, precisely due to the changes to the internal dynamics. However, it is closely related, because the basic system can still be a black box, but we can now change some of its parameters (i.e. a tunable black box) without knowledge of the influence of each parameter. The main advantage of this type of learning rules is that no knowledge of the optimal control signals is required. Instead, reward signals based on global performance measures (e.g. the trajectory of an end-effector) are sufficient to learn feedback controllers or even modify the internal dynamics.

**Discussion: The Core Ideas**

There are two main ideas we hope to bring across.

**All Things Compute** Every physical system is an information processing device. At any scale, physical systems interact with each other and in fact one often characterizes or defines a system based on how it interacts with other systems. Morphological Computation mostly focuses on robotics and biological systems and tries to explain how the physical organization of an agent influences its behavior and intelligence. As this is a broad and at times ill-defined concept, it is ultimately useful to limit the scope.

Physical Reservoir Computing is a practical approach to a subset of Morphological Computation. Borrowing from rich results from recurrent neural networks, we attempt to exploit the computational resources of physical dynamical systems. Morphological
Computation and Physical Reservoir Computing are thus not equivalent. Indeed, Morphological Computation also studies how a robot can perform a specific type of computation by using its morphology. For example, a Braitenberg vehicle is an example of Morphological Computation because the sensor morphology clearly defines the behavior of the robot. Physical Reservoir Computing does not explain such behaviors.

In one of their original papers on the topic, Pfeifer and Iida put forward the question [26]:

"We would like to be able to ask "How much computation is actually being done?"

This is a hard question as it requires a good measure and a definition of computation that makes sense in the context of specific application. Physical Reservoir Computing takes a pragmatic approach to answer such questions as it is ultimately concerned with how well a given computational unit can emulate a set of desired signals. An exemplar research question that can be addressed with Physical Reservoir Computing is to what extent terrain properties can be extracted from the available sensor data in a mobile robot.

But as we discussed earlier, Physical Reservoir Computing is not limited to robotics and biological systems. The principle is actively being studied for electronic and photonic system [10, 18, 24]. Thus Physical Reservoir Computing and Morphological Computation are distinct subjects with an interesting partial overlap.

**Why Link Reservoir Computing and Morphological Computation?** Why is Physical Reservoir Computing an compelling field of study when it is restricted to a subset of Morphological Computation? The answer to this question is that Physical Reservoir Computing provides a simple and quantifiable set of tools with minimal assumptions about the computational substrate. We do not attempt to explain how computations are performed, but focus on how to use them. Physical Reservoir Computing is thus a practical and restricted approach, rather than a full theory of Morphological Computation. It has direct applications in robotics (e.g. robust feedback controllers) and has now been successfully demonstrated on multiple hardware platforms.

**Conclusions**

Physical Reservoir Computing is a recent effort to extend a set of learning methods originally targeted at recurrent neural networks into the realm of physical systems. This work unfolded our vision on how Physical Reservoir Computing relates to Morphological Computation. By following a practical approach, we argued that Reservoir Computing provides a capable set of tools to exploit the computations inherently available in physical dynamical systems. We provided examples from the compliant robotics field as it is in this domain that we see the most direct application of Physical Reservoir Computing based Morphological Computation.
In particular, we focused on tensegrities, a type of highly compliant robots which are closely related to the spring-mass nets considered by Hauser et al. in their theoretical foundation of Morphological Computation. Tensegrity robots are a convenient tool for the study of Morphological Computation for multiple reasons. They can be fully compliant (in the sense that they do not have rigid joints) and highly robust. This has the advantage that the controls can be less precise and noisy and tensegrities are thus an ideal test case for learning based controls. Furthermore, they can be seen as structured soft robots and Physical Reservoir Computing based control methods are therefore timely, considering the recent emergence of the soft robotics field [19].

The main advantage of Physical Reservoir Computing approach is the fact that parts of the dynamical system can essentially be black boxes. This is crucial to many practical applications as physical agents in general do not have access to full models of their environment or proper dynamics. We anticipate that some recent developments for in silico reservoirs will soon be transferred to robotic systems. This will allow for hierarchical control in which the low-level "black boxes" are robustly handled by Physical Reservoir Computing based controllers. Higher level controllers then modulate the low-level systems.

The take-home message is that Physical Reservoir Computing provides a set of simple, yet efficient tools to simplify the use of complex dynamical systems such as compliant robots. It assumes little or no knowledge about the internal dynamics of the system at hand and instead builds upon a well-established learning method for recurrent neural networks.
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Abstract: In this chapter we explore the question of how to scale up the phenomenon of morphological computation to complex adaptive systems. We suggest that an important inspiration may come from the concept of embodied appraisal in human emotion: how physiological states may come to "represent" qualitative features of the interaction. Emotion-based robotics and morphological computation therefore share a common ground, which we explore in this chapter, and venture that insights from each area may prove vital for the development of the other. Our aim is to explore and clarify the potential of this cross-fertilization.
Introduction

The field of morphological computation (as applied to robotics) faces the same challenge as autonomous robotics in general: how to scale up concrete insights on adaptive mechanisms towards the design of full-blown autonomous systems. The field has shown, among other claims, that morphology can simplify computational problems, that all cognition must be framed in the context of sensory-motor coordination, that behavioural diversity may be due to morphological characteristics rather than to a central controller, and that morphology and control should be co-designed [22].

Exploitation of these insights in robot design can be clearly demonstrated in simple cases where there is little gap between sensory-motor coordination and cognition—these are coupled phenomena. It might be harder to establish links to the full range of cognitive processes a complex autonomous system may engage in. The intuition is that all cognition must be ultimately embodied. But one thing is to say that the body will always be relevant, and the other that it will hold the key answers to the question of cognition. How we bridge the gap between low-level mechanisms in a system and models of its cognitive organization remains a great challenge.

An interesting approach to this problem comes from an seemingly unrelated area: robotic models of emotion. A great influence here has been neuroscientist Antonio Damasio’s thesis that cognition should not be considered independent of emotion, but built upon it [3]. "Some of the machinery of the immune system and of metabolic regulation is incorporated in the machinery of pain and pleasure behaviours. Some of the latter is incorporated in the machinery of drives and motivations (most of which revolve around metabolic corrections and all of which involve pain or pleasure). Some of the machinery from all the prior levels—reflexes, immune responses, metabolic balancing, pain or pleasure behaviours, drives—is incorporated in the machinery of the emotions-proper."[4, p.36].

Emotion is defined as "a specifically caused transient change of the organism state", a global change in bodily function of all systems, including the nervous system [4, p.153]. Above emotion comes feeling, "the representation of that transient change in organism state in terms of neural patterns and ensuing images" [4, p. 282]. Cognitive capacities, at least the sort we consider enter the spectrum of consciousness, rely on this capacity for feeling. For instance, "somatic markers" are hypothesized to link the internal milieu and current perceptions to give value to what is perceived.

Researchers in this line have thus advocated for a "multi-tiered affectively embodied view of mind", where emotion and cognition emerge from lower levels of organization [20]. There is no general agreement regarding the tiers that form cognition, although a clear pattern emerges. Ortony [19] suggests reactive, routine, and reflective information processing; Sloman [27], taking an architecture approach distinguishes between reactive, deliberative, and meta-management levels. See [28] and [29] for an excellent review of the question of levels and current approaches.

Can this approach be successful in helping to scale up morphological computation? A point of coincidence between morphological computation and emotion is the commitment to embodiment. The importance of the body has been recognized by virtually every single
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author that took emotion into consideration, from Aristotle to Descartes and modern psychologists. "What kind of an emotion of fear would be left, if the feelings neither of quickened heart-beats nor of shallow breathing, neither of trembling lips nor of weakened limbs, neither of goose-flesh nor of visceral stirrings, were present, it is quite impossible to think". [15, p.193]. A lot happens to the body in emotion, processes that play an important role in determining the behavioural outcome. Emotion is a key element of the organization of embodied systems, in ways that are not fully understood.

There has nevertheless been a lack of cross-fertilization between these two areas, mainly due to a different notion of embodiment. In the case of morphological computation, the body is seen as the means to sensory-motor coordination – while in emotion-based robotics, as we shall see, the body is considered a source of homeostatic signals, such as hormones. Despite this difference, the two fields may be brought closer, and this may provide key answers to problems they both face.

In short, a true emotional system is not just monitoring internal states, but assessing the dynamics of the interaction it is engaged in, the tendencies of its behaviour as they project over time. We must take into account not only the dynamics of internal signals, but the influence these have upon the dynamics of interaction, which is very much under the scope of the field of morphological computation. On the other hand, to understand how morphological computation becomes an essential component in an architecture of the mind, we must deal with qualitative aspects of interaction and how they are perceived by the agent in whatever way they matter. This, in turn, leads to the phenomenon of emotion.

Morphological Computation and Signal Systems

In this section we develop a working definition of morphological computation, with its main role to guide our own analysis of embodied models of emotion. It is not an over-reaching definition, as it is restricted to the area of autonomous systems. In short, we will call morphological computation any process relevant from an information-theoretic perspective that relies on bodily systems whose primary function is not to process signals, and whose operation is essential for the computational process in question.

In robotics, morphological computation is sometimes contrasted to centrally processed control (e.g. [12], [22]). We know, from an information-theoretic perspective, that any process occurring in an agent’s body, and even its surroundings, can present regularities that are essential for understanding the information-flows. There are two theses regarding morphological computation.

The first is that sensory information are not bare signals for a cognitive system to data mine. Signals are already structured by morphology, and dynamically constituted in sensory-motor coordination [22]. This is true for all systems that take in information through sensors and effect changes upon the environment, however they may be constructed. The design of a system without taking into account this fact is simple "bad engineering" [26]. One of the tasks of the field of morphological computation is to try to develop techniques and methods that bring this feature to the forefront of the design.
process of autonomous robots.

The second claim, which actual significance is harder to grasp, is that cognitive processes at any level are fully dependent on morphological computation. This can be shown in very simple agents, whether these are animals or robots, and their cognitive capacities are very much determined by their morphologies. This runs against the view that thinking is done exclusively in the brain, or by a central computer. Nevertheless, the theory of morphological computation cannot be complete until it understand how advanced cognitive systems can base their cognitive processes on the body.

This raises the question, is a system less embodied for having a brain or relying on a computer? The answer to this question might be less obvious that it appears. Ultimately, it brings us to the question whether there is a qualitative difference between processes that may be called embodied and others that can be say to belong to a "detached central controller." From a control engineering perspective, disembodiment simply makes no sense —a controller that is capable of controlling a body with all the dynamical complexities of its interaction with the environment is always embodied, no matter how it is implemented. In a sense, the difference accounts for having a centralized versus a fully distributed controller. While some non-functional differences may appear, both approaches offer similar control capabilities. In practical terms, quasi-metaphysical discussions around what counts as embodied or disembodied are ultimately futile. There are not disembodied controllers —as far as they are really controlling.

There is nevertheless a fact that cannot be underestimated: both in artificial and natural systems there are subsystems whose primary function is to generate, carry or transform information flows. This is essential for any notion of autonomy beyond reactive agency. This signalling function plays a great role in control and the functional coordination of different subsystems. The role of a specialized signalling subsystems is not to override computational processes at a morphological level, but to coordinate such processes, and ultimately to exploit the regularities that they provide. A central controller thus becomes a key element of embodiment, insofar it is in charge of the functional arrangement of subsystems.

The whole bodily organization, both in its structural and functional aspects, is what we call morphology. Insofar morphological computation emerges from the operation of the system as a whole, e.g. in sensory-motor coordination, it cannot be assigned to a particular subsystem, but to the functional integration of all subsystems, which may rely on a specialized informational subsystem. Therefore, in a truly autonomous system, there can be no distinction between morphological and non-morphological computation, except by appealing to the functional difference between systems whose primary function is informational, and those whose is not.

There are two main information signal systems in humans: the nervous system and the "endocrine system." Each can be seen to control different aspects of behaviour generation, influencing each other and controlling the behaviour of other systems (e.g. muscular, respiratory, digestive or sensory systems). Emotional responses emerge form this organisation. Functional changes like muscle tone, heart beat, level of adrenaline, etc., affect

\footnote{As used in computer science and not in a philosophical sense.}
the dynamics of interaction in ways that may be adaptive. Emotions can be defined as a change in action readiness that is facilitated through physiological changes that affect the function of all subsystems [9]. These systems may play an important role in the processing of signals, and in fact they do, but this is not their primary function.

This has led us to argue here and elsewhere ([14], [13]), that emotion emerges from the control of morphofunctionality. The functional reconfiguration of all subsystems allows the agent to control qualitative aspects of the dynamics of interaction with the environment. This role in controlling the body can ground in physiological states certain computational functions. As we see in the next section, this is called in emotion theory embodied appraisal.

Relevance of Robotic Models of Emotion for Morphological Computation: Embodied Appraisal

In this section we show that what emotion theorists call embodied appraisal is, under all perspectives, a phenomenon of morphological computation. Appraisal is the process through which an agent is capable of assessing and responding to situations that are seen as relevant to its concerns. Cognitivist approaches tend to believe that appraisal should have propositional content, yet perceptual theories of emotion claim that appraisal is primarily an embodied phenomenon.

Prinz presents the most concise hypothesis in this direction, claiming that our bodies are capable of representing agent-environment relationships through bodily states [25, p.45]. His arguments is that "Emotions are somatic, but they are also fundamentally semantic: meaningful commodities in our mental economies" [24, p.45]. In order to support this thesis, Prinz relies on Dretske’s notion of representation. According to this theory, a state has intentional content if it has the function of being reliably caused by something, which it comes to represent [5, 6, 8]. It is in virtue of a causal relation that a state (whether a brain state or a physiological state) may have content.

"Emotions are . . . perceptions of changes in our somatic condition. But, ironically, they are also appraisals. Let us define an appraisal, not as an evaluative judgment, but as any representation of an organism-environment relation that bears on well-being. Evaluative judgments can serve as appraisals, but they are not alone. If a non-judgmental state represents an organism-environment relation that bears on well-being, it too will count as an appraisal on this definition. My suggestion is that certain bodily perceptions have exactly this property. They represent roughly the same thing that explicit evaluative judgments represent, but they do it by figuring into the right causal relations, not by deploying concepts or providing descriptions. Our perceptions of the body tell us about our organs and limbs, but they also carry information about how we are faring." [24, p.57].

An emotional agent is thus one that is designed to host such a causal connection, and is capable of exploiting it for adaptive purposes. The causal link must connect, on the one hand, physiological changes and the phenomenon of arousal, and on other, information relevant to assess the emotional content of a situation. To denote this class of situations
Prinz borrows the notion of core relational theme\(^2\) from Lazarus' cognitive-motivational-relational theory of emotion (Lazarus 1991). To say that emotions are relational is to ground them in the relationship between the agent and the environment, and suggests that emotions always involve an interaction between the two [16].

The stress on the interactive nature of emotional behaviour is important, because what emotions assess is not the situation per se, but the relevance it has in the agent’s eyes for its own concerns. In appraisal "in the eyes of the agent" is an essential clause, not because the access to knowledge is limited, but because the nature of the assessment, which primary aim is not objectivity but relevance. In other words, the aim of fear is not to be certain about the degree of danger present in a situation, but to avoid or resolve any situation that may appear to contain some indication that this may be possible.

This feature of emotional judgments has a lot to do with the role they play in the organization of emotional behaviour, which is far from being a simple phenomenon. Often, the folk psychology view is that emotions are stereotypical patterns of behaviour, because we can easily observe them in others when they occur, and are ever present in cinema and TV. In every-day life though, emotional behaviour is very seldom stereotypical – rather its aim is to modify the relationship with the environment at large [9].

This constitutes a situated perspective on emotion, which considers essentially the dynamical coupling between agent and environment, which influences and is influenced by the unfolding of emotion. "In traditional models of emotional appraisal, the organism receives information from the environment and uses it to determine the emotional significance of the situation that confronts it. In contrast, the situated perspective envisages organisms "probing" their environment through initial emotional responses, and monitoring the responses of other organisms to determine how the emotion will evolve" [11].

In summary, our take on the theory of embodied appraisal can be summarized in three statements:

- Physiological states can in some cases be used as representations of certain situations, in virtue of some reliable causal connection.

- The content of such representations refers to the relevance the situation has, in the agent’s eyes, to its own concerns. This is a special type of cognitive phenomenon, in regard to the cognitive features of its content (verifiability, objectivity, etc.)

- Appraisal serves the generation of emotional behaviour, that is, the capacity of the agent as a whole to modify and adapt how it relates to the relevant features of the environment.

The embodied appraisal theory defends that certain agents are designed to support a dynamic coupling with its environment, in ways that certain qualities of the relationship may be traced by monitoring states of its physiology. Such qualities point to the relevance

\(^2\) A core relational theme is a description of the type of situations that may give rise to a certain emotion. As an illustration, anger is said to be caused by situations that constitute "a demeaning offense against me and mine"
of situation for the agent: whether the situation pose a threat, a opportunity, an obstacle, and so on. Appraisal is thus supported by the causal grounding of such processes in relational features.

Although the theory is plausible at a conceptual level, it is far from being a well-established scientific theory. The main reason is that it does not specify what the reliable causal relationships are. Emotion theory is developed largely through the observation of the human emotional life, which implies an extremely complex organisms immersed in intricate cultural and social systems, and subject to phenomenological experience and linguistic articulation. Hypotheses about the causal connection that grounds embodied appraisal are necessary sketchy and loosely founded.

Robot models can become an useful tool to develop theories about embodied appraisal [2]. In the next section we present two approaches to modelling emotion in robots. The first one, that we call the homeostatic approach, seeks to ground embodied appraisal in a form of organization that occurs at different levels. The second one, that we promote here, is the morphofunctional approach, which considers embodied appraisal to be grounded in a control loop that manages morphological control variables.

**Robotic Models of Emotion**

**The Homeostatic Approach**

Robotic models of emotion have attempted to pin down the causal relationship between states of activation of physiological systems and emotional situations. The main hypothesis (consistent with Damasio’s approach) is that there is a level of organisation that is in charge of homeostatic regulation, maintaining the balance between systems that ensures well-functioning [28]. Whatever cognitive structures come on top, they should be based on bodily function at this homeostatic level.

Robotic implementations often make use of simulated hormonal systems [1], energy systems [17], or drives (e.g. hunger) [21], to model the type of signals that may be attributed to homeostatic regulatory systems. This type of work has shown that motivational states rooted on embodiment can play an important role in shaping action selection. It is argued that by introducing internal signals coming from the actual needs of the system, the process that allows the system to become aware of the relevance of the situation for its concerns is replicated.

While it does make sense to introduce motivations at this level, results fall short to grasp the idea of embodied appraisal as stated by Prinz. His hypothesis requires a causal link that we can rely on to say: if this internal state is so and so, then the situation must be of this sort. Embodied appraisal means the capacity to evaluate the qualities of interaction. Intrinsic motivations do not to seem close to fulfil the causal link demanded by the embodied appraisal thesis, because it is not clear about the connection between motivational states and the actual dynamical relationship with the environment.

The set of tools and theories developed by the field of morphological computation is aimed at understanding how dynamic coupling is grounded in morphology. It thus should be considered when facing the task of understanding embodied appraisal and
emotional behaviour. What is lacking in current emotion models can also be identified by looking back at our working definition of morphological computation, and ask whether the homeostatic approach can be considered morphological computation. Homeostatic mechanisms are often simulated in artificial endocrine or energy systems, whose primary function is to generate signals, and they do not have a causal link to the space of sensory-motor dynamics and interaction with the environment, beyond motivating action selection. Without such link, we argue, the causal grounding of embodied appraisal is impossible. Whilst standard robotic models of emotion (using homeostasis) attend to internal states, they ignore the coupling between body and world.

**The Morphofunctional Approach**

The morphofunctional approach presented here aims to bridge the gap between emotion models and the methods found in morphological computation, and will allow us to present a specific hypothesis about how embodied appraisal is possible. We have presented this theory in two recent papers, giving details about the biological inspiration of the approach [14], and a control systems approach to the issue [13]. The focus here is on the question of embodied appraisal.

As stated above, the challenge is to find what causal links may ensure a representational status of physiological states towards the awareness of core relational themes. If we first look at emotional biological systems, there are two aspects of such a response that we must take into account. A lot of research is focused on the execution of particular goal-oriented activities that are necessary to cope with the challenges of the situation. A common example is that of fear. When an agent appraises a situation as challenging some of its concerns, there may be a phenomenon that emotion theorists have called "control precedence"[9]. The occurrence of an emotion may often lead to the interruption of current activities, overriding other considerations about long-term effects of the actions, and the immediate execution of particular actions, whether they are reflex-like or deliberative.

This phenomenon is of extreme importance, but we argue much can happen in emotion before control precedence is effective – which ultimately may be explained as a consequence. This has been conceptualized by researchers with the concept of action readiness. A change in action readiness is not a change in a behavioural plan, but a change of the underlying configuration adapted to engage in different cognitive and behavioural processes.

This can be related to the concept of morphofunctional machines: "devices that can change their functionality not only by a change in (neural) control but by modifying their morphology" [23]. Physiological changes are the primary mechanisms biological agents have for controlling their morphofunctionality, and they do so in emotion to adapt to ongoing situations. Although robots have no biological physiology, the functional aspects of the morphology of any robotic system are determined by some parametric configuration. Parameters are essential to define the behaviour of every single device and subsystem of the robot. The tendency in engineering is to fix such parameters, to make the behaviour of the system as a whole more predictable - and allowing the use
of dynamical system models to control interaction. But the capacity to change such parameters is of great engineering value, as is demonstrated in variable structure control systems [7].

In [13] we argue that controlling action readiness may be considered a form of variable structure control – changes that cause the dynamic structure of the interaction to vary. In biological agents we find two subsystems, the nervous and endocrine systems, whose primary functions are to carry signals towards system control. In a simplistic way we could say that while the nervous system is responsible for action control, the endocrine system and the autonomic nervous system control action readiness. This is simplistic because both tasks largely overlap when integrated into a general control strategy. We can even say that the nervous system controls the endocrine system, and vice versa. Emotion can be considered to emerge from this control setup.

In the morphofunctional approach the core of emotion lies in the changeable dynamics of interaction and the mechanisms an agent has in order to manage them adaptively. When trying to grasp the causal grounding of appraisal in physiological states, we should consider the implications physiological changes have on the dynamics of interaction. It is in this setup that by controlling action readiness, information from the performance of the agent’s subsystems (in the form of feelings or body maps in Damasio’s theory[3]), becomes a central player in the cognitive organisation of behaviour. This is ensured by a bidirectional causal link between physiological states and agent-environment relationship through the dynamics of readiness.

Much research needs to be done to demonstrate the connection between morphofunctional control and emotion, and its value for the development of autonomous robotics. The hypothesis for such work is that through morphofunctional control, a system may be capable of performing embodied appraisal and reconfigure its morphofunctional state appropriately, to provide through changes in action readiness changes in its relationship with the environment. In the following section we present an architecture for embodied appraisal based on the notion of morphofunctional control as well as action control, our proposed approach.

**An Architecture of Embodied Appraisal**

When trying to apply the previous analyses to the construction of artificial systems, it is necessary to identify the core elements of the embodied appraisal model to help to understand the relation and architectural traits that enable the adaptive behaviour that emotional morphofunctionality can provide. Note that the critical issue is the representation of agent-environment relational states and how these representations do lead to morphological changes in the agent.

The *architecture of embodied appraisal* is a systemic architecture that is explanatory of the natural phenomena (aggregating theories from Prinz, Lazarus, Frijda and Scherer) and operational for the construction of adaptive artefacts. Emotion-driven morphofunctionality provides an increased capacity for system adaptivity based on the dynamical re-instantiation of relational modes of agent-environment interaction. The key issue in
this model is that emotions are driven by the perception and appraisal of the state of these relational modes.

Figure 1: A block diagram of the elements in the morphofunctional approach to emotions. Thick grey arrows describe the flow of the functional level metacontrol. Dashed arrows express realization relations between the abstract functional organization level and the physical agent realization. The double headed arrow describes the core relational theme addressed in this chapter.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the principal elements -blocks- that sustain the implementation of such a mechanism. Some relations are not shown to simplify and make the diagram more readable. The physical reality of the autonomous system is composed of the agent body and its environment. In the agent’s body we can observe different subsystems: a sensory subsystem, a motor subsystem and two different signal systems.

The functional level is represented by the aggregation of perceptors, models and actors. We could say that there is a correlation between the functions and subsystems (perception is implemented by sensory systems, action control by fast signal systems, morphofunctional control by slow signal systems, etc.). This mapping is nevertheless not rigorous, because functions can only be implemented by the operation of the system as a whole. Embodied appraisal, for instance, cannot be easily mapped to any subsystem.

The organization of the agent is governed by a morphofunctional controller that acts upon the agent subsystems and their inner relations to instantiate specific agent configurations. The instantiation of a specific configuration enacts a mode of relation of the

---

3 Using the SysML syntax from [18].
agent with its environment, a specific action readiness, to realize specific relational themes that are adequate for the attainment of the agent goals in specific world situations.

The activation of the different configurations is carried out by the emotion system (appraisal system and morphofunctional controller). The appraisal of current relational theme derives from the perception system, the controller models and the state of activation of the different configurations. Appraisal triggers emotional signals that drive the morphofunctional agent reconfiguration processes, which feedback into the appraisal process. The emotional system constitutes hence a metacontrol layer that governs the state of the agent subsystems to instantiate the adequate configurations for action readiness.

The aim of the morphofunctional approach is not to implement emotions, but the underlying processes from which they emerge. "Instead of talking about emotions, one might instead describe streams of concurrent and interacting ongoing processes: appraisals that last and change, that activate processes of action readiness that generate action preparations and overt actions that act back upon appraisals, that all vary in degree of activation, and that each have different time courses and different moments at which they die down."[10]

Appraisal of situations and the perception of the inner configuration of the agent serves the generation of emotional behaviour, that is, the very capacity of the agent as a whole to adapt its behaviour generation mechanisms to the environment. Note that the emotions themselves are based on those physiological states, used thereby as representations of agent-environment relational situations in virtue of the reliable causal connection. Note also that the content of such emotional states refers to the relevance that the system organization-situation has to the core agent concerns.

Conclusion

The field of morphological computation has offered important insights on how we should approach the design of embodied intelligent agents. Its ultimate goal is to show that all cognition is grounded in embodiment in one form of another. Its full potential cannot therefore be unveiled until we have a clear view of what is the cognitive and behavioural structure of autonomous agents.

Emotion researchers have focussed largely in understanding cognition, emotion and other adaptive phenomena from an architectural point of view: how processes become more complex and meaningful at different levels of processing. From homeostatic mechanisms to full-blown cognition, the phenomenon is seen as embodied. Nevertheless, when this research has been applied to robotics, many details about the interactive nature of behaviour have been lost. In particular, there is little morphological computation involved.

The field of morphological computation can nevertheless provide powerful tools for emotion theorists to develop a better understanding of the complex embodied phenomena we can see in humans and animals. In particular, we have advocated for a morphofunctional approach: systems that can change the functionality of their morphology. Emotion, we claim, emerges from the control of the qualitative aspects of the dynamics
of interaction, through morphofunctional reconfiguration.

If successful, this would explain embodied appraisal, a phenomenon of morphofunctional computation that goes beyond basic levels of processing. In short, the control of morphofunctionality relies on feedback variables that come from the body. The situations that would require a change in morphofunctional configuration are exactly those that we call emotional, because they matter and demand a change in the relationship with the environment. Therefore, the link between internal states and relational themes should be grounded in morphofunctional control.

We have argued that emotion and morphological computation are thus two very related notions, which rather than competing for attention, should see a greater influence on each other. The potential for cross-fertilization is enormous, and we believe there is great theoretical value in contrasting the two and seeing the resulting picture. We hope this chapter has shown at least in part the ample potential scope for development in this area.
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Abstract: In this short text we argue that a thorough understanding of the principles underlying the simple act of pushing a small child on a swing might shed light on a wide range of phenomena from brain planning of motion to regulation processes in the cell. Those principles can be summarized by what we call “morphological computation.”
Walking, Swimming and Flying

After more than 50 years of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Robotics research many machines capable of simulating, to a certain extent, animal behaviors like walking, swimming and flying have been proposed. Those machines are still quite far from the level of robustness, flexibility and adaptivity of their natural counterparts. Is this distance in term of performances and capabilities purely quantitative or is there some qualitative difference in the way robots are designed and the organizational principles emerged from natural evolution of animals? The awareness of these gaps pushes us to look to what has evolved in nature with the aim of borrowing "designs" and "solutions". As a consequence, bio-inspiration is a popular trend in robotics.

Which kind of inspiration should we take from the biological world when designing "intelligent" artefacts? We should, probably, chase a "deep" one, we should aim to design systems by exploiting the underlying principles leading to the organization of processes and structures that we observe in natural intelligent agents. Let us consider popular humanoid designs such as those of Sony’s QRIO, Honda’s Asimo and the likes. Although they have roughly human appearances they are based on a completely different approach: pieces of steel and plastic (more steel than plastic, to increase inertia) moved by algorithmic controllers running on a network of microprocessors. If we look at how they move we perceive it as "different" from the way people or animals move. The design paradigm of modern robots and androids has not much changed from the first Greek automatons from Csetibius and Heron: a mechanical system (made of variously connected rigid bodies) controlled by a state machine (a clock machine in ancient times, an algorithm running on one or more microprocessors today). However, we may think that we can outperform natural systems. We may observe that wheeled locomotion and flying by jets are preliminary not bio-inspired (although examples of "wheels" can be found in special behaviors of bacteria and other animals or in the "desert rose" while jet-propulsion is used by some octopus for swimming). These two later examples are sometimes used as arguments that we should not look at nature for inspiration: after all it seems apparent that wheels are more energy efficient than legs and jet airliners go faster than any bird. This is not completely true.

Consider, for example, locomotion. Wheels are useful if you have to move on planar rigid surfaces with appropriate friction, however, they are not very useful in a forest and they are difficult to use on a sandy beach or a slippery street. In an unstructured natural environment legs are better. Interestingly a fully actuated humanoid walker requires 20-30 times the power required by a human. Passive walkers like the Cornell Ranger [1], and previous designs like the passive walkers proposed by MIT, Cornell and Delft more than 10 years ago have power consumptions of the same order of magnitude of humans and no, or only a very simple, control system (in the case of the MIT biped a reinforcement learning schema adapting the impulse given once for every gait). This is made possible by the fact that part of the control is offloaded to the natural body dynamics, see [13, 4, 6].

Regarding swimming and flying, we are in a similar situation. We have submarine-like underwater robot systems and more energetically and computationally frugal swimming
systems like fishes, like Wanda, depicted in Figure 1 [28], and fixed wing jet propelled drones and bio-inspired flying or jumping machines [12, 25]. The level of maneuverability of a bird is still much higher than what is achievable by an airplane, even with a very skilled human pilot in the control loop.

Figure 1: The robot fish Wanda. This figure represents a robot fish developed at the AILab of the University of Zurich. It can swim by making its deformable body oscillate. It is considerably more simple than a submarine-like robot as it needs only a single motor to move. It is an early example of underwater robot exploiting morphological computation: the control is simpler thanks to its morphology, as the natural dynamics leads to the desired behavior. (Courtesy of the authors - taken from [28])

In all these cases, passive walkers, Wanda, birds, we see two main organizational principles:

- exploiting the natural system dynamics
- offloading (at least part of) the computational burden of the control to the system dynamics

If you look at how a passive walker is designed you will see that the morphology (legs’ length, mass distribution, etc.) drives the possible limit cycles of the system, which result in corresponding gaits.

Yet, "if you want to change speed with the Cornell Ranger you have to change the robot".

If we consider an ideal passive walker where we are allowed to change the morphology depending on the desired gaits (and speed) we can have the same performances in term of maneuverability (for example we can change speed or make turns) at a small fraction of energy and computational cost.

Hence, we need a deformable structure, a "soft robot". Soft robotics lead to serious challenges from the control engineering, and material science, standpoint, but there are fundamental reasons to believe it could enable dramatic improvements in the robot capabilities.
Emerging Orchestration of Behaviors in Networked Embodied Agents

There is a famous horrific scientific experiment movie that shows a cat walking fluently on a treadmill. The horror comes from the fact the cat is dead. The lesson learned is that a cat, dead or alive, does not need much control and energy to walk. The control and the energy involved in the dead cat experiment are those provided by the treadmill. Living cats might be seen as a (much) more elaborated version of the variant morphology passive walker quoted above.

Considerations like this naturally lead to see the problem of optimal, in terms of energy and computation, control of (passive) walking systems (actually of any moving system) as an "orchestration" problem.

For example, if we want to change the speed of a deformable passive biped the actuators will change the morphology of the system instead of acting directly on the feet motion law. Feet motion originates from the morphology’s interaction with the environment, from the natural dynamics of the physical embodied systems, as explained in Figures 2 and 3.

In nature intelligent behaviors emerge from loosely coupled networks of embodied agents.

The prevailing organizational pattern for behavior generation in the animal world seems to be based on orchestration, self-organization, Bayesian prediction and emergence, see [7], in embodied, and situated, agents. The understanding of the trade-offs between morphology, dynamics and information in this context is the core issue of "morphological computation".
Figure 3: How to change the length of a leg. This picture shows that you can actually change the length of the legs with a trick: you need a segmented leg, for example, one including a foot. The orchestration control will change the average speed of the walker by changing the angle $\theta$ formed by the foot with the leg in accordance with the desired average speed. As a consequence the equivalent length of the leg $l$, depending on $l_1$, $l_f$ and $\theta$, and the average period of the limit cycle $T_{gait}^*(t)$ will also change, affecting the time requested for a gait and the resulting speed of the walker. This is remarkably less complicated than imposing a given deterministic trajectory to the foot by controlling the hip joint with an actuator. The usage of fixed-structure rigid bodies limits the range of achievable speeds for a given walker.

Natural "controllers" are not only "orchestrating" ones, but also self organized and exploiting emerging dynamical behaviors.

In an open-ended world you cannot rely on a predesigned control strategy you need that the control strategy self organize as a response to change.

These observations seem really compelling if you look carefully to some aspects of our common experience.

**Zen and the Art of Pushing a Swing**

Let us consider a woman pushing a child on a swing. You see at work at the same time all the main principles of cognitive control you find in nature.

There is little energy usage, as the pendulum movement of the swing is a consequence of Newton’s inertia law. Only the energy loss due to friction and the aerodynamic drag needs to be restored. You need prediction capabilities, as the movement of the child influences the aerodynamic resistance, and the position and attitude of the pushing surface at the moment of the woman push. The control has to be self organized as it needs to cope with the chaotic behavior of the child, and it is emergent as it come out from the chaotic oscillatory, or better pseudo-oscillatory, behavior of the massive
network of networks inside the brains of the woman and the child. Moreover, the gaze, movements and cognitive and emotional processes of the woman and of the child need to be synchronized to allow efficient and effective prediction of the swing movement.

Like the archer of the famous book, "Zen in the art of archery" [14], the woman need to clean the intellectual superstructures and concentrate, to be open to her inner world, to her "Zen." In our perspective, she has to let suitable sensory motor coordination schemes to emerge naturally. It is, by the way, extremely interesting from a traditional Western cultural perspective, what Buddhism labels as "embodiment". The Buddhists do not see an abstract entity into a separated body, but they see the body as the perception and actuation part of the "ego." You have a different "umwelt" [3, 26], if you are embodied as a monkey, a human or as an ant.

In the simple behavior of pushing a swing we actually exploit all the main principles that allow us to survive in nature.

These mechanisms are not confined to the more recent products of evolution, but they are governing the more simple examples of living beings like the cells.

If you think about the critical importance of morphology, dynamics (for example of DNA, RNA, proteins), stochasticity and emergence, in the processing of information in the cell, cell regulation itself might be regarded as the emergent, self-organizing, predictive orchestration of a huge network of networks of loosely coupled embodied agents.

We may speculate that life, natural cognition, and consciousness, themselves are kinds of a spontaneous dance of the matter.

**Open Challenges, Possible Solutions and Needed Breakthroughs**

Many people share the vision that we have outlined above. The idea that natural cognitive behaviors in natural intelligent systems, spanning from bacteria to humans, spring from the emergent, orchestrating, predictive control of self-organized loosely coupled networks of embodied and situated agents seems convincing from a qualitative standpoint, and clear and deep arguments have been provided, mainly by Pfeifer [20, 21, 19]. Why cannot we, then, exploit this approach to build artificial intelligent systems of unprecedented robustness, flexibility and adaptivity?

We have, in my opinion, two main unsolved problems:

- we lack a quantitative framework theory explaining and modeling those phenomena
- we do not have suitable material technologies to implement the design concepts in artificial systems

In turn such quantitative models and the possibility of testing hypotheses on natural systems with artificial models, (the "understanding by building" or "synthetic" methodology) would allow dramatically deeper insights into the natural cognitive processes.

The ability to model the emergence of self-organized behaviors, from sensory-motor coordination to more complex "purposeful" tasks in deformable ("soft") materials, characterized by a fine distribution of sensing and actuation is also needed to guide the
development of new composite materials that we need to emulate natural bodies and to reverse engineer them.

Preliminary work \([2, 11, 17]\), on information driven self-organization (IDSO) on stochastic kinematics \([8, 9, 27]\) and merging the two \([5, 6]\), suggest that the task, certainly tough, might not be impossible. Moreover methods from differential geometry might help to find abstract, but powerful solutions. The "embodiment" of the agents shapes its possible interactions with the environment, and the consequent "limitations" can mathematically be represented by Lie Groups.

The experiments reported in \([16]\) show that the maximization of suitable informational metrics (inspired by Shannon entropy) might be important to model the emergence of cognitive processes in natural and artificial intelligent systems. This is usually referred to as Information Driven Self Organization. Snakebot by Tanev \([23, 24]\), a system designed according to IDSO principles, or the hexapod walking model proposed by Cruse \([10]\), where walking behavior emerges, without any central controller, through the interaction of the embodied system with the environment are examples of the kind of models we should develop. It has also be shown that the interaction of the embodied agent with the environment shapes the basic perception of the agent, see \([22]\).

![Image of Snakebot](image.png)

**Figure 4:** *The Snakebot. The Snakebot’s simulated crawling is an example of emerging behavior based on Information Driven Self Organization. The snake is modeled by a series of loosely coupled rigid balls. The maximization of the predictive information between the parts of the system leads to a crawling behavior very similar to that of the crotalus. (Courtesy of the authors - taken from [24])**

The maximization of suitable Shannon-information based functionals to generate self-organized behaviors produces intuitively convincing results. Yet the direct application of these methods leads to excessively onerous computations.

It is possible that "embODYing" the methods by considering the representation of the motion structure of the physical body interacting with the environment would drastically simplify the problem.

Methods useful to do that are proposed in \([8, 9, 5, 18, 15]\) and in upcoming publications by the author.
Discussion and Future Work

Uncovering the principles of morphological computation and translating them into quantitative models are a decisive step towards a new understanding of intelligent behaviors in natural systems and towards a new design approach to robotic systems. These new principles have at the same time tremendous importance from the scientific standpoint and a dramatic potential impact on the design of embedded systems (from cars, to smart homes to logistics and supply chain networks). They are a cornerstone of a new science, and technology, of physical cognitive systems.

The qualitative models based on these principles are well understood and the mathematical tools are likely to be available. Progress in material science is quick and impressive and may benefit by new models of materials where "intelligence" is finely distributed.

We have in front of us serious challenges, but there are many hints that we can cope with them.

During the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci conceived and dreamed of different types of mechanical flight, fixed wing, helicopter and winged bird-like flight. The latest has still to be achieved. Would it be achievable with a better understanding of the relation between information processing and body dynamics, and new materials?

A deep and quantitatively grounded understanding of the trade-offs (between morphology, dynamics and information) and the control mechanisms involved by the simple act of pushing a swing might help us to develop a radically new robotics technology built around the principles of a new science of physical cognitive systems, and, at the same time, allow us to gain much deeper insights on basic natural processes spanning from internal cell regulation to human brain motion planning.
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Abstract: In the natural world computation is a matter of survival. Organisms must utilise their own resources in the most efficient way to exploit their environment for food, shelter and reproduction opportunities. Adaptation is achieved at both the individual and population level within a changing environment. For the giant single celled organism slime mould Physarum polycephalum this adaptation is literal: changing its entire body plan during growth, movement, foraging, feeding, and hazard avoidance. Slime mould is remarkable because, despite possessing no nervous system, it has been shown to perform remarkable feats of computation. Slime mould may thus be considered as a living material form of morphological computation. We explore how the concept of material computation by morphological adaptation can be extracted from the behaviour of slime mould to develop distributed multi-agent collectives with emergent, quasi-material behaviour. The natural pattern formation and network minimisation of this virtual material may be influenced by the application of environmental stimuli to perform useful computation. We give a brief overview of the approach and demonstrate how the idea of virtual material adaptation can be used for spatially represented unconventional computation and distributed robotics tasks. We conclude by examining the possible future roles and challenges facing material based morphological computation.
Introduction – Morphological Computation and Natural Systems

Morphological computation seeks to directly utilise the embodied properties of synthetic systems and their interactions with the environment in which they exist [38]. The motivations for this approach are twofold. The first is based on necessity caused by the increasing complexity of computing systems. Traditional approaches in integrating separate complex systems (for instance, sensors, actuators and control systems in robotics) result in complex components with little redundancy or fault tolerance. Typically it is difficult to control such systems as the size of the system increases.

The second motivation has more positive origins. Can we utilise the natural, material properties of synthetic systems to improve the performance (or minimise the difficulties faced) when constructing synthetic systems? Furthermore, can we extend the properties of embodiment to include the environment and take advantages of the processes which occur naturally within it?

We can gain some help in investigating approaches to morphological computation by examining the natural world. Nature inspired computing and robotics takes inspiration from systems which are composed of a great many relatively simple parts and which are embedded within complex environments. For example, swarm computation approaches seek to elucidate the sensory mechanisms and individual interactions which generate the complexity patterning and movement seen at very different scales in natural systems including car traffic dynamics [16], human walking patterns [17], flocking and schooling [42], collective insect movement [10], and bacterial patterning [33]. In all these examples there is a population of entities in space, coupled by sensory information about their environment. The collective morphology of the group is generated from the local interactions and movement of individual members of the population. These interactions generate complex, self-organised and emergent behaviour. The resulting morphological patterns of the population show adaptation to the environment, for example avoidance of obstacles, detection of prey, and avoidance of predators.

The tenets of emergent behaviour (simple, local interactions with self-organisation) may also be exhibited in simpler systems which straddle the boundary of non-living physical materials and living organisms including those acting as biological fibres and membranes [60], lipid self assembly in terms of networks [30], pseudopodium-like membrane extension [31] and even those exhibiting simple chemotaxis responses [29]. Some engineering and biological insights have already been gained by studying the structure and function of what might be termed "semi-biological" materials and the complex behaviour seen in such minimal examples raises questions about the lower bounds necessary for the emergence of apparently intelligent behaviour. It has also been suggested that simple material behaviour, as opposed to complex living systems, may provide a rich vein of potential computational resources to be explored [48].
Classical and Unconventional Computation

The above examples of collective morphological adaptation in biological and semi-biological systems suggest a literal form of morphological computation, driven by dynamic patterning and responding to a complex environment. Such computation is very different from classical computation and a brief overview is required to delineate the differences.

The current dominant model of computing, referred to as classical computation, is based on silicon embodiments of Turing’s notion of a Universal Machine. The success of the approach is due to the concept of the stored program computer, whose behaviour is governed by a sequence of simple logical and arithmetic symbolic instructions. Problem data, and their solutions, must be transformed into a representation which allows the solution by the machine instructions. The individual instructions are very simple indeed but, when executed, (subject to iteration and conditional branching to different parts of the instruction stream) they transform the input data to yield output data containing the problem solution. Both instructions (program) and data may be represented in the same medium and the behaviour of the computer may be changed by simply changing the contents of the instructions and data storage. Thus a single mechanism may be driven by its program and data to "become" any other machine, as long as the desired behaviour is known and completely specifiable. The success of the classical approach is partly due to this flexibility of its architecture and partly due to the vast speed at which modern digital computing devices operate.

Unconventional computation, or non-classical computation, is an approach whereby the natural properties and processes of physical or living materials are harnessed to provide useful computational functions. The motivation for the study of unconventional computation is threefold. Firstly, many natural systems exhibit properties which are not found in classical computing devices, such as being composed of simple and plentiful components, having redundant parts (i.e. not being dependent on highly complex units), and showing resilient or "fault tolerant" behaviour. Secondly, non-classical computation is often observed in systems which show emergent behaviour. Although the definition of emergence is difficult to define precisely and the subject of debate [43, 8] it may be summarised as being novel behaviour which emerges from the interactions between simple component parts, and which — critically — cannot be described in terms of the lower level component interactions. Emergent behaviour is characterised by systems with many simple, local interactions and which display self-organisation, i.e. the spontaneous appearance of complexity or order from low-level interactions. Many of the attractive features of non-classical computing devices (redundancy, fault tolerance) are thought to be based on the mechanisms of self-organisation and emergence, and the study of these properties is useful not only from a computational perspective, but also from a biological viewpoint — since much of the complexity in living systems appears to be built upon these principles.

The third reason for interest in non-classical computing is because, for a number of applications at least, utilising the natural properties of physical systems for computation is a much more efficient means of computation. Non-classical computation can take advantage of massively-parallel computation within the computing medium. For
example, in the chemical approximation of Voronoi diagrams [12] the substrate is composed of thousands of "micro-volumes" – individual regions of the substrate through which information is propagated between local neighbours and through which computation is approximated (by the presence or absence of precipitate formation). In addition to parallelism, the sheer speed of operation within the computing substrate may be advantageous. In the approach of Reyes et al. [41], potential path choices on a substrate comprised of gas-discharge plasma within an etched microfluidic map, were evaluated almost instantaneously to yield a visual representation of the shortest path.

Non-classical computing is not without its disadvantages, some of which are mainly theoretical. It may be difficult to represent certain computational problems in a way which can harness the physical behaviour of the non-classical substrate. Non-classical substrates may be "one-shot" computing entities, not capable of reconfiguration or re-use (although some authors contend that this is an advantage, [59]). Certain problems which are suited to symbolic or logical transformation may be difficult to translate into spatial and propagative formats. This difficulty manifests itself in terms of how to represent data input and also how to "read" the problem solution. This problem is exacerbated when considering how to interface non-classical computers to traditional computers to exploit the latter’s storage, archival and search abilities. The issue of when to stop the computation also arises, since natural systems tend not to halt when a problem is solved, but often tend to adopt a dynamic equilibrium among different states.

More practical problems also arise from non-classical approaches. They may be made from exotic materials or at challenging scales (such as DNA [15], enzymes [39], plasmas [41, 58]) and as such may be expensive and difficult to fabricate. Alternately they may simply be impractical, relatively slow, or ill suited to performing certain operations, which would be more efficiently computed by classical approaches.

One alternative to utilising the actual physical or living system to perform non-classical computation is to try to abstract the most salient features of the system in question and encode these behaviours within classical algorithms. A notable example is evolutionary computation, where population variation mediated by mutation and recombination is incorporated into a population of "chromosomes" representing program parameters [34] or the programs themselves [28]. Even more relevant to this article is the example of Ant Colony Optimisation, a family of meta-heuristic approaches where the phenomena of pheromone sensing and deposition by ant colonies is abstracted and used to enforce a cost to different paths in combinatorial optimisation problems [13]. In all of these examples, however, the complex spatial and physical interactions of the source systems are lost during the abstraction to a classical encoding. The abstracted models are thus biased towards the assumptions as to which physical features are responsible for the complex computation and risks losing a rich potential well of computational power freely available in the physical system.
Morphological Computation as Performed by Slime Mould

An ideal hypothetical candidate for a morphological computation medium would be a material which is capable of the complex sensory integration, movement and adaptation of a living organism, yet which is also composed of relatively simple components that are amenable to understanding and control. The Myxomycete organism, the true slime mould *Physarum polycephalum*, may be a suitable candidate medium which meets both criteria; i.e. it exhibits complex behaviour, but which is composed of relatively simple materials. *P. polycephalum* is an attractive candidate medium for morphological computation because it is a literal example of morphological adaptation. The slime mould is a giant single-celled organism which can usually be seen with the naked eye (see [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physarum_polycephalum](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physarum_polycephalum) for a brief overview or [47] for a more detailed description). During the plasmodium stage of its life cycle it adapts its body plan in response to a range of environmental stimuli (nutrient attractants, repellents, hazards) during its growth, foraging and nutrient consumption. The plasmodium is composed of a transport network of protoplasmic tubes which spontaneously exhibit contractile activity which is harnessed used in the pumping and distribution of nutrients. The organism is remarkable in that its complex behaviour is achieved without any specialised nervous tissue. Control of its behaviour is distributed throughout the simple material comprising the cell and the cell can survive damage, excision or even fusion with another cell.

The plasmodium of slime mould is amorphous in shape and ranges from the microscopic scale to up to many square metres in size. It is a giant single-celled syncytium formed by repeated nuclear division, comprised of a sponge-like actomyosin complex co-occurring in two physical phases. The gel phase is a dense matrix subject to spontaneous contraction and relaxation, under the influence of changing concentrations of intracellular chemicals. The protoplasmic sol phase is transported through the plasmodium by the force generated by the oscillatory contractions within the gel matrix. Protoplasmic flux, and thus the behaviour of the organism, is affected by changes in pressure, temperature, space availability, chemo-attractant stimuli and illumination [11], [14], [27], [35], [37], [50], [56]. The *P. polycephalum* plasmodium can thus be regarded as a complex functional material capable of both sensory and motor behaviour. Indeed *P. polycephalum* has been described as a membrane bound reaction-diffusion system in reference to both the complex interactions within the plasmodium and the rich computational potential afforded by its material properties [7]. The study of the computational potential of the *P. polycephalum* plasmodium was initiated by Nakagaki et al. [36] who found that the plasmodium could solve simple maze puzzles. This research has been extended and the plasmodium has demonstrated its performance in, for example, path planning and plane division problems [45],[46], spanning trees and proximity graphs [2], [1], simple memory effects [44], the implementation of individual logic gates [53] and *P. polycephalum* inspired models of simple adding circuits [24].

From a robotics perspective it was shown that by its adaptation to changing conditions within its environment, the plasmodium may be considered as a prototype micro-mechanical manipulation system, capable of simple and programmable robotic actions
including the manipulation (pushing and pulling) of small scale objects [5], transport and mixing of substances [3] and as a guidance mechanism in a biological-mechanical hybrid approach where the response of the plasmodium to light irradiation was used to provide feedback control to a robotic system [54]. The notion of a functional material utilising protoplasmic streaming was suggested by Ishiguru et al. [18] who noted the potential utility of distributed and emergent control within the material. A *P. polycephalum* inspired approach to amoeboid robotics was also demonstrated by Umedachi et. al. [57] in which an external ring of coupled oscillators, each connected to passive and tuneable springs was coupled to a fluid filled inner bladder. The compression of the peripheral springs mimicked the gel contractile phase and the flux of sol within the plasmodium was approximated by the coupled transmission of water pressure to inactive (softer) springs, thus deflecting the peripheral shape of the robot. The resulting movement exhibited flexible behaviour and amoeboid movement.

**Reproducing Slime Mould Behaviour: A Multi-Agent, Virtual Material Approach**

Although slime mould has enviable computational properties, it also has limitations due to the fact that it is a living organism. Although simple and inexpensive to culture, slime mould is also relatively slow (certainly compared to silicon computing substrates) and must be maintained within strict environmental parameters of temperature, light exposure and humidity. Slime mould may also be relatively unpredictable in its behaviour. Although the unpredictability is useful in certain circumstances it can be a hindrance when repeatable measures of its performance are required. We therefore require a synthetic analogue of slime mould. One technique available is computer modelling, where we attempt to reproduce the complex patterning of slime mould along with the complex interactions it has with its environment.

It is important to note, however, that we are not simply trying to extract the features of slime mould for classical algorithms. Such an approach may indeed prove useful for certain tasks, but would not inform us in any way about the distributed emergent behaviour and control of the organism. Instead what we wish to do is construct a virtual material using the same principles (and apparent limitations) of slime mould, i.e. using only simple component parts and local interactions. The aim is to generate collective emergent behaviour utilising self-organisation to yield an embodied form of material computation which can reproduce the wide range of complex patterning and environmental responses seen in slime mould.

**Guiding Pattern Formation for Computation**

An approach we devised was given in [19] in which we introduced a large population of simple components, mobile agents, (a single agent is shown in Figure 1) whose behaviour was coupled via a diffusive chemo-attractant lattice. Agents sensed the concentration of a hypothetical "chemical" in the lattice, oriented themselves towards the locally strongest
source and deposited the same chemical during forward movement. The collective movement trails spontaneously formed emergent transport networks which underwent complex evolution, exhibiting minimisation and cohesion effects under a range of sensory parameter settings. The collective behaves as a virtual material demonstrating characteristic network evolution motifs and minimisation phenomena seen in soap film evolution (for example the formation of Plateau angles, T1 and T2 relaxation processes and adherence to von Neumann’s law [23]). A full exploration of the dynamical patterns were explored in [20] which found that the population could reproduce a wide range of Turing-type reaction-diffusion patterning (Figure 2).

![Figure 1: Base agent particle morphology and sensory stage algorithm. (a) Illustration of single agent, showing location “C”, offset sensors “FL”, “F”, “FR”, Sensor Angle “SA” and Sensor Offset “SO”, (b) simplified sensory algorithm.](image)

Nutrients may be represented by projecting chemo-attractants into the lattice at fixed sites and the network evolution is constrained by the distribution of nutrients. Network evolution was affected by nutrient distribution and nutrient concentration. An example of network minimisation using the virtual material approach is given in Figure 3 where the network assembles and minimises around two point sources of attractants.

Figure 4, illustrates the adaptive morphology of the population, initialised as a large sheet-like mass, as it adapts its shape to the spatial configuration of nutrients. It was subsequently found that the emergent transport networks reproduced the connectivity of slime mould by approximating networks in the Toussaint hierarchy of proximity graphs [22], as originally demonstrated in [1].

Building upon the finding that network configuration in the model was influenced by global nutrient concentration we investigated whether the material could be subject to local and dynamic control of patterning in real-time, using a feedback mechanism based upon adjusting nutrient concentration in response to current network connectivity [21]. It was found that real-time control of spatial configuration was possible in relatively simple examples, and characteristic high-level motifs in network evolution emerged as a result of the feedback process that helped the network migrate between different configurations. The virtual material could be used as a morphological computation mechanism to find
Figure 2: Parametric mapping of agent sensory parameters yields complex and dynamical reaction-diffusion patterning.

Figure 3: Pattern formation and evolution under the influence of nutrient stimuli. Initial image (top-left) shows: pre-pattern cues (dark spots), initial agent positions (small grey flecks) and boundary of the environment (uniform grey). Remaining images (left to right): Self-assembly and evolution of agent transport network as it becomes "snagged" by the attractant stimuli. Minimisation of the network continues until the shortest path between the stimuli remains.
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Figure 4: Approximation of Steiner tree by shrinkage of virtual plasmodium. Population initialised as a large sheet covering square arrays of regularly placed simulated nutrients. Shrinkage of sheet over time yields approximation of Steiner minimum tree in 4x4 (top), 5x5 (middle), and 7x7 node arrays.

solutions to small instances of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). More recently, it has also been demonstrated that morphological adaptation of the virtual material (shrinking a solid "blob" of the material) can passively approximate good solutions to the TSP [26].

From Material Oscillatory Phenomena to Collective Transport and Amoeboid Movement

The virtual material approach captures the idealised pattern formation and adaptation of slime mould in response to environmental conditions. However the other fascinating property of slime mould is how it harnesses the spontaneous oscillatory contractions within its cell to effect the changes in morphology, achieving these feats using identical components and under distributed control. Slime mould uses the motive force provided by the oscillatory contractions during its growth, foraging, nutrient consumption, network adaptation and escape from hazardous conditions and an understanding of how this may be reproduced would be of benefit, particularly to the field of soft-bodied robotics. By adding transient resistance to the movement of particles in the model we were able to reproduce the spatio-temporal oscillation patterns observed by Takagi and Ueda [49] in *P. polycephalum*, and reproduce the gradual synchronisation of oscillatory activity of the plasmodium [51], [52]. The presence and timing of oscillatory activity in real *Physarum* plasmodium and the multi-agent model was used to indirectly predict the current state, position and network configuration of transport networks [6].

Exploration of oscillatory patterning in arenas completely occupied by large "sheets"
of virtual plasmodium found the emergence of travelling waves which underwent competition and entrainment and subsequently were used to generate regular transport patterns [55], which were used to transport simulated objects (Figure 5).

![Image](a) ![Image](b)

**Figure 5:** Simulating passive transport of substances using information from travelling waves. (a) Spatial representation of snapshot of emergent travelling waves within virtual plasmodium. (b) Computed vector field based upon direction and gradient of travelling waves is used to move passive objects (circular shapes) by cilia-like transport.

In smaller collectives ("blobs" of virtual material), the natural cohesion of the collective contained the internal travelling waves to yield collective movement of the blobs. It was found that, as with *Physarum* plasmodium [4], the virtual material could be controlled using attractants (simulated nutrient projection, see Figure 6) and hazards (exposure to simulated light irradiation). Furthermore the collective could migrate through experimental arenas that were narrow or tortuous and could be split into, and later re-fused from, independently controllable entities [25].

**Possible Applications of The Virtual Material Approach in Other Systems**

Using the multi-agent virtual material approach we have demonstrated that reproducing the wide range of morphological patterning and behaviour seen in slime mould is possible using a very simple method. Can the method be applied to other approaches or modelling tasks? It is notable that particles with identical shapes but opposite behaviour of those considered in this article (where particles are repelled by chemo-attractant) also show very complex pattern formation and evolution [20]. We must also consider the possibility of complex patterning by agents with completely different shapes (e.g. particles with fewer, or more, sensors, arranged in different architectures), suggesting that the simple agent based method of morphological computation may be applicable to modelling other systems, or be used for other applications. Preliminary research in these areas has found that the method is capable of approximating phase separation and interfacial mixing.
Figure 6: Collective amoeboid movement towards chemo-attractant source. (a) chemo-attractant source is projected into diffusion field (small dark circle), provoking extension of the virtual material at its periphery. The material engulfs the source as emergent travelling waves move toward the source. The material blob re-adopts its original shape when nutrients are exhausted, (b) Illustration of chemo-attraction to the nutrient source (left), Migration of leading particles towards source (middle), Emergence of travelling waves pull the collective, engulfing the source (right).
patterns (both using a combination of two opposite agent types). In many materials, altering the environment or properties of the material (for example growing boundaries or shrinking materials in drying conditions) place stresses on materials which respond by adapting their patterns [9]. Preliminary experiments using the multi-agent method reproduce the material response to changing boundaries by forming septate patterns (the formation of boundaries separating regions within a space) or fragmentation into droplets, suggesting a possible application in the modelling of these processes. Most examples used in the approximation of slime mould using the virtual material method use simple point-like sources of chemo-attractant to attract or anchor the virtual material. More complex chemo-attractant gradients would also be expected to expand the patterning repertoire of the multi-agent approach and preliminary experiments have demonstrated the formation of a range of complex and self-organised phyllotaxis-like spiral patterns. Extending the model into three-dimensional space may also extend the 2D area minimisation capabilities of the modelling approach towards volumetric surface area minimisation problems.

**Computational Perspectives on Material Approaches to Morphological Computation**

From a computational perspective the virtual material approach is a spatially represented non-classical (or unconventional) computation system. Both problem specification and output solution are represented by spatial patterns and problems are solved by iterating the natural dynamics of the multi-agent collective until a stable pattern is reached. The collective behaviour of the material is a literal form of morphological computation – the shape of the material is deformed by, and adapts to, the configuration of simulated attractants and hazards in its environment.

One of the benefits of studying material approaches to computation using semi-biological materials, whether real or virtual, is that it allows us to examine synthetic methods of generating complex behaviour from simple components without being restricted by the difficulties of using living systems (for example the problems in keeping such systems alive, providing energy and removing waste products). We have found that very simple behaviours — indeed surprisingly simple — can reproduce the specific patterns of growth of slime mould and provide a plausible account for its efficiency in foraging and its complex oscillatory activity.

The apparent irony at the use of classical computing devices to generate a virtual material for use in the study of unconventional computing substrates must also be noted. We must also distinguish the difference between computing substrate (whether silicon based or natural materials) and computation architectures (for example iterative sequential instructions on von-Neumann designs or spatially represented propagative computation). It is certainly true that the model runs as a program on a classical PC. However we have explicitly restricted ourselves to using the same limitations as seen in slime mould, i.e. simple component parts and local interactions. The complex adaptive quasi-physical behaviours and distributed control of the virtual plasmodium emerge from these simple computations, and these second-order emergent behaviours — critically — cannot be
described in terms of the program instructions which generate them. As long as we restrict our interactions with the material to these second-order emergent behaviours (for example by placement of spatial stimuli or hazards) we can effectively ignore the underlying classical computation which generates the material behaviour. It should also be noted that the same conceptual problem is also faced by other non-classical computing approaches, for example cellular automata and lattice gas approaches, whose underlying architecture also typically runs on classical devices.

The Critical Role of the Environment

The importance of environmental stimuli must be emphasised in the virtual material approach. Without any external stimuli the virtual material simply reproduces dynamical reaction-diffusion patterning. It is the stimuli provided by external attractants or hazards which force the material to adapt its spatial behaviour. The environmental stimuli are used to specify problem configuration and the final pattern of the material in relation to the stimuli represents the problem solution. The specific mechanism utilised is the diffusion of attractants (or repellents) within the environment. The presence of these stimuli at the periphery of the material provides the impetus for its morphological adaptation. The interaction between environment and the material is two-way, however. When the material migrates towards and engulfs a nutrient source, the diffusion of nutrients from that source is suppressed. This changes the local configuration of chemo-attractant gradients (as demonstrated by the changing concentration gradient profiles in Figure 7e-h as a spanning tree is constructed using the virtual material) which ultimately changes the spatial pattern of stimuli offered to the material. This mechanism is an efficient use of the environment as a spatial storage medium of stigmergic cues and "offloads" (outsources?) some complex computation to the environment. This may explain the reason why slime mould, and its virtual material representation, can perform such complex behaviours without requiring complex nervous system or indeed any neural tissue.

Applications, Technologies and Challenges

The most obvious application of the virtual material approach is in soft robotics, specifically in the distributed and self-organised generation and control of movement. The attraction of externally controllable, deformable robotic devices that could survive damage and even excision of parts is enticing. The great challenge is in how to move from virtual studies of such materials into development of real prototypes. Chemical interactions and physical forces approximated in computer models are often considered in isolation or in much simpler circumstances than those encountered in the real world and the difficulty of developing real morphological computation substrates cannot be overstated. Some progress has been made in this endeavour, for example the utilisation of self-oscillating chemical reactions to provide motor stimuli in small caterpillar-like polymer gels [32]. Posited materials must have the requisite physical properties, for example resilience to deformation, elasticity, or inherent minimisation properties [30]. However the materials must also allow some means of information propagation within the material, or utilise
Figure 7: Construction of a spanning tree by model plasmodium. (a) Small population (particle positions shown) inoculated on lowest node (bottom) growing towards first node and engulfing it, reducing chemo-attractant projection, (b-d) Model population grows to nearest sources of chemo-attractant completing construction of the spanning tree, (e-h) Visualisation of the changing chemo-attractant gradient as the population engulfs and suppresses nutrient diffusion.
the physical properties of the material itself for information propagation (for example the oscillatory phenomena within slime mould).

Another challenge to material forms of morphological computation is in the "programming", control, output and storage of solutions. Even if certain materials have innate computational properties, how can these abilities be harnessed? The techniques used in prototype unconventional computation schemes may be of help. As noted earlier the problems to be solved by such schemes are typically spatially represented and the output solution (also a spatial pattern) must be converted into a means suitable for storage in classical computers. Hybrid approaches may be used, involving classical computers and algorithms to project the initial spatial patterns (for example using video projection [40]) and interpret the results performed by the non-classical computing substrate. This typically involves transforming, processing, or analysing the final spatial pattern, for example using image analysis techniques to record the positions of nodes and edges in graph optimisation problems [22]. These data may then be stored in a format that is space efficient and suitable for classical processing methods.

The concept of control in material based morphological computation is somewhat different from that typically used in classical computing. In classical computing and robotics, which are traditionally subject to top-down development methods, control of a system is maintained by carefully designed feedback processes (typically negative feedback), modulating specific parameter values so that components of the system remain within certain ranges. Unconventional computing methods, however, utilise emergent behaviour which typically arise in systems exhibiting self-organisation and autocatalytic (positive) feedback mechanisms. Control in such systems is a more difficult to define and indeed implement. For example, if the high-level behaviour in a system is an emergent property arising from the interactions between simple components then how do we know which particular components do we feed back information to, and when? Stepney suggested that instead of attempting direct control of a (generic) material computation system we should instead attempt to influence the natural physical behaviour of a system using a system of externally applied fields [48]. As noted earlier, experiments with slime mould suggest it can be influenced using a range of external stimuli, both attractant and repellent and this was also reproduced both globally and locally with the virtual material model [22, 21]. The use of indirect influence of material behaviour, as opposed to imposed top-down control does require a change in philosophy about how we control computation. This would be expected to affect both the design and operation of morphological computation systems.

**Summary and Conclusions**

In this article we have adopted a literal interpretation of morphological computation, framing it as the guided control of natural pattern formation mechanisms. Taking the complex computational behaviour of true slime mould as an inspiration we described how the salient features of the organism can be extracted to develop a virtual material approach which uses simple components with local interactions to generate complex
emergent patterning behaviour. The virtual material approach uses methods demonstrated in unconventional computing schemes: spatial representation (of both problem configuration and solution), utilisation of natural "material" dynamics and environmental interactions for problem solving, and is amenable indirect influence — rather than control — of material behaviour. The result is a system which exhibits complex behaviour from simple, redundant, component parts and which can be applied to a range of graph minimisation, combinatorial optimisation and distributed robotics applications. The technical challenges faced when moving from such virtual examples to real world materials are significant. But perhaps more significant is the shift in philosophy required during the planning, development and operation of morphological computation systems, moving from notions of precise top-down control towards bottom-up and indirect methods of influencing material behaviour.
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Abstract: In the existing contributions to morphological computation, it is found that the morphological property should play a role in interfacing the internal control mechanism of a system with the outside environment. This property not only gives the connection between them, but also mediates, reconciles, and integrates them. However, the problem of what distinguishes the morphological property of the system from that of usual complex control systems seems to remain. As a possible solution, we consider the notion of heterarchy, which is the interplay between hierarchies such as agent and environment. Our discussion reveals that the properties of heterarchical and morphological systems are closely related to each other. For the development of morphological computation, some investigations of the heterarchical property are introduced, and some proposals are submitted.
A Personal Definition of Morphological Computation

The relationships between body and mind, the physical and the logical, hardware and software, etc. encompass myriads of issues in various research areas. Morphological computation may be able to improve upon software-side problems by using hardware-side solutions. The term *morphology* in morphological computation means a solution of the boundary condition definition problem such as the frame problem, that is, the most difficult problem in the field of artificial autonomy. Here, I introduce my personal definition of morphological computation: Morphological computation is a solution to reduce the complexity of a computational representation for an environment by introducing a complex interface between the system and the environment.

The robot dog *mini-dog* [17], which is an example of a morphological computation system, consists of legs made of an elastic spring mechanism and a rigid rod-shaped body connecting the legs. Although the robot does not have complex control functions, it can walk in the same manner as real dogs. In this mechanism, the movement of the center of gravity reconciles the independent dynamics of the legs. As a result, a limit cycle appears as the rhythmical motion of the legs. Since the dynamical system of the dog is a multiple degree-of-freedom system, it requires the huge amount of conditions to control individual element. Here, the synthetic behavior of the dog is generated by itself without the control difficulty. Such an appearance of synthesis is called *emergence* in the research field of complex systems.

The notion of emergence is usually discussed with respect to multiple degree-of-freedom systems such as cellular automaton [26] or diffusion reaction systems [10]. It is conventionally considered to be a result from the local interaction between elements following defined rules. However, there is no powerful theory that combines emergent behavior with local rules. Therefore, it is difficult to control the whole system by given local rules. In the mini-dog case, however, by actively utilizing uncontrollability caused by complex representations of the environment such as the friction of the floor and the dynamics of the center of gravity, the natural movement of walking can be achieved by a simple control function. From this point of view, it can be said that morphological computation can provide a framework for controllability of a system in a complex environment. Because this explanation is thought to be insufficient for the purpose of this book, a deeper discussion is needed.

In the above-mentioned examples of morphological computation, the systems can regulate the dynamics at the whole-system level, e.g. the movement of the center of gravity. This becomes possible when the behavior of a system converges to an attractor. Since a human has states such as running, walking, stepping, and so on, multiple attractors may exist in real systems. How can we model and treat such systems with multiple attractors? This transition behavior between attractors was discussed by Tsuda [25, 1]. Here, to explain this problem of transition among attractors, I use the example of a treadmill, a running exercise machine that I often use at the sports gym to improve my flabby body. From my experience, a speed of less than 6 km/h is comfortable for walking, though it depends on the degree of tilt (set by controlling the resistance). However, if the speed exceeds 7km/h, we have to run. Here, there is a middle zone of 6–7 km/h where
we can both run and walk. We usually find a comfortable point to change state from walking to running in this zone. Unfortunately, even if the treadmill’s speed is increased continuously, we would never perceive the suitable speed at which the natural transition from running to walking takes place. The transition point is not autonomically evident; we just have to define it without an exact basis. In other words, the bifurcation point is heuristically defined by ourselves. The transition from the walking state to the running state corresponds to the transition between the attractors. If the ground moves at the same speed as our legs, the running state is stabilized. Hauser et al. [6] argued that this type of transition among attractors is manipulated by brain level functions.

Here, we can see the two hierarchies in morphological computation: 1. the hierarchical relationship between the system and its environment and 2. the relationship between subsystems and the "wholeness", in other words, between the body and the brain. If we suppose that a system is equivalent to a body, then the representation of intelligence is similar to existing artificial intelligence. Thus, if morphological computation explores the role of inconsistency between the body and the system, it simultaneously gives a perspective of systems by the notion of heterarchy.

Morphological Computation and Heterarchy

Here, I describe the notion of heterarchy and explain my reason for using it to discuss morphological computation. Our research group has been studying the notion of heterarchy as dynamical hierarchy. Heterarchy is a term used to explain the functional structure model on a neural network. McCulloch [15] proposed heterogeneous loops in the neural circuit representing brain functions. The heterogeneous loops means there exists a variety of the feedback and feedforward loops to make cognitions, decisions and actions, and they interact each other. Unfortunately, the novelty of this idea was not easy to understand when the notion of heterarchy has been proposed. To understand this, imagine cognitive experiments. A cognitive experiment is defined as a stimulus and reaction pair. If we suppose only one loop in the brain circuit, we can consider only one pair of them. However, a heterogeneous loop represents a set of stimuli and a set of reactions. Then, the experimental results are not distinguishable from past effects. Usually, with a sufficient training phase, these effects are negligible. In contrast, physiological approaches to brain function revealed larger loops via ganglia networks [27]. This implies the existence of heterogeneity in neural signaling loops. By the remarkable development in recent methods of recoding patterns of brain connectivity and their quantitative analysis tools [21], more complex neural activity can be investigated and it would became possible to find the actual heterarchical structure.

The term heterarchy became conventional when sociologists studying economic organization started to use the term. Stark [22, 23] introduced the notion of heterarchy to define the robustness of an organization such as a company or a government. If a company has a single value estimation mechanism that defines what is good, the company will collapse by a huge perturbation from the external environment. He thought that multiple, contrary senses of order coexist in a robust company and so that is the heter-
archical organization. However, it is not easy to maintain such dissonance in the usual organization because it is difficult to create enough innovation to establish a new sense of order. Stark concluded in his theoretical consideration that positive encouragement to formation of new ideas, including contradiction, is a possible solution to these problems.

To make the concept of heterarchy understandable, consider the schematic representation of heterarchy in Figure 1. A usual hierarchy is shown in Figure 1a. An element X is indicated by intension as a wholeness. For example, the indication corresponds to the defined value estimation function in an organization or a brain function representation caused by a network loop. Usually, a hierarchy is described as a set that keeps consistency between intent and extent. The consistency indicates the equivalence between intentional expression (e.g. $2x$) and extensional expression (e.g. $\{2, 4, 6, 8, \cdots \}$). Conventionally, this consistency is thought to be necessary if we imagine the superposed

---

**Figure 1:** Schematic diagrams from simple hierarchy to heterarchy.

---
hierarchies, e.g. particles, cells, organisms, animals, society and so on.

Figure 1b shows a case of multiple wholeness. To understand this situation, consider the temporal transition of management policy such as \( A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \). According to the transition of policy, the valuations are \( A(X) \rightarrow B(X) \rightarrow C(X) \). Note that, since there is only a single set considered, the simultaneous existence of multiple wholenesses is prohibited in this case. Spencer-Brown [20] introduced this transition to avoid the deadlock induced from the static relationship between intension and extension in a logic form. The situation is thought as a government that is temporally replaced by another one, despite the people in the country do not change.

Figure 1c shows the case of multiple sets and wholeness. Here, the assumption is made that the sets are growing such that \( \{X\} \rightarrow \{X, Z\} \). To permit this situation, we have two kinds of wholeness transitions: \( A \rightarrow B \) and \( A \rightarrow C \). The former case is equal to the case shown in Figure 1b, but latter case is different from a simple time transition. This discussion is closely related to the concept of autopoiesis [14, 11], which is a system autonomously generates its boundary condition and definition of its behavioral rules. However, the concept of autopoiesis has no defined interplay between intensional and extensional changes of a system. In other words, boundary reconfiguration and time transition are distinguished as different problems. This definition cannot solve the problem of infinite regression because individual transitions require a basis such that the time transition requires a fixed state space and a definition of the boundary condition requires a static snapshot of time.

Our motivation to study heterarchy is to explore the interplay of these two kinds of transitions and what will evolve from this dynamical framework as shown in Figure 1d. Gunji described an example that is a heterarchy of human being [5]: Consider about a man which is not only a member of his family, but also a member of a company. If he goes to work on his day off, his action would benefit his company, but it would be detrimental to his family. Then, his action simultaneously affects both of two levels, his family and company. However, when the man is in the hallway hesitating to go work, his wife decide to hide her disappointment and wishes him farewell with a smile. Her action changes the evaluation of the man’s action in the family. This interplay between the man and his family benefits the company as acceleration of his motivation. After his work, the company would give him a vacation. Therefore the interplay between hierarchies makes some innovative change and keeps the robustness of the company and the family.

As mentioned before, the problem I discuss here is the morphology that must be fixed in the existing morphological computation examples, where the term morphology means physical parameters of the springs (e.g. stiffness, damping, etc.) and the characterization of the materials used for instance. Thus, their contributions are available only for a fixed environment where the task and boundary conditions are fixed. Reconsidering the definition of morphological computation, one concludes that the kind of morphology should have an unfixed, dynamic characterization because morphology itself is not a function but a function basis. In other words, morphological computation should be understood as a dynamical system based on the above-mentioned heterarchical interplay between two layers. As heterarchical dynamics, we combined the notion of heterarchy with robustness [8], which is the structural adaptability to outside turbulence [5]. Since the heterarchical
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structure is based on the diversity of subsystems and the dissonance among them we think that a heterarchical system can realize robustness. How do such systems based on morphological computation maintain dissonance, diversity? In my previous research I concluded that internal fluctuation of a natural system is caused by a regulation process for inconsistency between whole-system and subsystem level dynamics [18]. Thus, we have to investigate whether the flexibility of morphology can or cannot maintain the diversity of dynamics, which corresponds to the diversity of attractors, to propose a way to make existing artificial systems robust by using morphological computation.

Positively Used Indefiniteness Induced from Morphological Properties

Firstly, I would like to start from the concept of internal measurement, which is helpful to understand what we will discuss in this section. Internal measurement [13] is the simple hypothesis that an internal observer simultaneously has properties of both an observer and a performer. Usually, when a phenomenon is described, an external observer is implicitly assumed because an exact description of a phenomenon requires indication of both the object and the environment. However, we cannot know the environment completely in the real world because we are not only an observer but also a performer in the world. We think it is quite important to consider internal measurement to understanding the nature of life. Unfortunately, it is not easy to construct a formal theory of internal measurement because, if we simply assume internal measurement, we falls into an infinite regress of verification for the observation. For instance, consider the situation when we recognize a red apple. To distinguish the apparent object is an apple, we always match the stimulus from visual cortex to the memory. In contrast, if there is no memory about apple, we cannot recognize apple. Usually, we do not concern about this cognitive mechanism because only the apple as the result of the cognition rises up to the conscious, and that is a simple measurement. In the case of internal measurement, the cognitive system including the memories has to be simultaneously defined because the realized world including a observer. Since the cognition of the cognitive system is a self-referential action, it leads the infinite regress as the infinite loop of cognition, i.e. the cognition of the cognition of the cognition... Nonetheless, we are living without infinite regress. Therefore, It can be said that we always make a tentative boundary to avoid the infinite regress. Since the tentative boundary is not a strict boundary, it can be reconciled with the recognized object. The actual internal measurement is realized based on the interplay between the tentative cognitive system and the recognized object. This discussion is available if there exists an interplay between hierarchies such as internal behavior and the external world, that is, if we consider heterarchy. In the example the business man in the previous section, the indefiniteness of tentative boundary, i.e. cooperation of his family, acts positively because it benefits both of the family and the company. This positively used indefiniteness is the key idea in this section. Some types of representation for the heterarchical property have been proposed. Gunji and Kamiura defined a categorical expression of observational heterarchy that is a mixture of internal
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and external representations [3, 9]. Gunji and I studied dynamical systems based on positively used indefiniteness derived from heterarchy [5, 4, 18]. A theoretical analysis of the interplay between brain dynamics and body dynamics on human awareness has also recently been established [19].

From the above approaches, I would like to focus on a dynamical system based on the dynamic relationship between time and space [5, 18]. Figure 2 shows the summary of the time-space re-entrant model and its behavior (The original figure is presented in [18]). The model describes a mixture of temporal dynamics and spatial dynamics, which represents wholeness growing as mentioned in the previous section. Re-entrant means sequentially applied time and space dynamics with entrant operations $F$ and $G$.

The schematic diagram of the re-entrant system is displayed in Figure 2a. As shown in Figure 2b, we constructed a time-space re-entrant dynamical system with a logically twisted computation direction, where the spatial direction means from the significant digit to the last digit and where a bar indicates a real-valued binary expression. Grim et al. [2] demonstrated that the dynamical property of a self-referential sentence is represented as a chaotic dynamical system, which is called a chaotic liar. By applying this re-entrant form to a chaotic liar, we obtained a pulse-like behavior, which is different from chaotic behavior (see Figure 2c). The most remarkable characteristic of the system is the structure of the return map, which shows an entrained fractal structure such as Figure 2d. The twisted digit and time direction induce infinitely folded layers in the form of a Cantor set. Statistically, the system exhibits a Lévy flight power-law behavior, which is found in a lot of natural dynamical systems. Once we focus on the time transition or spatial boundary reconfiguration, we stack into an infinite regression represented by chaotic indefiniteness. However, if we consider baseless indefiniteness corresponding to a mixture of time and space, robust reasoning for decision making becomes possible in the form of resulting pulse-like behavior based on fractal entrained dynamical structure.

By reconsidering morphological computation on the scheme of a time-space re-entrant system, the morphological property of a system should play the role of twisting space to time. Remember the case of the mini-dog. From the viewpoint of conventional robotic construction, we have to consider individual elastic joint control, frictional effects, and sophisticated synthetic action planning of several operations, but the system finally falls into a frame problem. By considering the morphological properties of the legs, the control mechanism is not precise but the overall synthetic control of the body can achieve smooth behavior. This mechanism is very close to that of the time-space re-entrant system whose boundary indefiniteness is twisted into temporal dynamics. Thus morphological computation and heterarchy are closely related and thus should be considered together.

Possible Applications of Morphological Computation

Let us consider what applications of morphological computation are possible in the future. As mentioned before, the morphological property could be a basis in which heterarchical interplay occurs. Essentially, the investigation of the possible developments of animal-like robots led to the idea of morphological computation. However, the innovative
Figure 2: Time-space re-entrant model. Figures have been taken from [5] and [18].
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aspect of morphological computation is not related to the technical solutions of building a robot control mechanism, because unconventional computation has the same goal. Thus, morphological computation should help us discover a robust adaptation mechanism for animals. In addition, the results of morphological computation would aid in exploring the meaning of the interaction between two levels (e.g., the brain and the body, organization and function, and system and environment). The two fields of artificial intelligence and artificial life have been competing over the priority between the brain and the body. Several challenging results in those fields imply the necessity of combining them and establishing a new research field of "complex intelligence" and/or "intelligent complexity." A trinity of the brain, the body, and the environment in morphological computation will mark the first step in such a crossover paradigm of computation.

The exploration of a new computing paradigm is a matter of some urgency. Recently, there have been many studies of systems deployed over computer networks such as the Internet, whose structures are rather amorphous. Because these systems continue to grow rapidly, the number of related problems is also increasing. Some improvements to understanding such complex networks have been introduced from studies related to biology [24, 16]. Alternatively, there are applications in which intelligence is introduced into components of a system [12, 7]. These approaches evoke similarities to the competition between artificial intelligence and artificial life. Thus, an investigation of the role of morphology may also improve upon methods to solve such problems. In actual implementation of probabilistic algorithms, we have to use some kind of random generator or chaotic oscillator to realistically model a switching mechanism for instant selection. However, our previous results imply that pulse-like behavior is more suitable for representing a natural switching mechanism than chaotic (random) noise.
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Abstract: Heuristic Bio-Robotics is a new paradigm for understanding and reproducing animals’ adaptive behavior. In this approach, Morphological Computation is a very important design principle that provides quick response, reduction of formal computation, and adequate coordination transformations for multiple tasks and open environment.
Heuristic Bio-Robotics Approach

Amazing progress in robotics in these decades has been strongly supported by the formal computation. A robot and its environment are formally modeled, and based on these models, a control scheme is derived for realizing desired behavior. Since everything is formalized, we can prove the overall stability of the system and estimate performance before we actually conduct real-world experiments. Robot experiments are conducted for validation of the scheme and/or for execution of the task. The behavior of the system largely relies on the formalization, and so far, adaptability of existing robots is far inferior compared to the animals.

Animals can behave adaptively in open/unknown/clutter environment. They can adapt to large changes of the task and environment. They can react to changes rapidly, and can easily learn new situations based on old knowledge. All of these properties are not processed in the brain formally, but it seems that other elements such as compliance of the limbs and local feedback control play a great role. However, these hypotheses cannot be validated by formalization because the task and environment of animals are basically open and cannot be formalized.

To understand and reproduce animal-like adaptability, a formal approach is not so effective. Instead, we can adopt a biological and experimental approach: by observing animals’ bodies and the behavior carefully, we can make hypotheses on the body structure and peripheral control contributing to adaptability; then, we can implement these elements to a real robot and test them in the real environment. This is, what we call, the Heuristic Bio-Robotics approach in which robots are not merely tools to validate (off-line) computation, but tools to explore new scientific findings.

Morphological computation

In the Heuristic Bio-Robotics approach, we carefully observe animals’ body structure and make hypotheses for realizing adaptive behavior. The design principle for adaptive behavior is Morphological Computation. Structural compliance such as preflex [1, 3], series elastics, and minor loops realized by peripheral feedback, just to name a number of examples, which can react immediately to the stimuli from the environment. These components are not formally represented by the central (nerve) system. Morphological computation represents local physical entities, peripheral feedback, any computation-equivalent components related to adaptability hidden from the central system. Morphological computation is one of the principles for adaptability in the context of Heuristic Bio-Robotics.

The peripheral computation is expected to be effective not only for reducing computation of the central system, but for adaptability to wider a variety of tasks. The environments of the animals are open, and they should deal with several tasks. Therefore, the peripheral computation should be a preprocess to generate information adaptively over wide variety of tasks and environments. It should not be optimized for a single task, but should be moderate for many tasks. Otherwise, the animal is sensitive to changes of tasks.
and environments and is not evolutionally selected. Yet, we do not have any principle to design such peripheral control. Instead, we have to observe biological systems very carefully, find many hypotheses on such peripheral computation, and test them with real robots. This is the core idea of Heuristic Bio-Robotics.

In the following three sections, we will discuss on three important insights of Morphological Computation,

1. quick response by peripheral computation,
2. reduction of computation of the central system, and
3. coordination transfer for wide variety of tasks and environments.

Quick Response by Peripheral Computation

Firstly, we discuss on quick response realized by peripheral control. Morphological computation is computation-equivalent physical processes and/or local feedback in the peripheral, and can reduce information flow to the central system. As a result, it can realize quick response to stimuli from the environment. This feature is important, especially, for fast locomotion. For example, compliance of the legs of animals largely contributes to efficiency and stability of locomotion, known as *preflex* [1, 3]. Cham et al. realized cockroach-like fast locomotion by utilizing such *preflex* [2]. The compliant structure was designed by exploratory simulation.

Since the *preflex* in [2] is realized by fixed hardware, it cannot be changed to modulate locomotion. If the compliant structure can be changed, movement may be modulated such that animals/robots modulate their behavior by changing balance of muscular skeleton system. The monopod shown in Figure 1 has similar muscular skeleton structure to a human’s lower limb, which has 9 muscles [4], which is designed to show how the balance of the system can modulate the overall behavior. By many experimental trials, we could explore the function of muscles, and found that the robot can modulate the jumping direction by changing tension of bi-articular muscles. In short, quick response should be modulated by changing morphology to realize adaptability.

Reduction of Computation of the Central System

Second important point of Morphological Computation is reduction of computation of the central system. It is strongly related to the first feature since quick response can be generated by peripheral computation, and as a result, not much information has to be transferred to the central system. The simplest example is the role of elastics in series in walking. During walking, a foot never steps on the same position: therefore, the spring constant of the terrain is not unique. If the robot is stiff, it should deal with such fluctuation of the spring constant formally. If it has series elasticity, the overall spring constant of the terrain and the robot does not change so much, the condition that the robot should deal with is relaxed to some extent.
A jumping robot with anthropomorphic muscular skeleton structure. Muscles #1 (iliacus) and #2 (gluteus maximus) are monoarticular muscles driving the hip joint. Muscles #3 (vastus lateralis) and #4 (popliteus) drive the knee and muscles #7 (tibialis anterior) and #8 (soleus) drive the ankle joint, respectively. Muscles #5 (rectus femoris), #6 (hamstring muscles) and #9 (gastrocnemius) are biarticular muscles that drive not only one but also two joints (the figure and the caption are from [4]).

A little more complicated example to reduce central computation can be found in the attachment for traditional industrial robots: a RCC (Remote Center Compliance) wrist (Figure 2). The RCC wrist consists of several elastic components so that the compliance center is placed at the tip of a grasped peg. Imagine the grasped peg touches one face of the hole, and it gets reaction force from the face. If the reaction force vector passes through the compliance center, the peg moves only in translation. If the reaction force generates moment along the center, the peg rotates along the compliance center. These reactions are generated automatically from the compliant property of the hand, and achieve the insertion task without recognizing position and orientation of the peg formally by the central system.

The muscular-skeleton structure for jumping introduced in the previous section is also a very nice example for reducing central computation: the coordinated movement of the joints is generated automatically by the morphology of the muscular skeleton system.

Coordinate Transform

Last but not least, we will discuss on the coordinate transfer for wide variety of tasks and environments. If the preprocessing brought by the peripheral computation is optimized for a particular task, it may not be good for other tasks. It should not be overfit to only one task, but should be marginal to a certain variety of tasks and environments.
The peripheral computation provides coordinate transforming to reduce the computation of the central system, but the cooridates should not be specialize to a certain task. The morphological computation should provide moderate coordinate transforming for a variety of tasks and environments so that the central system can utilize.

Traditional design strategies are optimized for a single task. If the class of tasks and environments is estimated before designing, we can marge their indexes by taking weighted sum for the optimization. But, it is still very difficult to appropriately determine the weight of each task in the natural environment.

The other way to design an adequate coordinate transform is to learn from biology: Heuristic Bio-Robotics approach. Since animals are evolved so that they can survive in open environment, their peripheral computation is adequate for surviving in the real world. We can pick up many hypotheses on the body structure and the peripheral control network from biology and test them by realizing robots in real environment.

For example, let’s look at the muscular-skeleton system of the human’s arm. It consists of many bones, muscles, and ligaments and provides the structural compliance contributing to the adaptability. This structural compliance is an adequate coordinate transform of the arm robot. We reproduce the structure as much as possible, and test its ability in the real world (Figure 3). For example, we showed some experimental results on door-opening [5]. If the robot is placed in the same position/orientation with respect to the door (knob), the door-opening task can be described as a formal problem consisting of trajectories of position and force. Then, we adopt electric motors that are suitable for realizing formal trajectories. However, in the real situations, the robot is not placed precisely with respect to the door. The door-opening task is trivial for a human, but
cannot be easily described in a formal way. If we use an anthropomorphic muscular-skeleton robot, it can open the door utilizing its structural compliance. Note that the door is essentially designed for human-use [6], therefore, it should be easy for the robot to deal with the door since it has similar body structure as humans. In other words, the door-opening task is trivial if the robot has similar morphology as humans. The robot can utilize the two points of the morphological computation, quick response of peripheral computation and reduction of computation of the central system, and can realizes the door-opening task in which a simple controller is applied in the central system.

Interaction Between a Human and a Robot

It is important for robots to have the same morphology as a human for communication. If the robot has the same morphology, we can share common senses on our bodies. Let’s look at the example of the anthropomorphic robot arm again. Since the robot has the same morphology as a human, it is very simple to teach the robot to open the door. Especially, we utilize our body structure to open the door, we do not have to be explicitly aware of how our morphology works for the task, but simply teach the sequence of sub tasks: grab, turn, push, and follow the door motion [5]. Note that we and the robot share a similar morphological structure: morphological computation. In this sense, to realize natural interaction between humans and robots, we have to be aware how morphological computation works since it is not formally expressed in the central system.
Conclusion

By extracting possible morphological computation by observing biological system, we can realize adaptive and versatile robots. What is more interesting is, by implementing hypotheses on the biological morphology into robots and test them in the real world, we can find new scientific evidences on biological intelligence (adaptation). This is Heuristic Bio-Robotics. We can use robots not for merely validating the formal computation, but for digging out new scientific findings. The field is expected for the new future development.
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Abstract: This article contains our perceptions and comments on the literature concerning morphological computation. We argue that, if there is no computation without intelligence and if morphology is the embodiment of this intelligence, the usage of the term "morphological computation" is trivial. Therefore, another term should be used to define this new discipline, encompassing all its aspects. We have come up with a new term, "Morphological Intelligence," and have identified three subfields, namely, "Morphological compatibility", "Morphological intelligence transformation," and "Morphological intelligence optimization." We believe that the ramifications of this new terminology will help us better understand the discipline. In this paper, we explain this concept, using our new terminology, in the context of locomotion.
Introduction

We, as humankind, have been interested in the behavior of physical bodies exposed to forces or displacements since ancient times. We identify and name the physical properties of objects in nature in order to better understand the world around us; today we call the sum of these features, "Morphology." Humans manipulate the morphology of objects to better utilize these objects for a variety of tasks.

We study the behaviors of these objects in the discipline of mechanics, which uses mathematics and simplified governing equations to understand complex systems. Although we use many simplifications in mathematical methods, these equations provide us with strong instruments to obtain approximate solutions in most cases. In this way, we can find the optimum values of these morphological features in order to develop better mechanisms.

Generally, there is an infinite number of solutions for a single design. However mathematics can help us obtain the optimal design, assuming there are enough constraints. Yet these constraints change according to time and environment. For example, we can find the optimum pattern of a tire in terms of friction for certain given road conditions. However the development of tire technology never stops. That means that we must properly modify our mathematical instruments to meet the demands of new conditions.

Morphological Computation or 'Morphological Intelligence'

Generally speaking, we can define computation as any type of calculation that uses an algorithm to produce an output based on an input. As an example, if we take a closer look at the brain even on the molecular scale, we can refer to all of the physical properties belonging to the tissue using the term "morphology." Therefore, morphology is a rather concrete term that defines the brain structure.

When a human receives an input, an electrical signal arrives inside the brain and the brain generates an output signal based on its morphology. We evaluate this output signal by using the term "intelligence." Therefore, intelligence represents the convergence of an output and its optimal response. From our point of view, intelligence is just the reflection of the morphology of the brain tissue. In other words, morphology is the physical form of intelligence.

The physical form of a system may include mechanical, electrical, logical, and other properties. So, to get a better understanding of morphology, we suggest dividing this term into branches. For example, the "mechanical morphology" of a system can be defined by mass, inertia, stiffness, damping, geometry, etc., and the overall mechanical performance of the mechanism can be named "mechanical intelligence."

In mechanics, morphology is related to the geometry of structures and machines. Therefore, morphological computation in mechanics can be defined as the congruence between the mechanical design and its task. Mechanical, electrical, or any other types of systems have their own intelligence based on the morphological features of the design. We believe that for a given task, among various systems, simpler designs present better
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morphological computations.

As a result, a real dog, a smart robot dog, and a simple mechanical robot toy all use morphological computation in some way. This raises two questions: First, what is the difference between these three systems? Second, is there any computation without morphology? In our opinion, there is no computation without morphology and the difference in these three cases lies in the intelligence quotient (IQ) of the design (and more specifically, of the included morphology branch(es)). The following section aims to explain this concept in terms of wheeled and legged locomotion.

Morphological Intelligence in Wheeled and Legged Vehicles

According to our understanding, the objective of morphological intelligence should be to develop a system that requires a relatively smaller amount of external intelligence. Let us try to explain this in wheeled and legged vehicles.

A wheel is a circular component that is intended to rotate on an axle. A wheel allows the vehicle to move in a straight, horizontal line by rolling along the contact line between the wheel and the ground. Due to the wheel’s perfectly circular shape (Figure 1.a), the center of the vehicle moves on a straight horizontal line, although there are a few oscillations due to the non-rigidity of the wheel. Moving on a straight line makes wheeled vehicles quite stable and energy efficient. However, wheeled vehicles require a relatively smooth surface for locomotion, meaning that the maneuverability of wheeled machines is relatively low compared to some other mechanisms (Figures 1.b,c,d).

To maximize flexibility, it is better to have a mechanism as complicated as a legged vehicle which has a larger degree of freedom of movement. However, in this case, we need additional intelligence to control the dynamics of the locomotion. It is quite difficult to design such intelligence with mechanical instruments. So, we prefer to include electronic intelligence when the complexity of the mechanical system increases. This method of design has become a rather popular trend, for electronics technology has advanced over the last century. However, as the number of motor elements in the mechanics increases, the intelligence of the electronics becomes less satisfying. Thus, this trend has begun to slow down in recent years. Instead of putting new electronics in the system while removing mechanical parts, some researchers have managed to decrease the complexity of the electronic control units by finding proper mechanical solutions for the task. They have come up with an idea for the morphological computation of mechanics [3], [4].

Blickhan et al. [4] and Iida et al. [2] increased the intelligence of the leg mechanism by using passive elastic elements on the foot that served to decrease the complexity of the electronic intelligence. Similarly, Hauser et al. [3] and Reis et al. [1], [5], used elastic compliant elements in a compatible shape to increase mechanical intelligence. There have also been many other efforts to increase the intelligence of the mechanism while simplifying its electrical intelligence [7], [6].

Figure 2 and Figure 3 present the simplified block diagrams of an electrically driven wheel and a bipedal legged machine. We can easily see that the voltage and displacement of the machines are common inputs and outputs, respectively, for both mechanisms.
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Comparing these two figures, we can see that the wheel possesses a relatively simpler morphology, although it only works on relatively smooth surfaces. Hence, to take advantage of this simple system, we must design the proper environment for the wheel. Although the legged vehicle is more maneuverable, it is much more complex than the wheel, making it difficult to control.

Here, we would like to use the well-known term, “intelligence quotient,” for the mechanical system in order to rate the grade of the mechanism. In locomotion, stability, maneuverability, and ease of control are three important parameters to measure the intelligence quotient (IQ) of the mechanism. The advantage of the high maneuverability of the legged vehicle makes the vehicle more difficult to control. With these considerations in mind, it can be concluded that there is, in general, an inverse correlation between ease of control and maneuverability. If the vehicle is easy to control, then it is less maneuverable; if it is highly maneuverable, it is more difficult to control.

For tasks requiring high maneuverability, a simple design may not meet the desired expectations of the machine. Therefore, an additional morphological design should be used to solve this problem. Figure 3 presents a simplified block diagram of a legged vehicle with "n" number of leg joints. We can see in the figure that the incapability of the mechanics is easily addressed using electronics and logic. This point is not clear in the literature: although authors talk about the morphological computation of the intel-

**Figure 1:** Simple locomotion models. (a) wheel, (b) rimless wheel model, (c) compass gait model (d) kneed walker model.

**Figure 2:** Simplified morphology of the intelligence of a wheeled machine.
ligent mechanical design, they neglect the morphological aspects of additional systems (electrical, chemical, logical etc.). In fact, when we take a closer look at these types of systems, we also see morphology.

**Future of the Morphological Intelligence**

Because both morphology and computation are general terms, a chemist, biologist, or any other researcher might use these terms as much as a mechanical engineer. We believe that a process of ramification is necessary for the discipline of morphological computation (or "morphological intelligence" as we have called it) in order to obtain more concrete applications of the term. Therefore, we want to introduce three subfields of morphological intelligence:

- Morphological compatibility,
- Morphological intelligence transformation,
- Morphological intelligence optimization

We believe that in the future, these three fields of study will guide researchers within the discipline of morphological intelligence.

The biggest challenge in the computation of morphological intelligence is finding the design concept, which is what we mean by "morphological compatibility." There might be an infinitive number of solutions for the "design." Our mathematical methods need constraints to examine and find morphological features, although we do not know how it is possible to search for a design without human interference. If it becomes possible to do so in the future, we could develop inventor machines.
In morphological intelligence, for example, we transform the morphology of intelligence from mechanics to electronics or from electronics to mechanics, or we are searching for better mechanical/electronic morphological solutions. This is what we have referred to as "morphological intelligence transformation."

Finding the optimum level of design parameters for a specifically defined design is relatively simple when you have strong optimization instruments. In our opinion, the improvement of morphological compatibility is related to the development of optimization techniques. We need stable, adaptive and easy-to-control engineering solutions for various tasks, but we know that these three characteristics conflict with each other in most cases. Furthermore, we encounter many other paradoxes in mechanics when increasing the complexity of our designs. By using superior optimization methods, we will be able to find better morphologies for different tasks in the future. We can examine optimal morphologies and simple engineering solutions by using and developing analytical and numerical search methods. In essence, this is "morphological intelligence optimization."

Human beings can increase the level of their intelligence by learning and practicing. Human muscles and neurons perform their tasks more effectively with practice. Actually, practicing provides morphological improvement in all living organisms. However, the morphology of machines and other non-living structures are fixed, or the transformations in the mechanism are pre-defined like in a Swiss army knife or a cruise control system. In our opinion, in the future, self-transformable morphologies and self-transformable morphological intelligence will be applicable for machines, too. Since we are talking about the intelligence and morphological optimization of the mechanical systems, it is fitting also to discuss the mechanical IQ. Resultingly, we believe that in the near future a methodology to define the levels of intelligences of machines and designs will be discovered.

Today, we employ complicated electronic circuits when it is difficult to design the mechanical morphology for a specific task. At the same time, however, the complexity of the electronics brings new difficulties, such as processing and transferring the data. In the future, we will manage to minimize the necessary computation for the morphological intelligence of electronics by replacing it with better mechanical morphologies. We will develop better search methods to calculate the optimal mechanical design and thus decrease the complexity of electronics [5]. There are already many optimized solutions in nature: the mechanical morphology and the "electronics" (i.e., the brain) of the body are optimized in humans as well as other complex and simple organisms. As such, we as scientists have a lot to learn from nature.

The future is brimming with new disciplines that study the morphological optimization of intelligence by seeking the optimal solution through different branches of morphology. Today, mechatronics serves a similar purpose, bridging the fields of mechanics and electronics in the same way. When there is a coupling between different types of morphology, it follows that there should be different types of intelligence as well.
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Abstract: This paper discusses morphological computation from the perspective of self-assembly. Ultimately, organic molecules are “computational machines” that mechanically conduct logical operations and achieve massive structure constructions. Their capability to realize global functionalities by locally interacting with other molecules through their body may endow artificial products with a power of vitality and higher intelligence. As biological molecules attain some fundamental vital activities, such as development or self-repair, we believe that the challenge on filling the gap between artificial machines and organic machines will provide us with hints on what it means to be a living system.
Proteins form complex structures through interaction. Unlike most robots, they attain fertile representations without an explicit central coordinator, and somehow make up for the lack of computational processors or silicon-based memories through embodiment.

Focusing on the tactics in such a system, in recent decades, the field of DNA-tile self-assembly has shown remarkable achievements in fabricating nano-scale structures employing molecules in a bottom-up fashion [1, 2]. The strategy of these structures is to guarantee the same environmental conditions as in molecular assembly - namely, weak interaction, thermal agitation, and nucleation - but artificially design the tiles with nucleotides such that they attain the desired basic formation patterns or sometimes even functions. The achievement provides the system with a tool to encode molecules for the realization of artificial synthesis at the molecular scale, in the same way that nature operates.

One big question remains: "Is mimicking nature’s strategy using natural materials at the natural scale the only way to realize organic activity?" So far, no one has satisfactorily answered the answer. Yes, we do see some self-organization at a larger scale; floating fallen leaves gather together and form a pattern. But no, the way they assemble is rather static and the equilibrium state is, so to speak, "dead."

So, then, what is life? Or, what are the activities that define living states? Distributed entities that self-repair? Dissipative materials that show robustness in their environments? Or something that consumes negative-entropy? With a few exceptions, it seems intuitive to distinguish living entities from non-living entities. Alas, those entities must fit into the classical category of "life," which we mostly find in high school biology textbooks. Tackling the interface between life and non-life must be a thrilling research activity for some synthetic biologists, regardless of the fact that the complexity gap is still noteworthy. Researchers on "artificial life" have shown many insightful discoveries regarding what life could be, but nevertheless have been told that they missed a link to a physically plausible presence. The option of shifting to synthetic biology is yet within the discussion. In terms of high-level functionality, a series of self-assembling robots were generated in the 2000s that can stochastically self-replicate (with a supplement of constructive components), or determine the bonding to another robot, on an air-table, which shows a certain similarity to the basic chemical activity in an artificial way [3, 4, 5]. Probably if the developer declares such robots to comprise "life," it might be revealed that the profound theme had been solved. However, most of the people shall keep feeling that the mystery remains unsolved.

Computation is a strong concept, which has been enabled by discretizing the world mainly for temporarily, and has allowed researchers to apply logics through write-in and read-out activities by an interpreter. Progress in the temporal dimension can also be expressed spatially, and this representation shows high affinity to a discretized space, such as cellular automata, or (self-assembling) tiling activities. Therefore, designating interactions between such tiles licenses one to conduct logic operations, and thus the quality of this designation level has always been centered as a major challenge in physically grounded distributed stochastic systems. I would not make a throw of the dice to bet on whether we are merely passive existences computing something "valuable" with molecules that compose our bodies. But I believe in free will, as you likely do too, and
we recognize that the state-of-the-art science has made great advances by avoiding this topic.

![Diagram of magnets and body outline](image)

**Figure 1:** Shifting the position of the magnet vs. changing the entire body shape.

I will attempt to explain this thought with a simple model of cm-sized magnetic components that interact like molecules, and assemble a structure. Figure 1 shows two different distributions of magnets, one positioned at the center of the body (A), and the other shifted toward the corner (B). In engineering, in order to shift the position of the magnet to endow the body with different characteristics on interacting with other magnetized bodies, implementing an actuator arises as the first solution. However, this is not trivial, neither at the cm scale nor the micrometer scale. First, it requires an energy input, which comes with the requirement of a battery, and second, the force that an actuator can exert is usually limited.

Nature, on the other hand, often employs a different approach, namely recovering the initial condition using entropy, such as the proton-motive force (Figure 2). Gaining a different state by entropy has been explored in a colloidal field. In engineering, our recent results [6] suggest an interesting possibility to employ entropic (more accurately, depletion) force at larger scales. In the work, we showed that vibrating floating tiles segregate themselves from passive tiles, and form a cluster. However, no matter how well the molecules regain their initial conditions employing entropy, the fact that they passively react does not change. We are still dealing with passive existence.

Having entered the century of the fastest scientific advancements ever, our knowledge of living systems on the constituents, structure, amount, and temporal dynamics is increasing every day. The discoveries have enabled us to develop a better quality of life with fewer concerns. But for this reason, I believe we should not slow down the pace of pursuing the ultimate question: who are we?
Figure 2: Nature often employs enthalpy for forward reactions while entropy for backward reaction.
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Abstract: There has been a growing interest in the idea and conception of morphological computation and how they may bring benefits to robotics research. This manuscript aims to discuss them based on the movement mechanism of the simplest creatures: bacteria. To be more specific, we will discuss the concept of what morphological computation is by describing the way bacteria connect their “brain,” body, and environment while performing a chemotaxis behavior or random walk. In conjunction with the discussion, we will also suggest some challenges and the necessary future works related with the idea of morphological computation.
Morphological Computation, Morphological Control and Bacterial Movement

The notion of morphological computation is rooted in the concept of embodiment, argued to have significant importance in realizing adaptivity, autonomy and learning capability in robotic systems [12, 10]. Trivially means "intelligence requires body," the concept of embodiment suggests more important implications, concerned with the relation between physical and neural or control processes. In relation with this, morphological computation is essentially about connecting the body, brain and environment [11].

The term "morphology" itself refers to the form and structure of the robot, such as its shape, size and material properties. Several concepts have been proposed in previous research to explain the notion of morphological computation. For instance, it has been proposed that morphological computation essentially means a computation obtained through interactions of physical form [2]. It has also been argued that a process can be called a morphological computation if: (1) it converts a reproducible input into a reproducible output (2) it is programmable in the sense that map between input and output is parametrized in such a way that a wide variety of outputs can be produced (3) it has a sort of teleological embedding [3].

In [3], an interesting argument is pointed out about the difference between the term morphological computation and control. While computation refers to a mapping between output and input, whereby the input is completely given at the start of the process, the term control refers to a process generating a stream of output signals that determine reactions in the input signals, which may not be completely known at the beginning of the process. Unlike conventional control that tries to minimize the influence of robot’s morphology, it is argued therein that morphological control attempts to take advantage of the morphology, exploiting the dynamics of the system for the control task. Therefore, the necessary representation for the controller does not necessarily reflect the complete robot’s state. Instead, the dynamical system should be considered as a parameterized attractor landscape, where the task of the controller is to move the system from one basin of attraction into another one, without coordinating the details of the movement pattern. The last, but not least, interesting argument described in [3] is the necessity to include stochastic processes in the framework of morphological computation, due to possible stochasticity involved in an embodied processes.

In this manuscript, the concept of morphological computation will be discussed by observing the mechanism involved in the movement of the simplest creatures: bacteria, to be more exact the *Escherichia coli*. The concept will be derived by understanding the way bacteria’s "brain", body, and their environment are connected with each other. The movement of bacteria is known as bacterial chemotaxis, due to its purpose to find sources of chemical gradient useful for their survival. The concept of bacterial chemotaxis is shown by Figure 1. Bacteria only have a single sensor with a simple mechanism that only enables them to detect the spatial chemical gradient by simply comparing current and previous value. Bacteria’s actuator, namely flagellum, acts like a propeller with a one degree of freedom (1-DOF) motor [16].
The left figure of Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of chemotaxis system in *Escherichia coli*. Stimulus molecules diffuse through the outer membrane of the sensor located in the front part of bacteria, and interact with the respective receptors. Due to this interaction, ultimately, all chemotaxis signals can be integrated as the level of phosphorylation of the response regulator protein, commonly named as CheY. The phosphorylated CheY, named as CheY-P, diffuses from the kinase of the receptors to the flagellar motor, promotes a clockwise flagellar rotation (CW) that causes the bacteria to enter a tumble mode, or changing orientation randomly. Another protein, commonly named as CheZ, has the role to increase the rate of CheY dephosphorylation. The decreasing of CheY-P promotes counterclockwise (CCW) flagellar rotation results in smooth swimming episodes, the swimming mode. Due to this mechanism, it can be modeled that the concentration of CheY-P, is fluctuating, which leads to fluctuation of the probability to do swimming or tumbling mode [8, 15, 1].

The effect of this mechanism can be further seen from the top-right figure of Figure 1. Bacteria, such as *Escherichia coli*, have several flagella (typically 4-10) [6], where each flagellum has a tiny rotary motor at its base. However, the motions of all flagella are synchronized, which means that a bacteria can only control the flagella as a 1-DOF actuator. The flagella can rotate in two ways as shown by the figure. In the swimming mode, a counter-clockwise rotation aligns the flagella into a single rotating bundle, causing the bacterium to swim in a straight line (A). In the tumbling mode, a clockwise rotation breaks the flagella bundle apart so that each flagellum points in a different direction. This allows the bacterium to efficiently receive a random force generated by collisions with surrounding water molecules undergoing Brownian motion,
causing the bacterium to tumble in place (B). Further study has shown that various morphological aspects in different kinds of bacteria affect their experienced hydrodynamic and swimming efficiency; namely the number of helical turns of flagellum, the helix pitch angle, flagellum length and cell body aspect ratio [13].

Based on the simple explained mechanism, bacteria are able to perform chemotaxis: a biased random walk towards a higher concentration of preferred chemical concentration to approach the source, as shown by the bottom-right figure of Figure 1. When they are placed in a uniform environment, bacteria will simply do random walk. Amazingly, in a uniform environment, the probability to switch between the tumbling and swimming behavior has been suggested to cause an emergence of a specialized random walk, known as Levy walk. In an area where the targets are sparsely distributed, it has been shown that Levy walk is more efficient than a common Brownian walk, meaning that the probability to encounter a target within a certain traveled distance is higher. This demonstrates that based on a simple mechanism, bacterial movement is not only adaptive, but also efficient. Here, the interesting question is whether it is possible to derive some concepts about morphological computation by taking a lesson from bacterial chemotaxis mechanism.

Discussion

Due to the involvement of stochasticity in bacterial chemotaxis, approaches to model the underlying mechanism is commonly based on stochastic differential equations [8, 15]. To discuss the way morphological computation being performed by bacteria, here we use a particular version of stochastic differential equation which is able to explain both the chemotaxis toward chemical sources and the Levy walk behavior of bacteria [8]. The equations are built based on the biological fluctuation framework, a certain perspective to describe noise utilizing phenomena in biological systems shown by Equation 1 [5, 17]. Here, \( x(t) \) and \( f(x(t)) \) are the state and the dynamics of the model at time \( t \), with \( f(x(t)) \) designed to have some attractors in potential \( U(x(t)) \). The noise term is represented by \( \varepsilon(t) \), while \( A(t) \) is a variable called the "activity," which indicates the fitness of the state to the environment. From the equation, \( f(x(t))A(t) \) becomes dominant when the activity is large, and the state transition becomes deterministic. In other words, the potential function is modified, entraining the state into a particular attractor. When the activity is small, \( \varepsilon(t) \) becomes dominant, the state transition becomes more stochastic. The activity should therefore be designed to be large when the state is suited to the environment and vice versa. The complete equations that describe bacterial movement based on biological fluctuation are shown by Equations 1 - 3

\[
\dot{x}(t) = -\frac{dU(x(t))}{dt}A(t) + \varepsilon(t) = f(x(t))A(t) + \varepsilon(t) \\
U(t) = (x(t) - h)^2 \\
P(t) = \exp(-x(t))
\]
where $P(t)$ is the probability to tumbling (switching from swimming mode to tumbling mode). In this case, $x(t)$ is a variable that represents the dynamics of CheY-P, and $P(t)$ can modeled as an exponential function of $x(t)$. Furthermore, $U(t)$ can be modeled a potential function with single attractor $h$ that shows a particular tumbling probability. From Equation 1, $f(x(t))A(t)$ becomes dominant when the activity is large. In other words, the tumbling probability is entrained into the attractor. When the activity is small, $\varepsilon(t)$ becomes dominant, the state transition becomes more stochastic, causing a stochastic fluctuation of $P(t)$. Therefore, to model the bacterial chemotaxis, the activity should be considered as a function of the detected chemical gradient.

While the mathematical model can be shown by Equations 1-3, physically the decision made by the "brain" of the bacteria depends on the diffusion and fluctuation of chemical protein CheY-P that diffuses from the sensori receptor to bacterial motors. In the above equations, it is shown that the mechanism can be modeled as dynamical system with attractor(s) (other works also model it as dynamical system with two, and even an imaginary attractor in front of the bacteria [15, 9]). When the dynamical system is entrained to the tumbling attractor, the hydrodynamic interaction between the flagella and the water molecules takes over the role of the "brain" to orient the bacteria. In turn, the change of the detected chemical concentration will lead to a change of the dynamics of CheY-P inside bacterial body, switching back its mode to a swimming mode. The alternation between two modes will lead to a chemotaxis behavior, or Levy walk as efficient random walk in a uniform environment. It is interesting to notice that here the controller’s task is simply to move the system to suitable basin of attractions without coordinating the details of the movement pattern, and that the system is taking advantage of interaction of physical form involving bacteria's morphology.

In summary, derived from bacterial movement mechanism, our perspectives of morphological computation, are as follows: (1) it is a computation obtained through interactions of physical form to achieve adaptive, or at least purposeful, behavior (2) it enables morphological control; meaning that the interactions of the physical form enables the dynamics of the system to move from one basin of attraction into another without coordinating the details of the movement pattern (3) it may take advantage of stochastic processes.

The importance of the concept of morphological computation in stochastic and deterministic settings has also been mentioned in [3]. Here, we essentially describe the way stochasticity may help the search for suitable attractors involving interactions of physical forms. As future work, it is an important step to understand the design principle such that they may take advantage of each other. For example, it is interesting to investigate the proper morphology of flagella under particular size of noise resulting from the bombardment of the random water molecules to timely reorient bacteria toward the gradient sources.

It is interesting to mention that a control scheme based on biological fluctuation (i.e. Equation 1) has also been implemented in a more complex system: a complex human-like robotic arm imitating the anatomy of human upper limb [14, 4]. The robot has 30 pneumatic actuators, which forms 26 muscles, such that the effects of individual actuators are unclear. Here, the noise helps to search for a suitable combination of which and how
strong each muscles must be contracted at each time step. It has been shown that this approach enables the robotic arm to accomplish some simple tasks like reaching a goal or imitating circular motion. However, due to the stochasticity of the movement, the approach may not be suitable for a safe human robot interaction, for example. Another challenge is the difficulty to let the complex robot arm to perform a complex task, as the search for suitable attractors is being conducted by a noise dominated behavior. These challenges indicate the identification of the functional primitives formed by a complex morphology as another important research direction.
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Abstract: Morphological computation is a powerful design concept for coordinating forces from actuators of robots and their environment using their body dynamics (e.g., its geometric structure and viscoelastic distribution) to generate adaptive behavior. However, these forces are invisible to robot designers and therefore very difficult to handle, especially with an external force disturbance. To alleviate this, we focused on the plasmodium of true slime mold as a platform to discuss physical interaction between body parts, because the force balance between its body parts is considered protoplasmic streaming. By exploiting the physical interaction (or so-called morphological computation) between the body parts, the plasmodium exhibits versatile and adaptive behaviors. Inspired by this, we design a hydrostatically interacting mechanosensory oscillators. The numerical experiments show that the model produces situation-dependent oscillatory patterns with two modules, and versatile oscillatory patterns with three modules without changing any parameters of the model during the simulation run. The results indicate that embedding morphological computation as a part of control system of robots can contribute to their versatile and adaptive behaviors.
Introduction

Morphological computation is a key design concept for building adaptive and robust robotic systems for applications to dynamically changing environments. The term “morphological computation” was coined by Chandana Paul [2] and refers to the performance of certain computational processes by a mechanical system (i.e., the body) that would otherwise have to be performed by a control system (i.e., the brain and nervous system) [3]. Given the fact that animals have a limited number of neurons (especially primitive or small organisms), they are able to generate adaptive and robust behaviors by exploiting its morphology, such as its geometric structure and viscoelastic distribution, as a computational resource.

When we try to implement the concept of morphological computation into robotic systems, how to generate force distribution on the body is very important to achieve the desired functionalities (e.g., competitive forces around a joint to achieve high stiffness on the joint or unifying forces from several actuators to one direction to produce a high movement speed and a large torque). However, because such forces are invisible to robot designers, they are very hard to handle, especially when there are unpredictably changing forces from the environment. There is a simple, yet very suitable, living organism that can be investigated to tackle this challenging problem: the plasmodium of true slime mold (Physarum polycephalum, see Figure 1).

In the plasmodium, the force balance between the body parts can literally be seen by protoplasmic streaming (i.e., cytoplasmic streaming). The plasmodium is a large amoeba-like multi-nucleated unicellular organism, whose motion is driven by spatially distributed biochemical oscillators in its body [8]. These oscillators are hydrostatically coupled by fluid-filled tubes and induce rhythmic mechanical contractions. These lead to a pressure increase in the protoplasm, which in turn generates protoplasmic streaming according to the pressure gradient [1]. Hence, the protoplasmic streaming exactly represents the force balance between the oscillators.

As a result of this morphological computation, the plasmodium exhibits amazingly versatile behaviors in a fully decentralized manner. The biochemical oscillators in the plasmodium can be modeled as homogeneous elements, where the interaction between them induces global behavior in the absence of a central nervous system or specialized organs. Yet, despite such a decentralized system, the plasmodium exhibits versatile spatiotemporal oscillatory patterns [7] and, more interestingly, spontaneously switches between these versatile oscillatory patterns [5]. Based on this behavioral diversity, the plasmodium is thought to be capable of exhibiting adaptive behavior according to the situation encountered. Since the true slime mold can be modeled as coupled oscillators as with a central pattern generator (CPG) of animals, reproducing these oscillatory patterns of the true slime mold can contribute to understanding more universal motion control on animals.

In this paper, we introduce a hydrostatically coupled oscillator system inspired by the model organism, as one example of the application of morphological computation. This oscillator system consists of several homogeneous modules that are physically connected by fluid-filled tubes. The significant features of this model are twofold: (i) the force
conductance between the modules can easily be changed by tuning the fluid conductance between the modules, which leads to a change in the oscillatory patterns; (ii) three modules are capable of spontaneously generating remarkably versatile oscillatory patterns without changing any parameters of the model during the simulation run. The results show that the morphological computation allows the model to exhibit grounded behaviors according to changes in its body dynamics and versatile behaviors in a fully decentralized manner, without designing a complex interaction network between the oscillators or complex dynamics for the oscillators, such as chaos oscillators.

**Biological Background**

There are two important factors that help the plasmodium exhibit such oscillatory patterns: the phase modification of the mechanosensory oscillators and physical communication (i.e., morphological communication [4]) stemming from protoplasmic streaming. The oscillators of the plasmodium are hydrostatically coupled by tubes filled with protoplasm. By generating protoplasmic streaming through these tubes, physical interaction is induced between the oscillators. This physical interaction leads to a phase modification based on the pressure (i.e., mechanosensory information) applied by the protoplasm [14]. Hence, the versatile and adaptive behaviors in the plasmodium are attributed mainly to the synergistic effect of the phase modification and morphological communication stemming from the protoplasmic streaming.

Based on the biological knowledge, we designed a mathematical model by focusing on the following points: (i) the modules are hydrostatically coupled by tubes so as to induce physical interaction between the modules, (ii) soft actuators are embedded in the modules to aid the flow of protoplasm between the modules and to act as mechanosensors based on the softness of the actuator, and (iii) phase modification exploits the mechanosensory information from these soft actuators. The details will be explained in the following section.

**Model**

**Mechanical System**

The model consists of several homogeneous modules that are physically connected by tubes. As shown in Figure 2, each module consists of a soft outer skin, with fluid (i.e., protoplasm) inside. The outer skin consists of four mass particles and four real-time tunable springs (RTSs) used as soft actuators. The RTS is a device that we previously proposed [11, 9, 10] that can actively alter its resting length (i.e., the unstretched length of the spring). This mechanical passivity of the RTS enables the outer skin to be soft. Furthermore, altering the resting length of each RTS causes the protoplasm to be pushed and pulled competitively. In this paper, this physical interaction is simulated using a potential constraint on the area surrounded by the mass particles in each module (which will be explained in the following). As a control system, module $i$ contains two phase
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Figure 1: Plasmodium of true slime mold (Physarum polycephalum). The plasmodium of true slime mold exhibits amoeboid locomotion (with a speed of 1 cm/h) by generating thickness oscillations in its body, which are controlled in a fully decentralized manner. The white scale bar indicates 10 mm.

Figure 2: Schematic of proposed hydrostatically coupled oscillator model. Diagrams of models composed of three modules (a) and one module (b). The figure has been taken from [13].

oscillators, each of which controls the resting lengths of two RTSs, \( \text{RTS}_{i,n,m}(m = 0, 1) \), according to phase \( \phi_{i,n}(n = v, h) \) (see Figure 2 (b)).

Hydrostatical Coupling between Modules

To design hydrostatic coupling between the modules, we simulate the protoplasm inside a module using an ideal gas. Using the ideal gas law, the pressure of module \( i \) can be
calculated as
\[ p_i = \frac{N_i RK}{V_i} = \frac{N_i RK}{l_{i,v} l_{i,h} d}, \]  
where \( N_i \) is the amount of substance of the ideal gas (measured in moles) inside module \( i \), \( V_i \) \((= l_{i,v} l_{i,h} d)\) is the volume of module \( i \), \( R \) is a physical constant, \( K \) is the temperature inside the module, \( l_{i,n} (n = v, h) \) is the actual length of \( \text{RTS}_{i,n,m} \), and \( d \) is the thickness of the modules. Based on this equation, the potential that keeps the volume of the module constant can be written as
\[ \varphi_i = -R K N_i \log V_i + p_{ex} V_i, \]
\[ = -R K N_i \log l_{i,v} l_{i,h} d + p_{ex} l_{i,v} l_{i,h} d, \]  
where \( p_{ex} \) is the external pressure\(^1\). The first term on the right-hand side is the potential stemming from the ideal gas inside the module, and the second term is derived from the potential generated by the external pressure, \( p_{ex} \). As seen in the equation, the potential \( \varphi_i \) has a concave shape along \( l_{i,v} \) and \( l_{i,h} \), which provides volume conservation according to \( N_i \). This in turn induces the intra-module physical interaction and inter-module physical interactions when several modules are connected by the tubes.

Therefore, the motion equation of the resting length of \( \text{RTS}_{i,n,m} \), \( l_{i,n} \), can be written as
\[ \eta \dot{l}_{i,n} = -T_{i,n} - \frac{\partial \varphi_i}{\partial l_{i,n}}, \]  
where \( \eta \) is the viscosity coefficient\(^2\) and \( T_{i,n} \) is tension on \( \text{RTS}_{i,n,m} \).

As shown in Figures 2 (a) and 3, the modules can be physically connected using the fluid-filled tubes. Through these tubes, protoplasmic streaming is generated between the modules based on the pressure gradient. This is given by
\[ \dot{N}_i = \sum_{j \neq i} D_{i,j} (p_j - p_i), \]  
where \( D_{i,j} \) is the fluid conductance between module \( i \) and module \( j \). It should be noted that the total volume of the protoplasm inside all of the modules and tubes is conserved. Because of this, physical interaction is induced between the modules.

**Mechanosensory Soft Actuator**

To design a mechanosensory module, we employ an RTS, which is an elastic device that can alter its resting length and has a force sensor to sense its tension. To simplify the model, we assume that the device only expands or contracts in one dimension. This can be realized by forcibly winding/unwinding the elastic material with a mechanical

\(^1\)In this model, volume conservation is the essential characteristic, irrespective of the volume being of the gas or liquid. To simplify this, we use the ideal gas equation. The potential can be calculated from the work involved in the volume change as follows: 
\[ W = -\int p_i dV_i + \int p_{ex} dV_i. \]

\(^2\)We assume that the variation in the resting length is slow enough to neglect the inertial force.
constraint so that it moves in only one dimension. The resting length of RTS\textsubscript{i,n,m}, \( l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) \), changes according to \( \phi_{i,n} \) and is given by

\[
l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) = \bar{l}(1 - a \cos \phi_{i,n}), \tag{5}
\]

where \( a \) is a constant in space and time (\( 0 < a < 1 \)) and \( \bar{l} \) denotes the mean length. Depending on its resting length, the spring stiffness of RTS\textsubscript{i,n,m}, \( k_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) \), varies as follows:

\[
k_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) = \frac{\alpha}{l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n})}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a constant given by the material and geometric properties of the elastic material.

The tension on RTS\textsubscript{i,n,m}, \( T_{i,n} \), can be measured using the force sensor, and it is caused by the discrepancy between the actual length (\( l_{i,n} \)) and the resting length \( l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) \):

\[
T_{i,n} = k_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}) \cdot (l_{i,n} - l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n})). \tag{7}
\]

It should be noted that an RTS behaves not only as an actuator but also as a (passive) spring.

**Control System**

Here, we introduce the dynamics of the control system (i.e., phase oscillator) to be implemented. The equation for the oscillator is given as [11, 9, 10]

\[
\dot{\phi}_{i,n} = \omega_n - \frac{\partial I_{i,n}}{\partial \phi_{i,n}}, \tag{8}
\]

where \( \omega_n \) is the intrinsic frequency of the phase oscillator and the second term is the local sensory feedback, which can be calculated from the discrepancy function \( I_{i,n} \). This function is based on the mechanosensory information of the soft actuator, as mentioned in the prior part (Mechanosensory Soft Actuator). Note that the phase oscillators only interact with each other through the mechanical system (i.e., the plasmodium).

As explained in the previous work [11, 9, 10], the plasmodium oscillators are able to sense the force from the protoplasm and tend to reduce this force by modifying their phase [14]. Based on this biological finding, we define the discrepancy function for this model as

\[
I_{i,n} = \frac{\sigma}{2} T_{i,n}^2, \tag{9}
\]

where \( \sigma \) is a coefficient that defines the strength of the feedback, and \( T_{i,n} \) is the tension in the RTS. This function is designed to increase in value when the absolute value of \( T_{i,n} \) increases. It should be noted that this mechanosensory information can only be produced by the mechanical softness of the actuator.

Based on the discrepancy function, (8) can be rewritten as

\[
\dot{\phi}_{i,n} = \omega_n + \sigma \alpha^2 \left( \frac{l_{i,n}}{l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n})} - 1 \right) \frac{l_{i,n} \bar{l} a \sin \phi_{i,n} l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n})}{(l_{i,n}^{\text{RTS}}(\phi_{i,n}))^2}. \tag{10}
\]
The second term on the right-hand side of (10) is the local sensory feedback that reduces the discrepancy function $I_{i,n}$. It can be calculated using only locally available variables, which include the discrepancy between the controlled value and its actual value.

![Figure 3: Schematic of oscillator model composed of two modules. The figure has been taken from [13].](image)

**Simulation Results**

**Behavioral Changes based on Body Dynamics (Two Modules)**

First, let us describe how the behavior of two modules changes according to the body dynamics. In particular, we conduct two numerical experiments: when the modules are connected by a thick tube (large fluid conductance) and when they are connected by a thin tube (small fluid conductance). The results are presented in Figure 4.

In both cases, all of the phase oscillators start with an almost in-phase condition, which leads to a balance between the competitive pushing of the protoplasm (note that the phase oscillators control the resting lengths, not the actual lengths) and a high value of $\sum_i \sum_n I_{i,n}$ (total value of $I_{i,n}$ of the entire system). Therefore, the areas have values of 1.0, as seen in Figure 4 (a). As a result, very little of the protoplasm (gas) is exchanged between the modules.

When the fluid conductance is high ($D_{0,1} = D_{1,0} = 1.0$), the volumes of the two modules eventually oscillate in an anti-phase manner as a result of the phase modification mechanism stemming from the local sensory feedback. This means that the two modules are exchanging protoplasm, as seen in the top plot of Figure 4(b). On the other hand, when the fluid conductance is low ($D_{0,1} = D_{1,0} = 0.1$), it is difficult for the two modules to exchange protoplasm. In this condition, the modules decrease the total value of the discrepancy function “inside” each module, which produces anti-phase oscillation between the two phase oscillators in each module, as shown in the top plot of Figure 4(d).

These simulation results indicate that the oscillator system is capable of choosing a grounded behavior based on its body dynamics. It should also be noted that this behavioral change is produced as a result of decreasing the total value of the discrepancy function in a fully decentralized manner.

We set the initial value of the area of each module as 1.0. The parameters of the model are as follows: $\alpha = 5.0; \quad \sigma = 0.1; \quad a = 0.2; \quad \bar{l} = 1.0; \quad \eta = 1.0; \quad RK = 100.0; \quad 125$
Figure 4: *Representation data of different transitions of oscillatory patterns on two modules depending on* \(D_{i,j}\) (the two direction arrow). (a) shows time evolution of the areas of the modules (top) and phase of the oscillators (bottoms) around the beginning (from 200 to 400 s) when \(D_{i,j} = 1.0\) and \(D_{i,j} = 0.1\). (b) show time evolutions of the areas of the modules (top) and phases of the oscillators (bottom) from 1200 to 1400 s when \(D_{i,j} = 1.0\). (c) shows the time evolution of \(\sum_i \sum_n I_{i,n}\) when \(D_{i,j} = 1.0\). (d) show time evolutions of the areas of the modules (top) and phases of the oscillators (bottom) from 3600 to 3800 s when \(D_{i,j} = 0.1\). (e) shows the time evolution of \(\sum_i \sum_n I_{i,n}\) when \(D_{i,j} = 0.1\). The figure has been taken from [13].

\[p_{ex} = 100.0; \quad d = 1.0; \quad dt = 0.001; \quad \omega_v = \omega_h = 1.0; \quad \phi_{0,v}(t = 0) = 0.001; \quad \phi_{0,h}(t = 0) = 0.0; \quad \phi_{1,v}(t = 0) = 0.0; \quad \phi_{0,h}(t = 0) = 0.001; \quad \phi_{1,v}(t = 0) = 0.01; \quad \phi_{1,h}(t = 0) = 0.011; \quad D_{i,j} = 1.0\] (when fluid conductance is high); \(D_{i,j} = 0.1\) (when fluid conductance is low).
Figure 5: Oscillatory patterns in three modules. These four oscillatory patterns were confirmed during one continuous simulation run without any change in the parameters. Schematic diagrams of the phase relations between three modules are shown at the upper-right corners of the plots. The relationships between two modules are indicated by =: in-phase; →: $\frac{2\pi}{3}$ phase shift; and ↔: anti-phase. The figure has been taken from [13].

Versatile Oscillatory Patterns (Three Modules)

Next, we show that a model with three modules can also generate versatile oscillatory patterns. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As seen in Figure 5, we confirmed the existence of four oscillatory patterns during one consecutive simulation run without any change in the parameters: (a) a rotation mode, (b) partial in-phase mode, (c) partial anti-phase mode, and (d) intra-oscillation mode. Furthermore, the model spontaneously switched among these four oscillation modes during one observation period without any change in the parameters, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5 (a) shows the rotation mode, where a rotating wave is observed in the order of modules 0, 2, and 1. The phase difference between neighboring oscillators is approximately $2\pi/3$. Figure 5 (b) shows the partial in-phase mode, where the volumes of two modules (0 and 2) are in-phase, and the other module (1) is in anti-phase with the first two modules. Figure 5 (c) shows the partial anti-phase mode, where the volumes of two modules (0 and 2) are in anti-phase, and module 1 barely oscillates. Figure 5 (d) shows the intra-oscillation mode, where the volumes of all of the modules barely oscillate. In this oscillation mode, two phase oscillators are in anti-phase inside each module, which

\[^{3}\]The names of the oscillatory patterns in (a), (b), and (c) are based on Takamatsu’s work [5, 6, 7].
do not require a volume change oscillation. A schematic diagram of the phase relationships between the three modules is given at the upper right corner of each plot. The relationships between two modules are indicated by $\rightarrow$: $\frac{2\pi}{3}$ phase shift; $\leftrightarrow$: anti-phase; and $=: \text{in-phase}$.

We set the initial value of the area of each module as 1.0. The parameters of the model are as follows: $\omega_v = 1.0$; $\omega_h = 1.004$; $\phi_{0,v}(t = 0) = 0.0$; $\phi_{0,h}(t = 0) = 0.01$; $\phi_{1,v}(t = 0) = 3.14$; $\phi_{1,h}(t = 0) = 3.15$; $\phi_{2,v}(t = 0) = 3.16$; $\phi_{2,h}(t = 0) = 3.17$; $D_{i,j} = 1.0$. The remaining parameters are the same as in the previous simulation with two modules.

**Conclusions**

We have presented a mathematical model of a hydrostastically coupled mechanosensory oscillator system that exhibits two different situation-dependent behaviors with two modules according to changes in its body dynamics (i.e., value of $D_{i,j}$), and versatile oscillatory patterns with three modules without changing any parameters of the model. The simulation results demonstrated that the oscillators can be used as a useful oscillator system, as an alternative to the previous models of a central pattern generator (CPG).

One of the remarkable features of this model is that it can easily interact with external/unexpected forces—we can squish or stretch the oscillators with our hands so as to change the oscillation mode—because the oscillators can be built as real physical oscillators using cylinders and tubes [12]. Furthermore, this model can be implemented into a robot as actuators to move its body parts (such as on legged robots and snake-like robots). The rotation mode may be used for generating peristaltic locomotion of a snake-like robot (with straight arrangement of the oscillators). Partial in-phase mode
can be used for generating inching motion of a caterpillar-like robot. Alternatively, perhaps the force flows between the body parts could be designed by constructing the tube network between the oscillators to achieve the desired oscillation patterns and functionalities. Because this oscillator model can be used to visualize the force balance between the body parts and modify the force conductance between them, the model could be a powerful morphological computation tool for the design of robots.
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Abstract: It has been argued that a robot’s morphology (rather than its controller) may “compute.” We hypothesize that there may be circumstances under which there is some advantage for a robot to compute using its body rather than its brain. If this is true, and if we use an evolutionary algorithm to improve the bodies and brains of robots under these circumstances, it should sometimes discover morphological computation and make use of it. Here we argue that morphological complexity may be correlated with morphological computation, and demonstrate a system in which morphological complexity evolves. We also hypothesize about how such a tool could be used to investigate how and when morphological computation is useful.
Complexity and Morphological Computation

Imagine an artificial neural network that controls a robot. This controller computes in the sense that it transforms incoming sensor signals into outgoing motor commands. Controllers can perform more or less computation: a neural network composed of linear nodes and lacking a hidden layer can only perform linear transformations from sensing to action; networks with one or more hidden layers can perform both linear and nonlinear transformations.

What about the complexity of such controllers? A common measure of complexity is entropy. Consider two neural networks with the same number of neurons and synaptic connections, but in the first network all of the synaptic weights are identical and in the second network all of the weights are different. The latter network has a higher entropy associated with it compared to the former network. Intuitively, the former network is compressible: if all of the synaptic weights are the same, each hidden node in the network will compute the same function, so the network could be replaced with a smaller network composed of one hidden neuron that computes this function.

What then can be said about the relationship between computation and complexity in an artificial neural network? The exclusive or (XOR) function requires more computation than either the AND or OR function in an artificial neural network because a hidden layer is required to compute intermediate results. Also, the entropy of an ANN with a hidden layer has a higher entropy than an ANN without a hidden layer (assuming the hidden layer is employed to compute a nonlinear function). So, an ANN that computes XOR performs more computation, and has higher entropy, than an ANN that computes the AND or OR function.

Although the above example does not prove that there is a correlation between the amount of computation and complexity of an artificial neural network, it does suggest, anecdotally, that such a relationship may indeed exist.

Now consider the morphology of a robot. More specifically, let us consider just one aspect of its morphology: its three-dimensional shape. We can characterize the complexity of the robot’s shape using shape entropy [4]. Shape entropy measures the variation in local curvature of an object: a sphere obtains a shape entropy measure of zero; a wadded-up piece of paper obtains a very large value. Indeed shape entropy seems to correlate with human designations of simple- and complexly-shaped objects [5].

We now have a common complexity measure—entropy—for both the neural network and the morphology of a given robot. If we now imagine two robots that perform the same task (such as moving over rough terrain), yet one robot has higher shape entropy and lower ANN entropy than the other robot, we could denote the former robot as performing more morphological computation than the latter robot. This approach to quantifying morphological computation bears some similarity to the work of Williams et al. [7] who showed that information theoretic measures can be used to determine whether information about the task at hand is stored in an agent’s controller or in the relationship between the agent and its environment. Here however, instead of asking whether information is stored in the agent or in the environment we can measure the relative amount of information in the robot’s morphology and in its controller.
Evolution and Morphological Computation

Consider now that an evolutionary algorithm is employed to improve a population of random robots such that they perform some given task. Consider further that both the three-dimensional shapes and controllers of the robots can be modified by evolution. Finally, assume that there exist multiple robots that can solve the task, but have differing degrees of morphological and control complexity. Which (if any) of these optimal robots will the evolutionary algorithm find? Which paths will evolution take? Will evolution first increase control complexity and then morphological complexity, or will it do so in the reverse order? Or will morphological complexity gradually increase over evolutionary time in step with control complexity? If a child robot is slightly more capable, morphologically more complex and simpler in terms of control than its parent robot, has evolution ‘traded’ control complexity for morphological complexity? In other words, has it evolved a more capable robot by taking advantage of morphological computation?

The answers to these questions depend of course on many factors, including the make up of the evolutionary algorithm, the task the robots are evolved to perform and the environment in which they must do so.

The Environment and Morphological Computation

In recent work [1] we have explored not so much the relationship between morphological and control complexity, but rather the relationship between morphological and environmental complexity. Robots were evolved to move in two different environments. The first environment was composed of a flat, featureless high-friction plane; the other environment also contained several closely-spaced low-friction blocks of ice (see Figure 1). In order to succeed in the latter environment, robots must evolve the ability to ‘reach down’ into the crevices between the blocks, gain purchase on the high-friction ground below and propel themselves forward.

We found that robots evolved in the icy environments exhibited higher morphological complexity than robots evolved in the flat-ground environment. One can argue that the icy environments are more complex than the flat-ground environments based on the higher Kolmogorov complexity of the icy environments: a larger program is required to define the icy environments than one required to defined the flat-ground environment.

The observed relationship between morphological and environmental complexity is constrained to the kinds of robots and environments we investigated. However, this is the first work to investigate the conditions under which morphological complexity increases – or fails to increase – over evolutionary time. In future experiments one could investigate how the total amount of morphological and control complexity (and the ratio between the two) changes during evolution.

The robots in both kinds of environments were controlled with fixed-complexity artificial neural networks, so it was not possible to determine whether these different environments selected for different ratios of control and morphological complexity. However in a companion paper [2] we allowed the number of mechanical degrees of freedom – and
the attendant neural control – to be modified by evolution, suggesting that in future it would be possible to investigate the relationships between morphological, control and environmental complexity.

More specifically, the concept of morphological computation could be investigated in this experimental paradigm relatively easily. If the robot must travel over the tops of these icy blocks, there are two classes of robot that can succeed at this task. The first class is composed of robots that, using a complex controller that performs much computation, carefully reach down into crevices and push in the correct direction. The second class is composed of robots that have complex appendages that, through simple motions, manage to lodge in the crevices in the correct way to generate propulsion. If the evolutionary algorithm generates robots of the latter kind more often than it generates robots of the former kind, we could conclude that evolution discovers and exploits the
concept of morphological computation for generating useful behavior.

**Ultimate Causation and Morphological Computation**

Nikolas Tinbergen made clear that in order to understand a behavioral or physiological trait of an animal, it is important to understand that trait’s proximate as well as ultimate causes [6]. For example, the proximate causes of human bipedal locomotion include the various muscles, tendons and ligaments found in the leg. The ultimate cause of bipedal locomotion may be\(^1\) that natural selection favored energy-efficient walking – enabled by our particular combination of muscles, tendons and ligaments – over less energy-efficient walking.

If in future work we evolve robots that exhibit morphological computation, investigating the ultimate causes that gave rise to it may shed unique light on this phenomenon. For example, we may evolve robots with complexly-shaped appendages yet simple controllers that are able to move over rough terrain. We may then find that there is a proximate cause for this robot’s success: the particular curvatures of its appendages allow it to passively fit into crevices in the terrain to propel itself forward. The ultimate cause of morphological computation in this case may be that it was easier for evolution to fine-tune the appendage’s curvature than it was to discover some complex controller that maneuvered a simply-shaped appendage down into crevices.

Imagine then that we were to repeat such experiments using different robots, environments and tasks and that found the evolution of morphological computation in many of them. If we then investigated the proximate causes of morphological computation in each case we might build up a general theory of how this phenomenon arises; that is, how a particular morphology performs computation. If we investigate the various ultimate causes of morphological computation in each case we might learn why this phenomenon arises: that is, how morphological computation supports adaptive behavior.

**Bibliography**


\(^1\)There are several competing hypotheses regarding the evolutionary origins of bipedal locomotion.


Abstract: The Morphological Viewpoint: a morphological computation or control system is one which is designed from a morphological point of view.
Introduction

Casual perusal of the literature on morphological computation reveals there is no widely-accepted formal definition of the term \(^1\) although serious progress towards a formal theory is being made \([6]\). There are however several features of works which appear under this label. Usually, prominence is given to the shape, form or structure of the technical systems under consideration. These systems in turn are often related to robotics, and the interaction of these robots or robotic manipulators with human beings has a prominent role.

Our own field of professional activity is rehabilitation robotics and clinical applications for people with neurological impairments resulting from injury or disease. This focus further emphasises the importance of the interaction between the technical system and the human, because in this area the robotic system is usually designed to replace or augment some of the lost volitional function. It is attractive to begin the design process by having in mind the shape, form and structure of the correctly-functioning human system, and to shape the form of the technical support system to mimic or replace the parts of the human neuro-musculo-skeletal system which no longer work properly — this we might term a morphological approach. On the other hand, it is quite tempting to begin by formally specifying the functional requirements of the technical system and to proceed by building a solution which does not necessarily reflect in any direct way the human attributes of the system it is replacing or augmenting — some would say this represents a traditional engineering approach.

So, when is a system "morphological" and when is it not? Turning to more authoritative sources, the Oxford English Dictionary currently defines "morphology," in a scientific context, as \textit{shape, form or external structure, especially of (a part of) an organism.} From this definition, one may boldly surmise that morphological computation, or a morphological control system, has quite a lot to do with shape, form and structure and that human beings (or other living things) are closely involved in using the technical systems which emerge: shape, form and structure are emphasised at the outset; the intended function of the system plays a secondary role initially. Morphology, perhaps, can be likened to an elephant: it is hard to define, but instantly recognisable when you see it.\(^2\)

Attempts to find common ground in the definition of morphological computation are reminiscent of a debate which took place in the 1950s–60s regarding adaptive control, a hot topic of that era \([1]\). An apparently obvious definition at the time, and one which is prominent nowadays, is that to be adaptive, a feedback controller has to adapt its parameters or structure in response to changes in the controlled system. But then it was argued that even a time-invariant controller with fixed parameters can be considered adaptive because it adjusts its output in response to changes in the measurement of the controlled system’s output or in the command signal. It is quite hard to imagine the latter type of controller as being adaptive, but you have to admit that it depends on the way you think about it. In fact, the issue was neatly resolved — some would

---

\(^1\)Just try a database search using "morphological computation."

\(^2\)The "elephant test."
say sidestepped — when the proposal was put forth that an adaptive control system is one which is designed from an adaptive point of view [11]. So, you can decide yourself whether the two types of controller described are adaptive or not because it depends on how you approach the technical problem at hand.

And so it might be with morphological computation and control, wherefore we propose:

\textit{The Morphological Viewpoint: a morphological computation or control system is one which is designed from a morphological point of view.}

At a basic level, it is useful to draw here on the formal definition of "morphology" given above, viz.: pertaining to shape, form or external structure, especially of (a part of) an organism.

In the sequel we will use a very simple rehabilitation robotics problem — the design and feedback control of an artificial ankle joint — to see what happens when one thinks in a morphological way (or otherwise).

\textbf{Rehabilitation Robotics}

Robotic systems intended for rehabilitation of walking, self-evidently, should come in a form that promotes and supports locomotion. It is challenging for patients with neurological impairments to walk, therefore gait rehabilitation robots have been developed to promote neurological rehabilitation, adaptation and recovery of function [10]. The physical shapes, or rather morphologies, of all dynamic systems influence their interaction with the environment [9]. Gait rehabilitation robots may initially be designed using morphological methods where effective physical shapes are determined. For example, a gait orthosis can have an exoskeleton connected by three revolute joints to mimic the lower limb. Although morphological design can lead to effective mechanical structures which allow walking, the target complex behaviours of locomotion, such as ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion, require engineering control [7]. Gait orthosis design thus adopts computing engineering methods based on morphological analysis and engineering control to achieve a smooth gait pattern.

Robotic devices are employed clinically for rehabilitation of people with paretic limbs [4]. For the lower limbs, several medically-certified products are available; these are used for rehabilitation of walking function in patients following a stroke, incomplete spinal cord injury, or in other neurological conditions. Prominent among these devices are the Lokomat\textsuperscript{3} and G-EO\textsuperscript{4} systems (Figure 1).

The Lokomat uses two rigid leg orthoses which have DC motors powering the knee and hip joints. The ankle joint is supported passively. The patient is attached to the orthoses and walks on a treadmill using the support of an overhead body-weight unloading system (Figure 1(a)). In the current version of the Lokomat, high-bandwidth feedback controls the knee and hip motors so that pre-programmed joint trajectories are followed. The operator is able to reduce the amount of guidance force so that deviation from

\textsuperscript{3}Hocoma AG, Volketswil, Switzerland. www.hocoma.com

\textsuperscript{4}Reha Technology AG, Olten, Switzerland. www.rehatechnology.com
the nominal gait pattern is permitted. In this way a certain amount of compliance is introduced and the patient has to start using volitional neuromuscular inputs to maintain an acceptable gait. This facet illustrates an important point which we will examine in more detail in the sequel (Sec. ): the fact that a feedback control system for a robotics device is designed from a robust engineering perspective using high-performance DC motors does not preclude the possibility that the system can have features more readily thought to be associated with morphologically-designed components, e.g. characteristics of compliance and yielding.

The G-EO’s principle of operation is different: it is an end-effector system in which the patient stands on two foot platforms which are driven by DC motors (Figure 1(b)). It is thus possible to achieve planar gait as well as simulated stair climbing and descent. The possibility of compliant behaviour is more obvious in this case since the trajectories of the feet can in principle be located anywhere in 2-D space.

The Lokomat and the G-EO systems both have the necessary attributes to be considered as morphological computation and control systems, but one would have to talk to the original design engineers at the Hocoma and Reha Technology companies to determine whether their design perspective was truly morphological ... however that may be, it is certainly true that the Lokomat and the G-EO are solid engineering systems which exemplify the state of the art in rehabilitation robotics.

Figure 1: Robotic devices for rehabilitation of walking.
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(a) Joint components. A DC motor is connected via gearing to a vertical screw drive. The drive applies a torque $\tau_{mj}$ to the foot segment at connection point A. In the experiments, an external disturbance torque $d$ is applied manually at about point B. The ankle angle $\theta$ is measured by an analogue encoder positioned on the joint axis. Picture: K. J. Hunt.

(b) Torques acting on the ankle joint: $d$ is an external disturbance torque; $\tau_{mj}$ is a motor-generated torque acting on the joint after translation of the motor torque $\tau_m$ through a gearbox. The net ankle torque is $\tau = \tau_{mj} + d$.

Figure 2: Artificial ankle joint for the Lokomat.

Control of an Artificial Ankle Joint

The Lokomat product as currently marketed does not have actuation of the ankle joint but our lab has developed an artificial ankle joint which integrates with the existing leg orthoses (Figure 2). The form of the joint was chosen to mimic a simplified, planar human ankle joint. It is simplified in the sense that it exhibits only planar rotational motion and that it is driven by a single DC motor and gearbox which can produce both dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. The DC motor and gear assembly is the same as that used in the knee and hip joints of the Lokomat’s orthoses.

The concepts under discussion will be elucidated using a simple feedback control loop we developed for the artificial ankle joint (Figure 3). Joint dynamics are often represented in the linear time-invariant form $J\ddot{\theta} = \tau - k_v \dot{\theta} - k_s \theta$, where $\theta$ is the angular deviation from an arbitrary neutral position and $\tau$ is the net joint torque. $J$ is the moment of inertia while $k_s$ and $k_v$ represent the joint’s intrinsic stiffness and viscous damping. These
dynamics are represented as the transfer function $P$:

$$
\tau \rightarrow \theta: \quad P = \frac{1/J}{s^2 + \frac{k_1}{J}s + \frac{k_2}{J}}.
$$

The ankle joint is driven by a DC motor\(^5\) and gearing with ratio $g$ which results in a torque $\tau_{mj}$ acting at the joint axis. The net joint torque comprises the motor-generated component, $\tau_{mj}$, and an external disturbance torque $d$, i.e. $\tau = \tau_{mj} + d$ (Figure 2(b)); the angle and the moments acting on the joint are defined to be positive in a clockwise direction. The motor torque $\tau_m = \tau_{mj}/g$ is controlled to a reference torque $\tau_m^*$ using a feedback loop internal to the motor’s control unit\(^6\) (Figure 3); the torque controller is implemented internally as a current controller.

The ankle joint dynamics are modified by a linear time-invariant compensator with transfer function $C(s)$, which forms part of the feedback loop shown in Figure 3. Input to the compensator is the error signal $e$ which is the deviation of the angle from a reference value $\theta^*$: $e = \theta^* - \theta$. The compensator parameters will be determined here using simple impedance-like control strategies which aim to modify the joint’s intrinsic stiffness and damping to alternative desired values. This means that, in contrast to model-based analytical control approaches, the parameters of the dynamic model $P$ are not required for determination of the compensator parameters.

We proceed from the point of view that the compensator $C$ is to be designed to achieve compliant ankle joint behaviour. In this view, the ankle joint should yield to the external disturbance torque $d$. One way of characterising this is to require the joint angle to respond to the disturbance in accordance with a pre-specified impedance law given by a desired closed-loop stiffness $k_1$ and damping $k_2$. Considering for simplicity steady-state conditions, our goal is to achieve a compliant joint response where the pliance is

\(^5\)RE40 24 V, 150 W DC motor, Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland.

\(^6\)ADS_E 50/10 servo amplifier, Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland.
characterized in steady state by the stiffness $k_1$. The joint position $\theta$ should then respond to a constant external disturbance torque $d$ according to $d = k_1 \theta \Leftrightarrow \theta = d/k_1$ as $t \to \infty$.

The key transfer function which can be used to analyse the compliance (or otherwise) of the closed-loop system is that describing the relationship between $d$ and $\theta$, known in control engineering circles as the load sensitivity function [2]:

$$d \to \theta: \quad G_{\theta d}(s) = \frac{P(s)}{1 + C(s)P(s)}. \quad (2)$$

In steady state, i.e. $\omega \to 0$, assuming the plant to have low-pass behaviour, we have $|CP(j\omega)| \gg 1$. From Equation (2) it follows that the steady-state angle obtained in response to a constant disturbance torque (assuming for the moment a zero reference angle) is

$$\theta_{ss} \approx \lim_{\omega \to 0} |C(j\omega)|^{-1} d. \quad (3)$$

It turns out therefore that the steady-state compliance of the joint is related to the inverse of the compensator gain: the stiffness is then equivalent to the steady-state compensator gain $\lim_{\omega \to 0} |C(j\omega)|$.

A key design decision from a control engineering perspective is whether or not to include integral action in the compensator. For a Type-0 plant, i.e. a plant with no intrinsic integral action, the compensator will usually be designed with an integrator to eliminate steady-state reference-tracking error: with integral action the compensator has infinite gain at zero frequency so that any steady-state uncertainty is eliminated. But this is not what we want in the design of a compliant joint since the stiffness is then infinite and the compliance zero.

Turning back to our compliant way of thinking, therefore, we consider first the case when the compensator is designed as indicated above without integral action, e.g. a simple impedance controller $C(s) = k_1 + k_2 s$ having stiffness $k_1$ and damping $k_2$. In this case $\lim_{\omega \to 0} |C(j\omega)| = k_1$ and Equation (3) gives $\theta \approx \frac{1}{k_1} d \Leftrightarrow d \approx k_1 \theta$: this reveals that the desired compliance is attained.

Now we consider a compensator with integral action, e.g. $C(s) = k_1 + k_2 s + \frac{1}{k_3}$, which results in $|C(j\omega)| \to \infty$ as $\omega \to 0$. This in turn, from Equation (3), leads to $\theta \approx 0$ (or the neutral position if the reference angle is non-zero). In this case the constant disturbance torque is countered by a motor-generated torque which forces the joint back to the neutral position and which in steady-state has the same magnitude as the disturbance torque. This control strategy is non-compliant because the compensator, with infinite steady-state gain, will always tend to drive the tracking error to zero by forcing the joint back to the neutral position as in Test 4 below (Figure 7).

One objection which might be raised at this point by a control engineer is that the compensator structures we have discussed up to now are non-proper. The compensator $C(s)$ is in general a transfer function in the complex variable $s$, which can be represented as $C(s) = \frac{G(s)}{H(s)}$ with $G$ and $H$ the numerator and denominator polynomials in $s$. From a practical perspective, it is usually important to make sure that $C$ is strictly proper, i.e. $\deg G < \deg H$. This condition ensures the compensator gain rolls off at high frequency thus protecting the loop from the effects of high-frequency measurement noise.
when $C$ is strictly proper, $\lim_{\omega \to \infty} |C(j\omega)| = 0$. This issue can easily be resolved with the impedance controller $C(s) = k_1 + k_2s$ by adding to the damping term a low-pass filter with a bandwidth above the frequency of interest for closed-loop response characteristics but below the frequency range of any undesirable noise. In the situation discussed above, the desired stiffness and damping properties will be maintained in the frequency range relevant to the performance and behaviour of the joint.

**Experimental Results**

We designed a series of experiments with the artificial ankle joint in order to illustrate the concepts developed above. All experiments started at a neutral joint reference position of $\theta^* = 30$ deg. The joint was then moved as described below by the experimenter applying upward or downward forces at the end of the "foot" segment close to point B (Figure 2(a)). This manual intervention corresponds to the external disturbance torque $d$ (Figs. 2 and 3).

In the first test, the controller was designed to give a compliant pure-stiffness characteristic with stiffness $k_1 = 2.4$ Nm/deg, no damping, $k_2 = 0$, and no integral action, $k_3 \to \infty$ (Figure 4). The result shows that the desired pure-stiffness behaviour was achieved almost exactly (Figure 4(b)) and that the behaviour was compliant: when moved to a position of approximately 20 or 40 deg, a constant joint moment is generated and the controller makes no further attempt to force the joint back to the neutral position (Figure 4(a), lower graph). The joint stiffness can be assessed using plots of the motor-generated joint torque against joint angle (e.g. Figure 4(b)) because in steady-state or slow-movement conditions the magnitude of the external disturbance torque applied to the joint must be approximately equal to the motor-generated torque $\tau_{mj}$.

In the second test, damping was added to the controller by setting $k_2 = 1$ Nm·s/deg (Figure 5). The damping term $k_2s$ was augmented as described above by a first-order low-pass filter with time constant 0.1 s, i.e. the filter transfer function was $\frac{1}{s+1}$; without this filter, measurement noise from the angle sensor was amplified to an unacceptable degree. There is now substantial deviation from a pure-stiffness characteristic (Figure 5(b)) but the joint behaviour remains compliant since a constant joint torque is generated at the off-neutral positions of 20 and 40 deg (Figure 5(a), lower graph). The impedance characteristic is somewhat elliptical in shape and roughly symmetric around the line of constant stiffness (Figure 5(b)). The deviation from the dashed line of constant stiffness results from the damping component $k_2\frac{d\theta}{dt}$ generated during dynamic transitions between the two off-set-point angles of 20 and 40 deg.

The third and fourth tests were carried out with $k_1 = 2.4$, $k_2 = 0$ and with integral action in the compensator: $k_3$ was set to 4 deg·s/Nm. In the third test (Figure 6), the experimenter attempted to maintain a joint-angle profile similar to that used in tests 1 and 2. At the off-set-point angles of 20 and 40 deg the integral component acts on the constant set-point error and the motor-generated joint torque increases (Figure 6(a), lower graph). The experimenter had to gradually increase the torque applied manually in the opposite direction in order to match the increasing motor-generated torque and main-
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Figure 4: Test 1. Compliant behaviour with stiffness only: experimental results with $k_1 = 2.4 \text{ Nm/deg (stiffness)}, k_2 = 0 \text{ (no damping)}$ and $k_3 \to \infty \text{ (no integral action)}$. The joint was manually moved between the angles of approximately 20 and 40 deg and held at these levels for a short time between moves.

(a) Joint angle $\theta$ and torque $\tau_{mj}$. In the lower (b) Joint torque $\tau_{mj}$ vs. joint angle $\theta$: pure stiffness graph, the setpoint curve is obscured by the data characteristic of 2.4 Nm/deg (-ve slope of dashed line, partly obscured by data points).

Figure 5: Test 2. Compliant behaviour with stiffness and damping: experimental results with $k_1 = 2.4 \text{ Nm/deg (stiffness)}, k_2 = 1 \text{ Nm.s/deg (damping)}$ and $k_3 \to \infty \text{ (no integral action)}$. The joint was manually moved between the angles of approximately 20 and 40 deg and held at these levels for a short time between moves.

(a) Joint angle $\theta$ and torque $\tau_{mj}$. (b) Joint torque $\tau_{mj}$ vs. joint angle $\theta$: clear deviation from a pure stiffness characteristic of 2.4 Nm/deg (-ve slope of dashed line), but the approximately elliptical response is roughly symmetric around the line of constant stiffness.
tain the constant joint position. The impedance characteristic is substantially different from that of a stiffness (Figure 4(b)) or stiffness-damping compensator (Figure 5(b)): see Figure 6(b). This clearly demonstrates the non-compliant behaviour of the compensator with integral action.

The same compensator with integral action was used in the fourth test, but the experimental strategy was changed. The joint was moved initially to an angle of approximately 40 deg. At this angle, the joint torque had a value of approximately 30 Nm (Figure 7(a), lower graph). The experimenter then attempted to keep the torque at around this value, but to achieve this he had to allow the joint to move gradually back towards the neutral position of $\theta^* = 30$ deg (Figure 7(a), upper graph). The impedance characteristic again deviates considerably from that of a pure stiffness (Figure 7(b)), thus further illustrating the non-compliant nature of a compensator with integral action.

The first four tests were contrived to illustrate the concepts of compliance and non-compliance. The fifth and final test shows what happens in the more realistic situation when the reference angle $\theta^*$ has a profile which is similar to the ankle-angle profile of normal walking [5]: the compliant pure-stiffness control strategy still gives accurate reference tracking (Figure 8).

The behaviours we have seen can be further understood in terms of the load sensitivity functions (Eqs. (2)–(3)) by considering the Bode magnitude plots of $1/C(s)$ shown in Figure 9 for the three compensators used: the proportional (P) stiffness controller $C_p = 2.4$, the proportional-derivative (PD) stiffness-damping controller $C_{pd} = 2.4 + \frac{4}{0.1s+1}$ and
Figure 7: Test 4. Non-compliant behaviour due to integral action: experimental results with $k_1 = 2.4$ Nm/deg (stiffness), $k_2 = 0$ (no damping) and $k_3 = 4$ deg·s/Nm (integral action). The joint was manually moved to an angle of approximately 40 deg following which the experimenter allowed the joint to move back towards the neutral position of $\theta = 30$ deg while attempting to keep the torque magnitude at a value of around 30 Nm.

Figure 8: Test 5. Ankle trajectory control. The reference/setpoint angle $\theta^*$ (dashed line, upper graph) has a profile similar to the joint-angle profile of normal walking. The lower graph shows the joint torque $\tau_{mj}$ and its setpoint $\tau_{mj}^*$. Here, $k_1 = 2.4$ Nm/deg (stiffness), $k_2 = 1$ Nm·s/deg (damping) and $k_3 \to \infty$ (no integral action).
the proportional-integral (PI) controller $C_{pi} = 2.4 + \frac{1}{4s}$. For the P and PD controllers the steady-state magnitude of $1/C$ is $-7.6$ dB ($= 20\log_{10} \frac{1}{C}$) so that the compliant stiffness characteristic with respect to external torque is achieved. For the PI controller the steady-state magnitude of $1/C$ is $-\infty$ dB ($= 20\log_{10} \frac{1}{\infty}$): the infinite steady-state controller gain makes the behaviour non-compliant.

![Frequency-magnitude responses of the approximate torque disturbance transfer functions](image)

(a) $1/C_p$: this controller has stiffness only, and is just a P-controller.

(b) $1/C_{pd}$: controller with stiffness and damping (PD-controller); $1/C_{pi}$: controller with proportional gain and integral action (PI-controller).

Figure 9: Frequency-magnitude responses of the approximate torque disturbance transfer functions $1/C$: $d \rightarrow \theta$: $G_{\theta d}(s) = \frac{P(s)}{1 + C(s)P(s)} \approx \frac{1}{C(s)}$, Equation (2). From Equation (3), $\theta_{ss} \approx \lim_{\omega \rightarrow 0} |C(j\omega)|^{-1}d$. 
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Discussion

Rehabilitation robots in general and the ankle joint in particular can easily be packed in a morphological box; the problem of designing a rehabilitation robot lends itself well to the morphological way of thinking. Such devices are usually attached to, or at least used by, a human being and their form often mimics human biomechanical structures. The artificial ankle joint with its electromechanical components and its programmable control unit neatly matches the morphological control concept of farming out from a central processing unit — in this context, the human brain — computation and control structures to external materials and components. When one begins the design process in this world view the process and product can certainly be regarded as morphological.

But a traditional control engineering design process may also lead to a system which, in retrospect, can be painted with the morphological brush. The ankle joint control example shows that behaviour obtained on the basis of classical engineering concepts can be reinterpreted in terms more in tune with morphology. Engineering concepts for the design of automatic control systems have been around for a very long time [3]: they can provide a solid basis for design and analysis, and they do not preclude behaviour concepts to the fore in morphology.

In the end, the name given to your design process depends largely on the way you think about it: if you wish to design a morphological control system you simply start from ...

The Morphological Viewpoint: a morphological computation or control system is one which is designed from a morphological point of view.
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**Abstract:** A design perspective is taken towards understanding the field of morphological computing from a theoretical and practical perspective. A set of design principles is explored through a chemical morphological computing platform, whereby the physical properties of substances such as, oil droplets, directly inform design tactics. These are differently framed to the modes of thought that shape our thinking about machine interactions by using the perspective of process philosophy and its technical embodiment – the assemblage operating system. Specifically, the Bütschli system, which self assembles from the addition of strong alkali to an olive oil field, is considered as a programmable soft robot that can be guided using internal and external chemical cues. This model system is used to explore the metaphysical, material, design and technical challenges in designing with morphological computing where a range of potential application is also discussed ranging from the cybernetic Hylozoic Ground installation for the 2010 Venice Architecture Biennale and the architectural project Future Venice that proposes to direct the action of programmable droplets to grow an artificial reef under the city that stand on narrow wood piles. The aim being to spread its point load and stop it from sinking so quickly into the soft delta soils on which the city has been founded by transforming the stiletto heels of the current foundations into platform boots.
Introduction

In the invitation to contribute to this volume, the editors asked, as one possibility, the authors to expose their point of view to the field of morphological computation by providing answers to five questions, namely:

- What do you mean by morphological computing?
- Which research fields and technologies will be influenced by Morphological Computation?
- Where do you see concrete applications of Morphological Computation in the near or far future?
- What are the main challenges in order to turn Morphological Computation from an idea into a field of which institutes will be named after?
- How can Morphological Computation facilitate the interaction of humans and machines, both in handling and programming?

In this essay, I will present my perspective.

What to you Mean by Morphological Computation

Matter at equilibrium is "blind," but far from equilibrium it begins to "see." Ilya Prigogine in [1].

Morphological computing is a term that has originated from the field of robotics [2] where the body of the robot contributes to the performance of the system. Morphological computing has particular relevance in soft robotics where materials with complex, non-linear properties such as, elastomers [4], or oil droplets [5], [6], are incorporated into, or embody, the robot. Morphological computing applications span the Two Cultures [7]. Scientific research groups exploring these principles include Martin Hanczyc and Sherif Mansy at the University of Trento, Lee Cronin, at the University of Glasgow, Klaus-Peter Zauner at the University of Southampton, Gabriel Villar at the University of Oxford, the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in the Department of Informatics at the University of Zurich, and Andy Adamatzky at the University of West England. Design-led practices include the architectural research group AVATAR (Advanced Virtual And Technological Architectural Research) at the University of Greenwich, Martyn Dade Robertson at the University of Newcastle and the Dutch generative artists Erwin Driessens and Maria Verstappen, who use a range of material processes to evolve images and sculptures. Such practices work with a range of principles and techniques that could be considered as various forms of morphological computing with qualitatively different outputs to other forms of computation such as, digital computing that support our current technologies of "making."

Morphological computing may be distinguished from a range of computing practices by its shared ontology with the field of robotics and by the deliberate use of the physical
properties of a morphological computing system into a design or engineering solution. Unlike "natural" computing, a term that has been informed by Alan Turing’s interest in the computational powers of Nature and broadly refers to computing practices that examine the capabilities of natural organisms using a spectrum of platforms to better understand and reflect the properties of living things such as, adaptation, learning, evolution, growth [8], morphological computing is not primarily "inspired" by natural systems. It also differs to unconventional computation, which is also a spectrum of broadly defined practices that have been described from a range of perspectives including, technical, logical, scientific-theoretical and philosophical [9], [10] that "have been only recently invented, operate with some exotic principles, and ... have not been yet introduced on the market" [11], as it has an overreaching set of principles, rather than being grouped according to a loosely associated set of shared characteristics. Proponents of unconventional computing propose the ambitions of the discipline are to go beyond the standard models of computing such as, the Turing machine and von Neumann architectures, which have dominated computer science for more than half a century and therefore proponents are adopting a counterpoint position, rather than proposing a specific theory of computation [12], [13]. For example, slime mold computing, has been used to identify the shortest route in compound pathways [14] and dynamic chemistries can process complex information [15], [16], yet the similarities between these forms of computation are not programmatic but aesthetic. Conversely then, morphological computing possesses a set of discrete operations that are framed by the science of complexity, the phenomena associated with process philosophy, which is a metaphysical worldview in
a continual state of flux and therefore concerned with the idea of "flow" as a primary quality of experience [17] that engages matter at non-equilibrium states. It may also be regarded as a technological and philosophical successor to the field of cybernetics where it transgresses traditional materials and begins to intersect with the chemical and biological realms through a constructivist, or "synthetic," exploration of material performance, which deals with possible outcomes that occur within the limits of a system, not the certitudes associated with classical science.

Which Research Fields and Technologies will be Influenced by Morphological Computation?

Morphological computing has the potential to influence a broad range of design practices that are concerned with biological and ecosystem design, for although it is at a very early stage of development, it offers an exciting new set of tools that may help us develop ways of working that move us on from industrial mores and practices, towards ecological ones.

Morphological computing techniques are pertinent to the way that we currently think about the natural world, as being embodied, they are responsive to environmental influences. This strategically creates opportunities to apply new principles in the shaping of our living spaces. There is a global need for methods of production that promote healthy ecological relationships between our communities and the environment, which do not damage our habitats but physically integrate our buildings into our ecosystems in ways so they may contribute to the health of a site through lifelike qualities such as self-repair, propagation, movement and decomposition. Yet, these toolsets do not currently exist in design practice. Currently the practice of biomimicry occupies this desired design space by emulating the forms and functions of the natural world. Yet, these approaches are constrained by being implemented through industrial methods of production and therefore share the same damaging outputs of modern buildings and operate according to the same resource consumption paradigms [18].

Potentially, morphological computing techniques enable designers to change the expectations of making a product or a building, where the production process does not inevitably damage its surroundings but may positively contribute to local ecosystems. While the emerging field of Bio Design proposes to go "beyond" biomimicry and is experimenting with bioprocesses to venture beyond formal representations of the natural world [19]. It is at its earliest stages of development and does not have a formal method of production. Rather, Bio Design adopts an experimental and speculative approach towards its design propositions, where there are plenty of opportunities for designers to explore morphological computing approaches. For example, Magnus Larssen’s project Dune (2010) proposes an architectural-scale, bacterial sandstone printing system, which can fix sand particles using the metabolic properties of bacteria and thereby begin to reverse the process of desertification [20]. Larssen’s early laboratory prototypes of working with organisms lend themselves to morphological computing techniques where the synthetic abilities of the bacteria feed back into the structure of the sandstone. A much older yet similar system exists at the Mother Shipton caves in Yorkshire, England where heav-
ily mineralized waters are directed through suspended soft objects that become petrified in a matter of weeks and are exhibited in the local museum Figure 2. By philosophically decoding the practice of morphological computing from industrial ambitions designers may explore new conceptual spaces and production processes that do not need to work at high speeds but may be phased with ecological rhythms. Such an approach may help designers develop new, sustained, material relationships between human settlements and their local environments to produce prolonged effects that evolve over different timescales. Morphological computing techniques, methods and technologies could therefore enable practitioners of the built environment for example, to go beyond prioritizing the qualities of the old models of urban development, which are dictated by industrial methods of production that involve the secondary distribution of resource and energy supplies through inert objects that we call buildings. Instead, designers may embrace unfamiliar new qualities in their aspirations and designs that transform the way we inhabit our living spaces that promote new kinds of activity such as, increasing fertility, promoting biodiversity and even healing our torn ecosystems.

Yet, changes in the infrastructure of our living spaces are needed if such eventualities are to be fully realised. For example, new kinds of systems, such as bioprocess-enabled architectural "organs" could perform a range of metabolic functions within a space. These designed sites of activity may produce heat, filter water or fix carbon dioxide. Such systems could be invisible to the inhabitants by occupying under-imagined sites within our buildings such as, under floors – but they could also be highly visible and exist as fetishized objects such as, in Phillips Microbial home [21], where bio processors are situated within voluptuous shapes as their interior processes transform waste products into useful substances that are then exchange and transformed through a locally defined ecology. Strategically positioned, these architectural organs may give rise to buildings with physiologies that strengthen the material exchanges within a community through networks of metabolic processes and act as biotic, life promoting oases for human and nonhuman communities. Governance of these systems may be managed by a combina-
tion of different computing types from digital computing through embedded microfluidic systems that regulate flow of resources in the system, it is also likely that forms of morphological computing will also be used in semi-autonomous regulatory feedback systems for example, where the density of microalgae within a volumetric space limits its growth.

Where Do You See Concrete Applications of Morphological Computation in the Near or Far Future?

Morphological computing is extremely relevant to a range of design practices from architecture to fashion and product design that are looking for new production platforms with ecologically beneficial impacts, which enable them to imagine and work with materials in new ways.

Morphological computing offers designers an opportunity to work at a deeper level of design than those approaches that focus on the nature of a final product. It allows practitioners to shape outcomes that precede the emergence of form by shaping connections that take place between design units through designed networks of interaction. This facilitates the evolution of material systems at far-from-equilibrium states to operate under their own momentum and therefore becomes co-designers of the outputs. Such an approach distributes agency within design practice and contrasts with modern industrial practices that adopt a top-down approach to the manufacturing of an object, where morphologies are pre-determined and the preferred materials are inert.

For example, artists Erwin Driessens and Maria Verstappen evolve images and sculptures using a range of technologies that incorporate the physicality of the system into the output such as, Sand Box (2009), a diorama in which a sand bed is continuously transformed by means of wind. Audiences can observe the continual transformations of a sand and wind based system through a small window and observe a glimpse of a world where another climate prevails [22]. The agency that is giving rise to these transformations does not reside in any one component of an installation but also resides within the chemistry of the transmuting materials and the environmental context in which they are situated.

Since morphological computing produces a qualitatively different set of outputs than industrial forms of design, it requires a unique language to frame expectations. While the language of morphological computing itself is based in the common language of physics and chemistry, which is shared by all natural systems, the linguistics that describe its operating systems can be drawn from process philosophy [17]. It shares a set of principles that view the reality as an condensation of physical, organic, social, and cognitive processes, which operate across many levels of organization and includes thinkers such as, Heraclitus, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Georg Hegel, Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, Jacques Derrida, Alfred North Whitehead, Henri Bergson, William James and John Dewey, although this list is not exhaustive.

In classical Western philosophy the world is imagined as being made up of objects, whose operating system is the "machine." In contrast, the operating system of process philosophy is based on the concept of an "assemblage," which can deal with constant
change. The concept of assemblage is from the French word "agencement" used by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari [23] to denote specific connections between groupings of actants, which are empowered bodies [24]. Rather than forming hierarchies of order, as in the operating system of machines, assemblages form loose, reversible associations with each other [25]. Yet, unlike machines they are capable of radical acts of transformation as they reach tipping points in their order, which may give rise to new meaning or effects [26]. Yet because assemblages are sensitive to and can respond to changing internal, or external conditions, they may also be viewed as a form of technology that can be shaped by morphological computing techniques and may even be considered as a Nature-based production platform since natural systems are also in a continual state of flux.

My design research operationalizes the concept of assemblage to identify the materials, technologies and infrastructures that enable designers to develop their own approach to morphological computing. Assemblages do not yet exist as mainstream technology and are not formalized in terms of their engineering, operations or outputs. Yet, these systems are relevant to design and engineering practices, since they offer the potential to construct spatial programs and realize them in different ways to machine-based paradigms.

In response to this opportunity, I have developed a model morphological computing platform using a lifelike chemical system, which was first described by Otto Bütschli in 1892 [27]. The Bütschli system is an emergent soft, wet, chemical technology that operated through saponification and takes the form of programmable lifelike droplets. It serves both as a model system for morphological computing that enables us to observe emergent events and also as an experimental technology that can be shaped to carry out specific design programs. Unlike mechanical systems, which operate at equilibrium conditions and require external energy to be applied to perform useful work, morphological computing’s outputs are consistent with the performance of non-equilibrium systems, which may be described by the laws of complexity. Unlike the inert objects that machines are built from, the "actants" that comprise assemblages possess their own agency and result in a range of phenomena such as, emergence. Therefore, technological opportunities exist to directly and dynamically manipulate materials at far from equilibrium states in complex ways by developing spatial chemical programs. Yet, as a design platform, morphological computing is not a discrete set of components but consists of an entangled system of agents that multi task interchangeably as fabric, software and hardware.

For example, the Bütschli system exemplifies how tightly fabric, software and hardware are coupled in morphological computing processes. Bütschli droplets are produced when oil molecules, which may be thought of as a dynamic chemical program (both fabric and software), encounter alkali (both fabric and software) to produce soap-like crystals (both fabric and hardware), which form microstructures. The overall performance of this system is shaped by many environmental conditions such as, temperature and local conditions such as, the movement of the droplets and the speed at which crystallization occurs [28]. Bütschli droplets demonstrate how different morphological computing outputs are to those of machines [29]. The hardware principles of this system are embodied in the droplet behaviour, which are not manufactured but self-assembled. When the alkaline solution is added to an oil field to produce the Bütschli system, individual dynamic droplets
spontaneously arise from a field of chemical activity, which spreads out and breaks up into agents that are about a millimetre in diameter. The dynamic droplets of the Bütschli system are therefore not objects but agents since they possess an internal force that is powered by chemistry (or metabolism) and do not need an external energy source for them to exert their effects. Some of the properties are lifelike. For example, dynamic droplets can move around their environment, sense it and make products as a side effect of their metabolism. They spontaneously form loose, reversible interactions as parallel processors that are not organized hierarchically and form the basis of their "assemblage" operating system. This operational "looseness" in their order confers the assemblage with its robustness, flexibility and capacity to deal with external events. Perhaps surprisingly, the outputs of morphological computing systems are relatively conservative and predictable within limits, except when a system reaches tipping points, where dramatic changes in outputs can be observed such as, simultaneous shape and behaviour in Bütschli droplets, a process that is still not fully understood Figure 3.

Figure 3: Two initially distinct assemblages of Bütschli droplets are produced simultaneously under identical conditions. A smaller population moves towards a larger one and the two assemblage formations entangle with each other. In a complex series of interactions, a tipping point of organization is reached in the composit ed assemblages where the individual droplets that made up both the original formations, suddenly individuate and synchronously change their morphology and behaviour.

The technological principles of morphological computing may be demonstrated in Bütschli droplets by changing the internal and external chemistry of the system. For example, by adding a mineral solution such as, 1M copper II sulphate to the alkaline droplets of the Bütschli system (3M sodium hydroxide), insoluble crystals (Copper II carbonate) are produced when the droplet body also comes in contact with dissolved carbon dioxide, see Figure 4. Bütschli droplets will also respond to changes in the surface tension and viscosity of their medium and when pure ethanol is added to an olive oil field containing Bütschli droplets, they will move toward it by chemotaxis Figure 5. Yet, systems that can be easily operated at the human scale are needed if morphological computing techniques are to be used widely by designers. While unmodified Bütschli droplets are around a milimeter in diameter, they can be designed to reach several centimetres in diameter by slowing down their metabolism by adding a small amount of
Morphological computing systems are susceptible to many influences and because they possess innate agency, the platform itself has the capacity to co-design events, which may be directed by humans through morphological computing techniques. For example, when Bütschli droplets are placed within a constrained space, the chemical patterns that govern their interactions are revealed. An installation was designed for the Synth-Ethic group show at the Bio fiction festival that was held at the Natural History Museum in Vienna, in April 2011. Modified Bütschli droplets were introduced into a constrained space of 2cms diameter, which may be provoked by the diffusion and reaction patterns of chemical systems that Alan Turing proposed governed biological processes, such as gastrulation and animal skin patterns, specifically "dappling" [30]. Today, these effects are attributed to the actions of information molecules such as, RNA. However, since the lifelike properties of the Bütschli system are chemical, Turing’s theory is actually responsible for the sinusoidal patterns produced in the system Figure 6. A variety of chemical assemblages can operate fully as forms of morphological computation in a range of specific contexts. For example, in the Hylozoic Ground installation designed by architect Philip Beesley for the Venice 2010 Architecture Biennale, I designed a range of chemical "organs" for this cybernetic system, with different kinds of metabolisms. Liesegang ring plates are a special preparation of Liesegang rings [31] that were made especially for the Hylozoic Ground installation. Rather than being situated within a laboratory test tube, they are constrained within a digitally fabricated contained with a narrow Perspex space. Light can pass through the activated gel matrix to reveal the fine details of the diffusion-precipitation interactions of mineral solutions, which from a design perspective, serve to chemically mark the passage of time. Other techniques used hygroscopic materials to
harvested water from the atmosphere and swell, drawing the beginnings of a fluid matrix towards the installation as a gesture towards increasing the context for lifelike events to take place within the cybernetic system. Modified Bütschli droplets were also incorporated into this installation that were chemically "programmed" with brightly coloured salts, which changed colour in the presence of carbon dioxide. They were poetically considered as an artificial smell and taste system, whose performance was entangled with the presence of humans that breathed out activating respiratory gases Figure 7. While machine outcomes are highly predictable, assemblages operate within a range of operational limits that are typical of probabilistic systems, which are defined by internal and external conditions. The complex performance of assemblages creates a design and engineering platform that has the potential to evade the traditional binary divisions between various systems and modalities such as, Nature/machine, humanism/environmentalism and matter/information. In dissolving these divisions morphological computing ultimately increases the connectivity of matter with the environment and provides an operating system of assemblages that enables us to design ecologies. Morphological computing may therefore be imagined through the language of ecology and its outcomes and may be orchestrated using "soft" control techniques, which coerce and shape outcomes, rather than dictate them.

From a design perspective, morphological computing may even be scaled to urban and ecological dimensions in the speculative, and real project, Future Venice [32]. This proposes to sustainably reclaim the city by growing an artificial limestone reef underneath
to spread the point load and stop it from sinking into the soft delta soils on which it is
founded. The sensory and motor systems of this computer are coupled in programmable
droplets that are able to move around in the waterways. The activities of the droplets
can be directed through their metabolisms, which are engineered to move away from the
light and produce a limestone-like substance, or ‘biocrete’ when they are at rest. In the
light-soaked waterways the droplets move towards the darkened foundations of the city
and accrete around the woodpiles on which the city stands, and use dissolved minerals
and carbon dioxide to accrete an artificial limestone like structure under the foundations
of the city and steadies it on the underlying soft delta soils Figure 8. A natural version
of this process can be observed around the lagoon side and the canals, which is being
orchestrated by the natural marine life. It is proposed that the natural computer could
work alongside the organisms to co-construct an architecture that is mutually beneficial to
the marine ecology and the city. Importantly, should the environmental conditions change
and the lagoon dries out – say for example, Pietro Tiatini and his colleagues succeed in
anthropogenically lifting the city by pumping seawater into its deflated aquifers [33], or
if when the MOSES gates are raised in 2014 the native ecology reaches a catastrophic
tipping point - then the natural computer can re-appropriate its actions so that as the
waters subside, instead of growing a reef, the droplets coat the woodpiles with a protective
layer of "biocrete" that stops them rotting when they are exposed to the air.

Indeed, morphological computing processes could theoretically be applied to the whole
bioregion of Venice as a form of environmental design. Developing the right kinds of
metabolisms and spatial programs could give rise to tactics that generate, new rela-
tionships between natural and artificial actants, and become the bedrock for forging
life-promoting, synthetic ecologies. Morphological computing may then become a design
A range of morphological computing systems were embedded in the Hylozoic Ground installation by Philip Beesley, that were installed as dynamic chemical "organs," which responded to environmental cues and were exhibited at the 2010 Venice Architecture Biennale. Modified Bütschli droplets can be seen centre image as yellow flask in the cybernetic field and hygroscopic materials appear as a field of suspended orange structures to the right of the photograph. Photograph courtesy PBAI, 2010.

practice of shaping overlapping spatial programs and developing tactics that enable a constant flux between fabric, space, structure and location, where the outputs of the system do not imitate Nature but operate according to "low level" programming principles.

Yet, morphological computing does not propose a comprehensive solution to Venice’s precarious future – or indeed our legacy our environmental woes. It is simply a method of observing, engaging and designing with dynamic material systems, which are limited by the performativity of matter, environmental context and the realm of influence that human design can have over any realm. A design practice based on morphological computing techniques does not attempt to "solve" the inevitable changes that accompany a dynamic and lively environment. Instead, it proposes a convergent platform that enriches the available opportunities by which human and nonhuman communities may respond together to environmental events and challenges as co-designers of shared futures.

Working with assemblages is challenging, as they require a new conceptual and practical toolset so that it may be possible to identify appropriate challenges for their application and imagine, design and engineer with them in ways that best work with their innate characteristics. They are very different to object-cantered industrial methods as they are sensitive to and forge connections with the environment. Yet, this provides a different kind of production platform where a synthetic relationship between technology and our surroundings may be developed to shape networks of sustained interactions to achieve outputs, like growth and repair.

Morphological computing therefore not only exists as a series of exemplary, prototype projects but also operates as a design platform that strives to discover something new about reality. By working with matter at far from equilibrium states, it is possible to challenge our expectations of the material realm and couple systems together to produce surprising effects using constructivist approaches that engage its physicality in the performance of a system. Yet, it is not essential to know everything about nonlinear materials to design effectively with them, as the outputs are emergent and surprising, so
the design process is a journey of discovery where designers of morphological computing practices are also the co-authors of the emergent processes of the systems.

The fundamental design units of morphological computing are not "objects" but leaky systems that may be formed directly through loose chemical and biological assemblages. They facilitate enable information flow (droplets, proteins, DNA), and ideally, can remain open (e.g. cells) throughout the computational process. Yet, design with morphological computing is not exclusively concerned with "empirical" outcomes but also engages "entangled knots of mutual feeling and action." [34]. Morphological computing therefore has the potential to entangle aesthetics with realm of computing, as proposed by Gregory Bateson [35] that also correlate with new insights into the behaviour of matter.

Morphological computing does not use top-down instructive programming such as, the modification of DNA that lies behind the technological intentions of synthetic biology but engages with an orchestration of matter, through overlapping complex units which result in a new engagement with materiality, which has an elevated status as it is participatory in the experiment, not passive [36]. Indeed, it helps designers reveal the strangeness and dynamic potential of a material world that we thought we already knew.

Notably, morphological computing strives to keep its computational outputs "open" and therefore offers an adaptable, perhaps even evolvable production platform. It is therefore never fully complete but flexible and modifiable throughout its lifespan, although these characteristics may differ by degree as the entropy of the system inevitably changes. Its technological platform embraces Erwin Schrödinger’s notion of "evading" decay towards equilibrium [37] by using the spatial properties of matter to "insert time and space" into the system. From a design perspective, the outputs of morphological computing may be thought of as exhibiting some of the properties of living systems.
although they may not possess the status of being fully alive. Ultimately morphological computing may prove an essential platform in developing ecologically compatible manufacturing practices, or in synthesizing new kinds of ecological systems.

To keep its computational processes "open" morphological computing requires a unique kind of infrastructure to traditional technologies that are unique to the particular system under study. These infrastructures may be thought of as being "elemental" in character and require the continual flow of a medium as well as the provision of energy to support the computation process such as, air or water. They may provide a range of functions that are usually associated with the basic needs of living things such as, providing sustenance, removing waste products and delaying the onset of thermodynamic equilibrium as much as possible and prolonging its lifelike effects for as long as possible.

Currently, morphological computing proposes a new manufacturing platform with the capacity to become independent of – but not unresponsive to - humans or other living systems. The solution provided is an engaged collaboration and co-authorship between a population of design agents and human designers, or "programmers." The outputs of morphological computing may act independently and produce effects on a site or environment to modify it, act as a carrier system to move matter through time and space, or integrate with other agents and assemblages to produce highly contingent, synthetic outputs. Although morphological computing proposes a terrain in which "life" may be an event, it does not aim to be a form of artificial life per se. Yet, the emergence of fully "alive" systems from a morphological computing platform is a possibility, since "autocatalytic" sets of interacting agents [38] could conceivably become fully autopoietic with a unique life span and even a life cycle.

Stephen Jay Gould noted that there are many types of evolution [39] and morphological computing could be considered as a way of conducting experiments in re-playing "the tape of life" [40]. Of course, morphological computing would not be weaving its tapestry from life’s origins, but from some consensual point in an "unevenly distributed present." Potentially then, this new technological platform sets out the fertile conditions that may provoke various kinds of evolution, which may ultimately result in locally produced, artificial biological systems, or "natures" – as entanglements of technology, ecology and culture [41]. Yet despite the relentless variation in the system there are shared patterns, regularities and principles with have definable limits, which do not restrict the production of novelty in the system, but provoke it.

In the far future, morphological computing may help us build artificial ecosystems. Project Persephone, which is one of the Icarus Interstellar group of initiatives that aim to catalyse the construction of a worldship within a hundred years, creates a context for exploring ecological questions. Yet, these are not framed within the current industrial way of thinking where something that is "good" for the environment consumes it less, or more considerately but instead regards its design and engineering goals as promoting lifelike events. Persephone therefore seeks to understand ecoipoiesis [42], which is a term applied to the first stages of terraforming a lifeless planet. Ecoipoiesis is different to terraforming in that it works to set up any kind of dynamic material system, which may be thought of as a primitive ecology, so that it may one day be possible to boot start a planet from one that is dead and lifeless to being able to establish processes that
enable the spontaneous exchange and transformation of molecules. These processes may be facilitated using morphological computing techniques to establish a series of organizing hubs that begin to terraform the system by transforming the primitive ecosystem into one that is more Earth-like Figure 9. However, the process of ecopoiesis is not just a chemical equation but requires spatial considerations that invoke morphological computing techniques by separating chemical reactions in time and space. Biological systems are experts at this process, since eukaryotic cells possess an organelle composed of an ordered system of cavernae called the "endoplasmic reticulum." This is made up of labyrinthine structures that process specific molecules inside eukaryotic cells by transporting them from one caverna to the other, in a stack of cavernae. Accordingly, Persephone also resists entropic decay by using soils as the technology that can do this. In some ways soils may be likened to a giant, series of cavernae that although are much more disordered than the endoplasmic reticulum in eukaryotes, nonetheless provide a system that spatially orders chemistry and catalyses interactions between molecules. Indeed, soils and are an amazing, yet largely overlooked natural technology, which are the basis for all life on earth. They have also formed the fertile conditions and material foundations on which our greatest cities have been built. Yet, while Earth’s planetary systems are open, since they continually receive matter from space and energy from light, Persephone has to work harder at maintaining a materially rich system by feeding on space junk, asteroids or electromagnetic radiation from stars that can be converted into soil-making substances. Although Earth’s soils have spontaneously evolved over many tens of thousands of years through a combination of physical, chemical and biologically processes, Persephone cannot wait that long and therefore uses advanced technologies to generate her life-promoting soil infrastructures. Artificial soil prototypes are being
designed using activated gels and inorganic chemistries and are hoped to provide insights into how we may promote our soils on Earth, as well as support human existence beyond our pale blue planet Figure 10.

Figure 10: Detail of Persephone’s synthetic soils. Drawing by Phil Watson & Jonathan Morris, 2013.

What Are the Main Challenges in Order to Turn Morphological Computation from an Idea into a Field of Which Institutes Will Be Named After

Morphological computing needs to be expressed in relation to the world’s greatest challenges so that general audiences can clearly understand the context for their application and how they work. Lessons must be learned from the breakthrough technologies of genetic modification and cloning where ethical and moral questions continue to be raised about the uptake of these technologies, despite their many benefits. Yet, it is equally as important not just to focus the possible negative impacts of the new technology but also to provide clear examples of how morphological computing enables us to innovate and address challenging issues in new ways.

The story of morphological computing therefore needs a clear narrative about its history, purpose and relationship with our environment. Yet, this cannot be achieved by one discipline alone and therefore it is essential for multi-disciplinary collaborations between technologists and organizations that can deal with the ethical, moral and environmental aspects of this emerging practice, so that critical issues can be sensibly discussed in open public forums. Effective public engagement is needed that is not about instructing non-scientists about the technical details of a particular field of research but in finding
ways that can creatively position the value of scientific developments - so that it is clear where the research is heading and inspires wider interest. A broad range of international practitioners from different disciplines that are not familiar with classical computing techniques and concepts should also be associated with the technological development of new computing platforms. These may include designers, architects, ecologists, science fiction authors and artists that may imagine a diverse set of applications for morphological computing and assist the realization of these ideas using visualizations to provoke further discussion about their relevance to the greatest challenges that we currently face.

It is also necessary to consider inclusivity and how access to the technology may be democratized by thinking about its relevance to distributed arts and domestic practices such as, BioArt or 3D printing, so that non-specialists can see how they may use the technology themselves and what the benefits will be on a very personal level. Ideally, morphological computing needs to be imagined in contexts that are as accessible as personal computing and not exclusive to institutions, industry or the developed world, where only a few people benefit from investment in this field of research.

How can Morphological Computation Facilitate the Interaction of Humans and Machines, both in Handling and Programming?

In assessing the success of morphological computing techniques it is necessary to develop evaluation methods that exceed the performance criteria usually applied to machines, such as power and efficiency, which do not adequately appreciate the strengths of its unique lifelike operations such as, robustness, resilience, adaptability, responsiveness and unpredictability.

Indeed, morphological computing is a fundamentally creative practice that offers a range of novel outputs by coupling different kinds of agents together to provide new tools, but may also precipitate encounters of beauty and awe through a conundrum of dynamic, emergent phenomena, some of which resist classification and require further study, or analysis through the lens of process philosophy. It confronts a range of classical assumptions about computing as it is a collaborative enterprise that requires us consider how "agency" is distributed through its networks and offers a degree of soft control, rather than absolute instruction. Skilled designers and programmers may therefore develop morphological computing systems in ways that differentially distribute of agency across a network so that designers and engineers can meaningfully shape the outcomes.

Morphological computing may ultimately enable us to access the technological qualities of our lively planet so that we may address some the significant ecological challenges that we face on this incredible planet in new ways and become better equipped to deal with the dynamic reality of our restless Earth.
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Abstract: This short essay introduces and states my opinion on future perspectives of morphological computation from the perspective of molecular computing. An analysis of morphological computation is introduced mainly from a viewpoint of “scales” and “interactions.” Some examples of biomolecular computing, especially DNA computing, are briefly described in terms of morphological computation. Moreover, possible future connection and possibilities between morphological computation and a new field called “molecular robotics” are mentioned.
**Introduction**

The word "computation" is now a well-understood idea among people, thanks to the invention and rapid progress of the modern silicon-based computer hardware and software. Now the computers are found everywhere; people cannot live their life without them. Because of this reason, we are unconsciously biased and tend to forget the other options of computation. Of course silicon-based computers are not the only way to execute computation; however, because computers with current architectures are almost incomparable to the other types of computation in terms of human interest like spatio-temporal scales and costs, we didn’t give serious attention to other possibilities until the recent emergence of new frontiers that conventional computing may have difficulties to adopt. In the next section, I will introduce an analysis of morphological computation, and the following sections will explain my opinion why this idea may become important and has a huge potential in the future, especially in terms of molecular computing and molecular robotics.

**Morphological Computation: A Brief Comparison**

From one of the broadest and widely known definitions, computation can be described as "a goal-oriented process that describes and transforms information [4, 2]." The point here is that we need a certain medium to execute this process. Conventional computation uses digital circuits and electrons; on the other hand, morphological computation uses "things" that can interact with environment. The largest difference here is the presence of the substance with certain forms that represents its states. In short, we cannot distinguish the states of electric circuits only by the appearance of the chips; on the other hand, we can distinguish or estimate morphological computers’ states because "forms" themselves are related to the states. Therefore, morphological computation can be regarded as a complementary concept compared to the conventional (silicon-based) computation, in terms of physical substance with interaction between environment and states. This relation between environment and the substance also suggests that the calculation process is taken over at certain extent by the environment, because physical laws of the environment can implicitly determine forces that can deform or move the objects. These points give some fundamental characteristics, for instance:

1. Complexity. Conventional computation usually excels in complexity thanks to the successful framework of hardware and software, which relies on hierarchy and modularity of the system; on the other hand, morphological computation needs to avoid unintended crosstalks in order to increase complexity, because communication between objects are based on interactions all simultaneously happening via the environment. Morphological computation needs to utilize the characteristics of the environment itself (i.e. uses the physical rules as a part of the rules/information for computing) in order to decrease this error.

---

1This essay was written in Oct. 2012. Several additional references and footnotes were added on 07/28/2014.
2. Calculation speed. Silicon-based computation is based on a series of electric circuits, and each "reaction" is fast; on the other hand, morphological computation is often realized in parallel reactions, although each reaction is relatively slow, mainly because the reaction is mediated by the presence of substance and physical rules of the environment. Only if the objective we want to solve is well suited to the characteristics of the environment, then morphological computation may become valuable.

3. Abstraction. As a compensation of realizing versatility in calculation, computation often requires a certain conversion process between human inputs/outputs and the medium (often those are represented as digital information). This abstraction process cannot be avoided, and especially in case of conventional computation, they often consume a lot of energy, and also the process itself become complicated. In contrast, morphological computation usually doesn’t explicitly require such an abstraction process: whether we determine 0s and 1s, shapes and forms are pre-determined (or abstracted beforehand) and given directly in terms of objects, so the conversion process is not needed. In case of morphological computation, input starts from objects with certain form, calculations directly use those objects, and then the output would also be the objects in different form that also can be used directly. Especially if those inputs/outputs don’t require further human interaction, additional conversion process will not be needed.

These points suggest that most of the benefits of morphological computation will likely be hindered in the usual usage of computation, especially in our human life scale such as length and time. Although morphological computation still has quite large advantages in energy consumption, cost and in some particular cases (like in case of physical object calculation), conventional computation still exceeds (or at least we doesn’t feel them as a problem) in general.

**Scales that Things Matter**

In the previous section, a comparison between morphological and conventional computation has been made and revealed some differences in characteristics. The advantage of morphological computation is effective in certain cases, although we cannot (or very difficult to) utilize them in our life scale, mainly because of the properties of the environment. However, the advantage of morphological computation will come under the spotlight if we change the environment into smaller scales, especially to the scale that governed by Brownian motions.

Biomolecular systems can be considered as the most obvious examples that effectively utilize the characteristics of morphological computation. Form or shape of the molecule itself and the information it carries are two sides of the same coin in this scale. For example, DNA uses sequence in order to store information, and those sequences are

\[\text{Update (07/27/2014): some discussions on scalability of morphological computing were given in ref. [5].}\]
represented by an array of four types of bases: hybridization utilizes the specificity of those sequences based on Watson–Crick base pair complementarity (interactions between molecules) and Brownian motion of the molecules (environmental rules). Protein folding uses the sequence of amino acids for primary information, but also utilizes the Brownian motion and other chaperone proteins in the environment to bring molecules into the exact shapes. These examples clearly show that those effective usages of environmental rules and shapes or forms of molecules can be considered as a certain kind of morphological computation and play important roles in one of the most complex systems — life. Although the mechanisms we use in those systems are completely different than that of conventional computers, it is obvious that we can still make a sophisticated system based on this strategy of utilizing environmental rules and shapes at the molecular scale. A great hint of how to design morphological computation from molecules is shown in those examples.

**DNA Computing and Morphological Computation**

DNA computing is one of the fields that learned from nature how to utilize the characteristics of the environment and forms of molecules at the nanoscale and using them in terms of computation. Sequence information and hybridization is used for the calculation from the beginning of this area, started by Adelman [3]. Recent developments of structural DNA nanotechnology, founded by Nadrian Seeman, pushed the frontline of this computation forward by introducing the "shapes" of the molecules, which expands not only in 1-D (double helix), but also into 2-D and 3-D DNA nanostructures [7]. From the aspect of morphological computation, for example, we can consider that DNA tiles [8] are implicitly using certain restriction by the shapes of the motifs, not only the sequence information, in order to form desirable 2-D nanostructures with patterns. Each tile has several single-stranded ends, called "sticky ends;" if they meet each other and have matching, i.e. complementary sequences, then these strands are able to connect with each other and form a double helix. Of course this description only writes down the rules of the connection. In the real environment, those tiles are moving inside the solution by Brownian motion. If sticky ends randomly meet each other in this environment, then those rules are effective and the connection described above will happen. The shape of the molecule defines and restricts the assembly only to the desirable formation, and the environment enables that formation process: the shapes of those molecules themselves can be considered as (being a part of) the "rules" of this system.

Moreover, we can use not only the complementarity of DNA strands but also the stacking effect and shapes of the structure as a rule of this type of computation. Woo and Rothemund [9] made DNA Origamis with patches of stacking ends. A site with stacking ends can be considered as "1", and without stacking ends as "0". Two ends of 2-D rectangular origami are coded with those binary sequences, and only the matched-ends can connect each other. This rule does not use the sequence specificity of DNA, but instead uses the "shape and binary order" of the molecule and the non-specific interactions of DNA in order to create specificity in the ends and thus certain computation
is realized. Those combinations of specific interactions and nonspecific interactions plus morphology will be a key to design sophisticated systems by molecules in future.

**Future Molecular Robotics and Morphological Computation**

Current trends in "engineering" biomolecular system from bottom-up lead us to the idea of making a certain autonomous system with sensors, processors and actuators, all by molecules. We call this idea "molecular robotics" [6]; researchers in Japan from wide varieties of background organized a research group [1] for this new emerging research field and projects has already been started towards this direction. Computations in the future molecular robots will be executed inside the robot itself; also several types of molecules will likely to be an input/output of the computation, because those will be transferred from/to other subsystems which are also made by molecules, such as sensors and actuators. DNA will play one of the pivotal roles in this calculation process of molecular robots; knowledge and know-hows of DNA computing will also be used in this area. These expectations suggest that the idea of morphological computation will also play an important role in the field of molecular robotics. However, future molecular robotics may not use only one type of molecules: the conversion process between the molecules for computation (such as DNA) and other types of molecules will be one of the points that we need to solve. The idea of morphological computation may provide a hint towards such a solution. Learning from nature, for example, the central dogma of molecular biology can be interpreted as a kind of hierarchy segmented by several types of different molecules with information (DNA, RNA and Proteins), and specially designed molecules (DNA Polymerase, RNA Polymerase and Ribosome) that can coordinate two different types of molecules, and thus can convert and transfer information between those layers. Those molecules use weak interactions and also the shape of the molecule itself to connect the molecules in different layers: interactions and shapes, those two can be considered as a common language among various types of molecules, when properly designed. If we can mimic this idea and engineer those properties for the future molecular robotics, the problem of conversion and also the crosstalk will be solved.

**Conclusion**

This essay overviewed the strength of morphological computation mainly from a perspective of scales and showed that the molecular scale would be one of the environments at which morphological computation can utilize its potentials. Some examples from molecular computing, especially DNA computing and structural DNA nanotechnology, are introduced in terms of morphological computation, and it is pointed out that the environment, specific interactions, non-specific interactions and the shape of molecules are playing the key role at this scale. Moreover, the idea of molecular robotics is introduced;

---

3 Update (07/27/2014): our project, the development of molecular robots equipped with sensors and intelligence, is currently funded by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology, Japan (MEXT) as a 5-year project.
morphological computation may provide an insight to solve future problems in this area, such as conversions between different types of molecules and crosstalk. Although many points are still vague and not mentioned in a quantitative way, the importance of morphological computation in the molecular scale is obvious. I believe further investigations on molecular computing and also molecular robotics will provide actual examples, and those examples will also give us an understanding towards unified view of morphological computation across scales in future.
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Abstract: In this contribution a broad perspective on morphological computation is introduced. We shall argue that shape is a special feature of spatial relations and shall advocate a computation model that takes into account spatial relationships between components of the computation.
Current Definitions

When trying to get a clear picture of a certain term, it is often useful to look at the opposite to see whether that term carries any meaning. What would be the opposite to morphological computation? One guess would be "morphological non-computation," and this term might indeed have some legitimacy, but not in our context. Rather "non-morphological computation" would be the proper choice of words for the purpose of this discussion. Some would say, "amorphous computation," a term that has indeed been used in the recent past [1].

The authors write: "An amorphous computing medium is a system of irregularly placed, asynchronous, locally interacting computing elements. We can model this medium as a collection of "computational particles" sprinkled irregularly on a surface or mixed throughout a volume. [...]. Each particle has modest computing power and a modest amount of memory. The particles are not synchronized, although we assume they compute at similar speeds, since they are all fabricated by the same process. The particles are all programmed identically, although each one has means for storing local state and for generating random numbers. In general, the particles do not have any a priori knowledge of their positions or orientations."[1]

In other words, amorphous computing is massively parallel, assumes identical elements (at least ideally) of limited capability and homogeneity of substrate, no a priori knowledge of location of elements relative to each other, but emergence of behaviour from local interactions. Local interactions are perhaps best described as a requirement of the massive parallelity in these systems. The identity of elements is a vestige of engineering thinking, which in the real world can only be an approximation. Overall, the aim of amorphous computation is algorithmic abstraction.

Let us now turn to a definition of morphological computing / computation. In [14] Rolf Pfeifer et al. emphasize that there are information-theoretic consequences of embodiment of agents in the world. They write: "By information theoretic implications of embodiment we mean the effect of morphology, materials and environment on neural processing, or better, the interplay of all these aspects. It turns out that materials, for example, can take over some of the processes normally attributed to control, a phenomenon that is called "morphological computation." There is no taxonomy of morphological computation yet, but we can roughly distinguish between sensor morphology taking over a certain amount of computation, similarly for shape and materials, and for the interaction with the environment." [14, p.23]

These authors thus emphasize the aspect of physical embeddedness which all agents "suffer" that are embodied. This refers to the physical relation between the agent’s components, their individual material properties, and their physical interactions with the environment. The authors argue strongly (and rightly) that physics holds advantages in terms of providing certain computation for free, computation that would otherwise require substantial effort. They cite space-variant vision [8] as one example where the inhomogeneous placement of light-sensitive cells supports computational vision tasks in sensory information processing. In another example, the authors discuss motor information processing by applying a physical spring as an artificial muscle. Summarizing, they
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Feature | Morphological Computation | Amorphous Computing
--- | --- | ---
Elements | individuals | clones
Organization | heterogeneous | homogeneous
Interaction | local and global | local
Space | localized | non localized
Approach | applied, concrete | general, abstract

Table 1: Contrasting Morphological Computation with Amorphous Computing.

state: "The morphological computation in this case is the result of the complex interplay of agent morphology, material properties (in particular the "muscles," i.e. the springs), control (amplitude, frequency), and environment (friction, shape of the ground, gravity). Exploiting morphological computation makes cheap rapid locomotion possible because physical processes are fast and for free!" [14, p.25]

In other words, morphological computation is very much concerned with the materials that do the computation, their physical properties, but also their form, i.e. spatial relationships of components to each other. Generally speaking, such systems are to be expected to be heterogeneous, and rather than being concerned with the abstraction of computational processes, these systems exist or are designed/evolved for a particular purpose or function. Efficiency criteria play a major role and abstraction has taken a backseat. However, as we shall see, the current notion of morphological computation falls short: It does not include the centre of information processing in a body, rather only input and output devices. Below we shall therefore propose a generalization of the concept of morphological computation that encompasses a central information processing unit.

As we can see: A resounding contrarian view to amorphous computation which can be summarized in the Table 1.

The Relation between Morphology, Space and Nature

In a more recent publication by a group including Pfeifer [11] it is argued that the complexity and non-linearity provided by flexibly moving body parts of a robot - while difficult to control - is a source of computational power and therefore a desired feature.

In a series of recent publications Gordana Dodig-Crnkovic has taken up the idea of morphological computation and built a framework called "info-computationalism" [5, 6, 7]. Within this framework of a new philosophy of computing, morphological computation is at the centre of all methods of natural computation.

It is interesting to note that the relation between morphology, space and Nature was important already earlier in the history of the sciences. In the 19th century, it stood at the cradle of a new discipline: geography. It was Alexander von Humboldt, who, through a strike of genius, was able to connect the morphology of a landscape with its topology, and therefore with space, founding the discipline of geography at the intersection between physical sciences and the humanities [12]. Are we witnessing a similar phenomenon now.
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in regard to computation?

Morphology always presupposes a notion of topology and space, otherwise shape and relation between parts could not be defined. Space, in turn, is intimately connected to Nature. Nature without space is unimaginable, therefore, we associate the beginning of natural systems, and indeed Nature, with the beginning of space as is reflected in the standard model of the universe [2].

Note that most of what has been hitherto considered computation in the literature does not require a notion of space, perhaps with the exception of cellular automata [4, 15]. Some have, however, argued in turn, that the universe is a calculating machine [9, 13], based on notions of cellular automata and thus based on the only model of spatial computation known at the time.

Morphological Computation - A Broad Perspective

In recent years, computer scientists have realized that the world is more complex than what the notions of a Turing machine or a von-Neumann machine (a clever embodiment of the concepts of computation promoted by Turing) suggest. As Dodig-Crnkovic points out, these notions are typically closed system models, isolated boxes in which "computation" happens determined by a static input, a machine in defined states and an algorithm that should be left alone until a result emerges. The emphasis on the halting problem in classical theoretical computer science is a typical outcome of this thinking. Sure enough, if the algorithm doesn’t halt, no defined result emerges, and the whole computation has a problem.

Contrast that with what is now called data stream processing [3], a model of computation where input consists of continuous, unbounded, rapidly changing streams of data elements. Such a model of open, dynamically changing, massively parallel data streaming into a computational system is perhaps better suited to capture the interaction of a living organism with its environment than if we try to formulate algorithms for a closed systems. What it requires is a constantly running computational engine, because the data streams also never cease to flow. These open computational systems need to have a means to store relevant information extracted from the data stream in a finite storage. Despite the infinity of the stream, a way must be found to store information extracted from the stream in a finite memory. Most of the stream must leave the system after it has contributed to some computation and will have to be discarded ultimately, due to the impossibility of accumulating the content of the stream. In fact, a better metaphor would be to say that the computational engine must sit at the "shore" of the data stream and dip into it as required.1

1This would mean the machine would merely observe the data stream, without "swallowing" it. This would entail the necessity of a translation of these observations into an internal representation of the machine, and would allow different machines to produce different representations/extracts/results from the same data stream, see [11] for a similar argument about the usefulness of such a property. In particular, this could open the door for a competitive evolutionary process to improve information extraction from the data stream, just like what happened with the evolution of brains.
Hauser et al. [11] make a similar argument as regards the "morphological computation with compliant bodies." They claim that for biological systems a mapping from input streams to output streams (which could be formalized by mathematical operators) is closer to real demands than a Turing machine. Our expectation is that this is a fundamentally different model of computation which requires attention from computer scientists for its potential to one day eclipse the Turing/von-Neumann paradigm.

Such a fundamental shift will probably come about by the practical needs of applications. In the area of data streaming we are witnessing already the emergence of such needs. A few examples of typical data streaming applications are:

- Network traffic streams
- Financial data streams
- Sensor network data streams
- Weather observations
- Measurements and observations from physical systems like particle accelerator data or telescope data
- Sensor input streams for robot navigation
- Activity streams in online computer games

It is interesting to note that the idea of data streams was discussed first in the database community, before finally spilling over into other areas of computer science. The question originally was how to manage data streams, as they obviously constituted challenges to the storage capacity of database systems. So query systems for a data stream management system (DSMS) have been prevalent in researchers’ minds [10].

While it is certainly important to study how to manage data streams, the more important question in our context is whether the principles of computation applied to streams of data would not need to be radically changed as well. I would answer this question in the affirmative. The solution to this problem is morphological computation in the sense that different centres of processing will feed on the data stream, and extract pieces of compressed information in a way prescribed by their type.

Just as the brain consists of many localized centres of information processing of different types, all connected to each other and ultimately to sensors and effectors, so a computing machine could be constructed using localized centres specializing in different types of algorithms, all either connected to each other or, ultimately, to sensors and effectors.

As an example, consider a soft computing machine consisting of localized centers, for instance, a machine learning centre, a genetic search engine, a fuzzy reasoning centre, a swarm intelligence device, and a group of neural networks. We use to think of these entities as different types of algorithms, but in morphological computation they each exist side by side, in a spatially configured computing machine. They are localized,
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Figure 1: In this sketch, two soft computing machines (SC 1 and SC 2) dip into a transient data stream and copy information into their internal data representation. Subsequently, internal processing allows them to compute reactions that constitute their output.

heterogeneous pieces of (possibly different, specialized) hardware and connect to each other. Input to this machine would be from a stream of data, and changes in processing of information would be effected not so much by changes to the different centres, but by different routing of the internal representation of the data stream and its higher-level extracts.

We can see immediately, that this is the idea of morphological computation, this time, however, applied to the computation itself. Modern brains of higher-level organisms are organized precisely in this fashion. The human brain, for instance, has more than 50 nuclei, different subsystems of nerve cells discernible by their internal connectivity structure and the elements performing the computation. Major changes in information processing in brains are achieved not so much by reprogramming particular specialized nuclei, but by changing their connection to other nuclei and the introduction of new nuclei.

In a similar manner, major changes in the soft computing machine sketched above could be achieved by introducing new centres for processing information, as well as by rerouting the information circulating in the system. Thus, programming would be a fundamentally different process. Sensor information streaming into the system would have to be ultimately discarded in favour of the extraction of highly compressed representations of these streams. Figures 1, 2 show a sketch of this idea.

In general, this open model of computation is much more natural and could be argued to be the quintessence of embodied computation. It comes with another advantage: The possibility to allow a multitude of these machines to access the same data stream. Why would this be an advantage? It could be used to set up a competition between the different machines for the best quality of information extraction from the data stream. Assuming that all machines receive virtually the same input (a transient stream they
Figure 2: An example of a soft computing machine’s internal organization: A number of modules (C1, C2, etc.) are connected, each extracting other (possibly contradictory information from the encoded data stream. Integration and disambiguation must be sought to present the outside world with a defined reaction to the stream. The general character of processing is feed-forward from input to output, but occasionally there might also be feedback connections, mostly within modules (not shown here). Encoding is such that (i) it does not disturb the data stream; (ii) it can be discarded within the system. There is continuous input and output to the machine. Some of the components might be memory devices that store some high-level representation of extracted information.
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**Abstract:** Tailoring the design of robot bodies for control purposes is implicitly performed by engineers, however, a methodology or set of tools is largely absent and optimization of morphology (shape, material properties of robot bodies, etc.) is lagging behind the development of controllers. This has become even more prominent with the advent of compliant, deformable or "soft" bodies. These carry substantial potential regarding their exploitation for control – sometimes referred to as "morphological computation" in the sense of offloading computation needed for control to the body. Here, we will argue in favor of a dynamical systems rather than computational perspective on the problem. Then, we will look at the pros and cons of simple vs. complex bodies, critically reviewing the attractive notion of “soft” bodies automatically taking over control tasks. We will address another key dimension of the design space – whether model-based control should be used and to what extent it is feasible to develop faithful models for different morphologies.
Introduction

It has become increasingly common to explain the intelligent abilities of natural agents through reference to their bodily structure, their morphology, and to make extended use of this morphology for the engineering of intelligent abilities in artificial agents, e.g. robots—thus "offloading" computational processing from a central controller to the morphology. These uses of morphology for explanation and engineering are sometimes referred to as "morphological computation." As we argue in detail elsewhere [21], only some of the characteristic cases that are embraced by the community as instances of morphological computation have a truly computational flavor. Instead, many of them are concerned with exploiting morphological properties to simplify a control task. This has been labeled "morphological control" in [8]; "mechanical control" could be an alternative label. Developing controllers that exploit a given morphology is only a first step. The space of possible solutions to a task increases dramatically once the mechanical design is included in the design space. At the same time, the dimensionality of the design problem grows exponentially.

In this work, we want to take a close look at these issues. First, we will borrow the "trading spaces" landscape from [28] that introduces a number of characteristic examples and distributes them along a metaphorical axis from "informational computation" to "morphological computation." Second, we will argue in favor of a dynamical systems rather than computational perspective on the problem. Third, we will critically look at the pros and cons of simple vs. complex (highly dimensional, dynamic, nonlinear, compliant, deformable, "soft") bodies. Fourth, we will address another key dimension of the design space - whether model-based control should be used and to what extent it is feasible to develop faithful models for different morphologies. We will close with an outlook into the future of "soft" robotics.

Design "Trading Spaces"

Pfeifer et al. [28] offer one possible perspective on the problem in Figure 1. In traditional robots – as represented by industrial robots and Asimo in the figure –, control is essentially confined to the software domain where a model of the robot exists and current state of the robot and the environment is continuously being updated in order to generate appropriate control actions sent to the actuators. In biological organisms, on the other hand, this does not seem to be the case: the separation between "controllers" and "controlled" is much less clear and behavior is orchestrated through a distributed network of interactions of informational (neural) and physical processes. Furthermore, there is no centralized neural control, but a multitude of recurrent loops from the lowest level (reflexes and pattern generators in the spinal cord) to different subcortical and cortical areas in the brain. At the same time, the bodies themselves tend to be much more complex in terms of geometrical as well as dynamical properties. This has motivated the design of compliant, tendon-driven robots like ECCE [36] and soft, deformable robots like Octopus (e.g., [16]). However, compared to humans or biological octopus, a
Trade-Offs in Exploiting Body Morphology for Control

Figure 1: The design trading space. This figure illustrates the degree to which each system relies on explicit control or self-organization of mechanical dynamics. On the left-hand side of the spectrum, computer algorithms and commercial computers rely on physical self-organization at the minimum level, while towards the right-hand side, more embodied, more soft, and smaller-scale systems require physical interactions as driving forces of behaviors. The design goal then is to find a proper compromise between efficiency and flexibility, taking into account that a certain level of flexibility can also be achieved by changing morphological and material characteristics. (Figure and caption from [28]).

A comparable level of versatility and robustness in the orchestration of behavior has not yet been achieved in the robotic counterparts. In more restricted settings, the design and subsequent exploitation of morphology is easier, as the jumping and landing robot frog [22], the passive dynamic based walker, or the coffee balloon gripper demonstrate. The passive dynamic walkers [19] are a powerful demonstration that appropriate design of morphology can generate behavior in complete absence of software control. Yet, there is only a single behavior and the environmental niche is very narrow. The coffee-balloon gripper [4] employs a similar strategy, but achieves surprising versatility on the types of objects that can be grasped. Body designs that follow this guideline were also labeled "cheap designs" [26].

From Computational to Dynamical Systems Perspective on the Control Problem

A general formulation of a control problem in control theory is making a dynamical system follow a desired trajectory. For our purposes, we will consider the cases where the dynamical system is physical - the body of the agent; in control theory, this is the so-called plant. There are numerous control schemes and branches of control theory and the reader is referred to abundant literature on the topic (e.g., [3, 7, 15]). The performance of the controller can be evaluated on various grounds: precision of a trajectory with respect to a reference trajectory, or energy expenditure, for example. In addition, performance,
stability and robustness guarantees are required by industry. Control theory typically deals with the design of controllers that optimize these criteria. Some control schemes with appropriate cost functions will automatically result in minimal control actions and thus "optimize the contribution of the morphology." For example, Moore et al. [20] used Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control to steer a satellite while exploiting its dynamics to the maximum. Carbajal [6] developed related methods for reaching, plus offered a formalization of the concept of "natural dynamics." Nevertheless, the plant is treated as fixed in these approaches. Yet, the properties of the physical body obviously have a key influence on the final performance of the whole system (plant + controller), which calls for including them into the design space. Therefore, including the body into the design space carries great potential.

We feel that to address the problem of morphology simplifying control, a computational perspective does not provide the most appropriate framework. Instead, the dynamical systems description seems more appropriate for the following reasons: (i) It fits the informational and physical processes equally well; (ii) It copes with continuous (in time) streams of continuous input and output signals; (iii) It is already used by control theory. The concept of self-stabilization, for example, which is often cited in the "morphological computation community" is naturally explained from a dynamical systems standpoint.

In the case of the passive dynamic walker or the jamming-based grippers cited above, the body is ingeniously contributing to its, perhaps primary, function: enabling physical behavior in the real world. While this is often interpreted in the "offloading sense" – the body design takes over computation from the brain (e.g., [25]) – we argue that the contribution of the body itself (and the interaction with the environment) is not computational in any substantial sense. In fact, calling it computation may allude to a much stronger thesis (at least in the classical notion of computation), namely that what is done by the interaction here could also be done by a conventional computer. And that is quite the opposite of what most proponents of the morphological stance want to say. Therefore, our claim is that exploiting morphology for control should be better handled in a non-computational context and that the dynamical systems framework is more appropriate than a classical computational one.

**Simple or Complex Bodies?**

The spirit of the morphological computation literature that follows the "offloading" or "trade-off" perspective, is that complex (highly dimensional, dynamic, nonlinear, compliant, deformable, "soft") bodies are advantageous for control because they can take over the "computation" that a controller would otherwise have to perform (e.g., [9, 10, 25] or [5] explicitly in Figure 1). Complex nonlinear bodies give rise to more complex dynamical landscapes where the location of attractors can facilitate the performance on a given task.

This view is in stark contrast to the views prevalent in control theory. There, linear time-invariant systems are the ideal plants to control. Solutions for nonlinear systems are much more difficult to obtain and they often involve a linearization of the system of
some sort. In fact, human-like bodies are a nightmare for control engineers ([29] is an interesting case study) and highly complex models and controllers would be required.

What would be an ideal body then? And, does a complex body imply simple or complex control? Recent attempts at quantifying the amount of morphological computation shed more light on this issue. Zahedi and Ay [37] propose two concepts for measuring the amount of morphological computation by calculating the conditional dependence of future world states (or body state) on previous world states and action taken by the agent. According to Concept 1, the amount of morphological computation is inversely proportional to the contribution of the agent’s actions to the overall behavior. Concept 2 equates the amount of morphological computation with the contribution of the world to the overall behavior. From a robotic perspective, optimizing for morphological computation, Concept 1 is equivalent to systems that cannot be controlled by actions of the robot; Concept 2 will give rise to systems with strong "body dynamics" or "natural dynamics" (see e.g., [14] or [6] for a formal definition). A body with strong internal dynamics (Concept 2), resisting control actions (Concept 1), will not be a product of typical engineering designs. Yet, if it is possible to design the body to assist in task performance, it is certainly of advantage. The passive dynamic walker is an extreme case; however, underactuated designs featuring active and passive degrees of freedom are also abundant.

Rückert and Neumann [31] study learning of optimal control policies for a simulated 4-link pendulum which needs to maintain balance in the presence of disturbances. The morphology (link lengths and joint friction and stiffness) is manipulated and controllers are learned for every new morphology. They show that: (1) for a single controller, the complexity of the control (as measured by the "variability" of the controller) varies with the properties of the morphology: certain morphologies can be controlled with simple controllers; (2) optimal morphology depends on the controller used; (3) more complex (time-varying) controllers achieve much higher performance than simple control across morphologies.

In summary, the performance on a task will always depend on a complex interplay of the controller, body, and environment: taking out the controller is just as big a mistake as taking out the body was. The tasks that can be completely solved by appropriate tuning of the body, like passive dynamic walking, are the exception rather than the rule. A controller will thus be needed too. A complex body may have the potential to partially solve certain tasks on its own; yet, it may present itself as difficult to control, model (if the controller is relying on models), design, and manufacture. An optimal balance thus needs to be found. For that, however, new design methodologies that would encompass complex cost functions (performance on a task, versatility, robustness, costs associated with hardware whose parameters can be manipulated etc.) are needed. Hermans et al. [11] very recently proposed such a method that uses machine learning to optimize physical systems; an approximate parametric model of the system’s dynamics and sufficient examples of the desired dynamical behavior need to be available though - which leads us to the next section.
With or Without a Model?

Including the parameters of the body into the design considerations may give rise to better performance of the whole system; these may be solutions involving a simpler controller, but also solutions that were previously unattainable when the body was fixed. Following the dynamical system's perspective, [8] provide an illustration of the possible goals of the design process: (1) To design the physical dynamical system such that desired regions of the state space have attracting properties. Then it is sufficient to use a simple control signal that will bring the system to the basins of attraction of individual stable points that correspond to target behaviors. (2) More complicated behavior can be achieved if the attractor landscape can be manipulated by the control signal.

If a mathematical formulation of the controller and the plant is available, this design methodology can be directly applied. The first part is demonstrated by McGeer [19] on the passive dynamic walker: The influence of scale, foot radius, leg inertia, height of center of mass, hip mass and damping, mass offset, and leg mismatch is evaluated. In addition, the stability of the walker is calculated. Recently, Jerrold Marsden and his coworkers presented a method that allows for co-optimization of the controller and plant by combining an inner loop (with discrete mechanics and optimal control) and an outer loop (multiscale trend optimization). They applied it to a model of a walker and obtained the best position of the knee joints ([24] – Ch. 5).

However, typical real-world agents are more complex than simple walkers. Holmes et al. [12] provide an excellent dynamical systems analysis of the locomotion of rapidly running insects and derive implications for the design of the RHex robot. Yet, they conclude that "a gulf remains between the performance we can elicit empirically and what mathematical analyses or numerical simulations can explain. Modeling is still too crude to offer detailed design insights for dynamically stable autonomous machines in physically interesting settings." Hermans et al. [11] similarly note that applying their method to robotics, which is known to suffer from lack of accurate models, is a challenge. The modeling and optimization of more complicated morphologies - like compliant structures - is nevertheless an active research topic (e.g., Wang [35] and other work by the author). The second point of Füchslin et al. [8] - achieving "morphological programmability" by constructing a dynamical system with a parametrized attractor landscape - remains even more challenging though.

One of the merits of exploiting the contributions of body morphology should be that the physical processes do not need to be modeled, but can be used directly. However, without a model of the body at hand, several body designs need to be produced and - together with the controller - tested in the respective task setting. The design space of the joint controller-body system blows up and we may be facing a curse of dimensionality. This is presumably the strategy adopted by the evolution of biological organisms that could cope with the enormous dimensionality of the space. In robotics, this has been taken up by evolutionary robotics [23]. The simulated agents of Karl Sims [32] demonstrate that co-evolving brains and bodies together can give rise to unexpected solutions to problems. More recently, with the advent of rapid prototyping technologies, physics-based simulation could be complemented by testing in real hardware [18]. Yet, a
"reality gap" always remains between simulated and real physics and searching for optimal designs in hardware directly is very costly (e.g., [13]). The design decisions - which parameters to optimize - are based on heuristics and a clear methodology is still missing. Furthermore, with the absence of an analytical model of the controller and plant, no guarantees on the system’s performance can be given.

**Outlook**

In terms of applications, the most relevant area where exploitation of morphology is and will be the key is probably robotics, and in particular soft robotics (see [2, 27, 28, 34] and the first issue of the Soft Robotics Journal [33]). "Soft" robots break the traditional separation of control and mechanics and exploit the morphology of the body and properties of materials to assist control as well as perceptual tasks. Pfeifer et al. [27] even discuss a new industrial revolution. Appropriate, "cheap", designs lead to simpler control structures, and eventually can lead to technology that is cheap in a monetary sense and thus more likely to impact on practical applications. Yet, a lot of research in design, simulation and fabrication is needed (see [17] for a review).

The area of soft robotics and morphological computation seems to be rife with different trading spaces [28]. As we move from the traditional engineering framework with a central controller that commands a "dumb" body toward delegating more functionality to the body, some convenient properties will be lost. In particular, the solutions may not be portable to other platforms anymore, as they will become dependent on the particular morphology and environment (the passive dynamic walker is the extreme case). The versatility of the solutions is likely to drop as well. To some extent, the morphology itself can be used to alleviate these issues - if it becomes adaptive. Online changes of morphology (like changes of stiffness or shape) thus constitute another tough technological challenge (see also project LOCOMORPH [1]). Completely new, distributed control algorithms that rely on self-organizing properties of complex bodies and local distributed control units will need to be developed (the tensegrity structure controlled by a spiking neural network [30] is a step in this direction).
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Abstract: Morphological computation can be loosely defined as the exploitation of the shape, material properties, and intrinsic dynamics of a physical system in order to improve the efficiency of a computation. Morphological control is the application of morphological computing to a control task. In this paper, we discuss possible applications of the concept of morphological control to problems in medicine and clinical therapy. We motivate our conviction that the emergent dynamical systems studied in the various branches of the omics-sciences should be analyzed from the perspective of a broader notion of control engineering and from what has been called biochemical IT (by “omics”-sciences we mean genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, glycomics etc. For the interpretation relevant to this paper, see [23]). This conviction is illustrated by three hypotheses. The first one claims the often experienced age-related loss of control over basic movement patterns, such as walking, are not (only) caused by a degradation of the nervous system. Of similar importance is also the loss of morpho-computational power by changes of the mechanical properties of the patient’s body. If true, this hypothesis suggests novel types of support systems, one of which we presented in earlier works. The second hypothesis regards models that describe the dynamics of a population of tumor cells. We discuss a way to optimize synergistic treatments (combination of hyperthermia and radiotherapy) that is based on the assumption of a low-dimensional control system. Finally, the third hypothesis presents a morphological implementation of Matzinger’s mechanism of danger signals in immunology. The model we present is inspired by studies in the origin-of-life research, where possibilities to control molecular parasitism are discussed. The article closes with the discussion of a scientific roadmap for the application of morphological control in the field of medicine.
Introduction

The control schemes of living or life-like systems differ strongly from what one is used from conventional engineering and control theory. One (of several) fundamental differences is found in an only gradual distinction between hard- and software. To understand the mechanisms enabling this blurring as well as how to exploit it is regarded as a major route towards artificial devices and procedures exhibiting the properties usually attributed to living systems: robustness, adaptivity and self-organized, decentralized control.

The interplay between physics and/or chemistry on one side and aspects of control or information processing on the other side has been investigated under a couple of umbrellas, e.g. embodied intelligence [28, 29], biochemical IT (see the EU-funded project COBRA), soft robotics and morphological computation (visit SoftRobot2013 to learn more about the continuing series of conferences on morphological computation) or, more specifically, morphological control [10]. A, of course oversimplified, way to capture what the application of the concept of morphological control in engineering means is to say that it turns the matter (forming an artifact) as a subject of control into matter being a subject that exerts control. We emphasize, that when speaking of morphology, we always refer to shape as well as to properties such as elasticity, friction coefficients and the like.

In this essay, we hypothesize about morphological control as a guiding principle for understanding and handling medical problems. Our basic assumption is that a physiological system, be it a cell, an organ or even a limb, is governed firstly by neural or genetic control signals and secondly by its intrinsic dynamics. These dynamics is characterized by an attractor landscape. Explicit neural or genetic control chooses the basin of attraction and forces the system to move into it. Once residing in the proper basin, the intrinsic dynamics of the system takes over the fine-tuning and stabilization against small perturbations. Central for the approach of morphological control is the assumption that the "division of labor" between neural or genetic control on one side (sometimes called "explicit control") and the physico-chemical dynamics ("implicit control") on the other side did not evolve in arbitrary fashion, but is determined by an optimality criterion that is not yet fully understood. This idea, to our knowledge first explicitly expressed by Rolf Pfeifer from the AILab, Univ. Zurich, can then be utilized for analyzing physiological control systems: Given the (yet to be formulated in generality) optimality criterion and given knowledge about either explicit or implicit control, we can draw conclusions about its respective partner. And particularly important for medical applications is: If we had a measure to what degree the balance between explicit and morphological control differs from the theoretical optimum, we would have a diagnostic tool at hand.

More practically, we claim that insights from morphological control are of value for the development of technical devices and pharmaceutical approaches to alter attractor landscapes of physiological systems. The technical devices are primarily thought to be hardware devices either equipped with a control scheme that is itself based on a hybrid of explicit and implicit control or that supports or complements respective physiological control mechanism. Therapies based on such devices harvest the lessons learnt from the application of morphological control in engineering, especially in the field of robotics. Specifically, these lessons serve to define therapeutic protocols based on the assumption
that physiological dynamics can be understood in terms of dynamic attractors, stochastic switching between basins of attraction, etc. Pharmaceutical approaches profiting from morphological control are based on similar ideas about attractors, though these attractors are those of chemical instead of mechanical systems.

In [10] we detailed our definition of morphological control and made steps toward a formalization; here, we give a brief summary. In Figure 1, we compare conventional and morphological control using a robot as an example. In case of conventional control (Figure 1A), the physical state of the robot is determined by a small number of parameters such as angles or lengths and their respective rates of change (velocities). These parameters are measured by sensors and the observed values are used for the construction of a virtual representation of the robot based on a kinematic model. This virtual representation is completely abstract and processed by a digital computer in order to obtain directives which then are used to command actuators. Given that the free parameters of the robot can only be determined with finite accuracy and with a finite sampling rate, the control unit has to deal with "physical noise". Thus, to keep the computation as simple and reliable as possible, robots are designed as to minimize the undesirable influence of the morphology seen as the source of physical noise. One strategy is to keep the number of degrees of freedom as low as possible and fluctuations as small as possible. From a physical point of view, this is one of the reasons why most robots are heavy and stiff. Under these conditions, a limited number of system parameters can give an account of the state of the robot, e.g. its posture and velocities that is sufficiently complete and accurate to allow effective control. Morphological control pursues an alternative strategy, described in Figure 1B. Now the control system is designed to exploit the robot’s natural dynamics instead of dampening them. It is no longer necessary to represent the complete state of the robot in the control unit, it is sufficient to know in which basin of attraction it
actually resides. As a consequence, robots with morphological control can be constructed from soft materials – "soft" implying many internal degrees of freedom. We emphasize that the choice of a feed-forward neural network as the instance exerting explicit control in Figure 1B happened with deliberation. In fact, in [17] Hauser et al. were able to demonstrate that a physical body equipped with a feed-forward neural network and a sufficiently rich mechanical dynamics can serve as a powerful computational device.

In this article, however, we speak of dynamical systems and their respective attractor landscapes. For biological systems, the fact is central that the system itself may be capable of changing its attractor landscape (e.g. by learning and training) and interaction with/adaptation to the environment. Our views on these aspects are discussed in [10]. In this essay, we speak of dynamical systems as if their attractor landscape were static. We point out that this is a gross oversimplification which, however, in some cases can be justified because a parameterized attractor landscape with time-dependent parameters can be understood as a dynamical system with static attractor landscape but additional degrees of freedom. Important in our context is the question whether the dynamics of the parameters is controlled by the intrinsic dynamics of the system or by neural/genetic control. In the former case, a dynamical systems perspective is fully justified, the latter case requires a treatment as it is e.g. given in [17] and [18].

This essay is organized as follows. After this introduction, we present a number of hypotheses about topics in medicine where morphological control may provide valuable insights and/or the framework for novel therapeutic schemes. The first two hypotheses discuss the underlying assumptions of own research in the field of prosthetics (hypothesis 1) and in the optimization of therapies in oncology (hypothesis 2). This work has already been presented in [10], [32] and [33]. In this essay, we discuss open points with respect to the paradigm of a dynamic attractor landscape. The third hypothesis is more speculative and relates to questions in immunology.

What we present is not necessarily new or surprising, given a background in control theory or engineering (see the influential article by Ahn et al. [2]). However, we made at various occasions the experience that the concept of an attractor landscape is not always familiar to medical practitioners, especially not with respect to limit cycles. Another experience we regularly made is that the engineer’s or physicist’s view of how to calibrate a therapy does not account for the complexities of the human physiology and imperative necessity of acting in a manner safe for the patient. We are aware that the hypotheses we present need much more scrutiny in order to be established. Having said this, we present a roadmap for the application of morphological control in medicine in which some of the presented claims may serve either as milestones or examples for implementations at the end of this essay.

**Hypothesis 1: Aging Reduces Morpho-Computational Capabilities**

A usual consequence of aging is the gradual loss of the capability to control complex movement patterns. Following the paradigm of embodied intelligence [28], we start with
the assumption that part of this control is executed by the body in the sense that the physical dynamics of our limbs stabilize oscillatory patterns such as walking, thereby facilitating the control task of the nervous system. One cause for the observed loss of control is reduced sensory and neural performance. The notion of morphological control suggests a further explanation. Aging changes the mechanical properties of the body, for example by changing elasticity of sinews and ligaments, skeletal deformations, etc. This change alters the body’s attractor landscape and thereby may well reduce its ability to contribute to control tasks, e.g. because of less well expressed basins of attraction that are easier to perturb and exhibit longer transients (Of course, by "aging" we refer to processes that occur after the normal development in childhood.) Viewed from this perspective, the difficulties many elderly people experience in controlling their movements are not caused (at least not exclusively) by poorer performance of their brains but by lack of computational / control support from their bodies. This interpretation is in accordance with the interpretation of aging as a loss of complexity. Lipsitz discusses this view in a broader context in [25]; the perspective of morphological computation focusses on the change of embodied intelligence caused by the aging process and technical possibilities to regain it.

Conventionally, loss of control over movement patterns is addressed by support systems such as walking frames that make this control obsolete. In [10], we present a different approach. Based on a novel type of inflatable structure ("tensairity") that even can be actuated [26], we discuss an approach for a support system that does not intend to keep the movements of a patient in defined tracks or even drives the movements but changes the mechanical properties of body parts (in the system under development: the knee joint) in such a manner that the intrinsic dynamics of the legs resembles the ones of a younger person. For further discussion about this approach, see also the article by Hunt and Fang in this volume.

Clinical evidence that simple technical means can "rejuvenate" at least mechanical aspects of the human body is given by the experiments reported in [16] and [30]. These authors investigate the effect of vibrations applied to the soles of the feet of elderly patients and report a remarkable improvement with respect to parameters measuring the quality of balance. Although we aim at mechanical (morphological) properties and not sensory capabilities, these experiments pursue a strategy similar to ours. Vibrations seem to improve the quality of the nervous signals sent to the brain; a possible explanation for this phenomenon could be stochastic resonance [6]. Once, the elderly brain (or to be precise, the brain in an elderly body) obtains improved input, its output leads to a performance comparable to that of a person at the height of his or her abilities, at least with respect to certain specific classes of tasks.

The calibration of such a system, i.e. the definition of an appropriate therapy scheme that accustoms the patient to the support system and at the same time allows tuning parameters of the system such that the system optimally matches with the mechanical properties of the patient’s body, is a challenge. We see here a chance to collaborate with clinical practitioners as well as with physiotherapists. It is the task of the engineers to communicate concepts such as attractor landscape in a manner that is acceptable for experts from non-technical fields and to support the design of efficient training schemes.
such that the described support devices can be used by a wide range of patients.

**Hypothesis 2: If Cells are Subject to Morphological Control, Oncology can be Equipped with New Tools**

Most applications of morphological control take place in the realm of robotics, i.e. macroscopic systems governed by classical mechanics. As mentioned in the introduction, a major design principle in robotics is to keep the number of degrees of freedom as small as possible, resulting in stiff and heavy robots. This approach is recently questioned by what is called "soft robotics," see [21]. The investigated structures are deformable and, therefore, in principle equipped with infinitely many degrees of freedom, though only those modes related to low energies are in fact important. These structures differ fundamentally from the "soft matter" cells are made off. Chemical process management taking place in the eukaryotic cell is different in so far as its dynamics are mostly ruled by statistical mechanics including chemical kinetics. The interplay of processes on different length scales, ranging from molecular interactions over supra-molecular self-assembly (e.g. the construction of the cytoskeleton or the formation of clathrin-cages in receptor-mediated endocytosis) to the dynamics of bio-membranes includes phenomena not covered by the formalism of classical mechanics, e.g. phase transitions. Despite such differences, the underlying hypothesis of morphological control remains a valid approach: The physico-chemical system is governed by dynamics that can be described in terms of attractors, whereby these dynamics are in general robust against perturbations. Specific signals may trigger a jump from one basin of attraction into another one. The reactions belonging to a basin of attraction determine the chemical output, the attractor being a fixed point, a limit cycle or even a strange attractor. Genetic control is complemented by morphological control; oversimplified one can say that the former (genetics) dictates what and when something is done, the latter (chemical dynamics) determines the details of the way how it is done. Understanding the attractor landscape, at least relevant parts or a projection of it, may provide several types of insights. First, in the causes of diseases: one may be able to relate symptoms to changes in the attractor landscape (a phenomenological approach) but also find the underlying causes of such a change. The second and probably more important type of insights is related to possible cures. Once we know how the attractor landscape should be structured and how it actually looks in case of a specific disease, we can think of ways how to reshape the attractor landscape if it is distorted by some form of degradation. The relevant issue here is that in order to reshape an attractor landscape, we do not necessarily have to mend the damage that lead to the deformation, but only to counterbalance it with whatever means are appropriate. The approach is comparable to the one of the support system for patients with movement impairments, where we do not intend to replace stiffened sinews (or whatever causes the change of the mechanical properties of patient’s body), but where we aspire to re-establish its original dynamics by applying external means.

The dynamical systems perspective is of course by no means new. We give some examples, emphasizing that this choice is entirely subjective and by no means an overview.
Mathematical models of protein sorting analyze the processes underlying receptor mediated endocytosis in terms of dynamical systems [19]. Knox embeds this approach in a multi-level assessment of cancer, regarded as a complex disease [23]. Vilani et al. were even able to address the issue of cell differentiation, thereby going much beyond chemical kinetics [34]. Systems medicine [4] and systems pathology [7] may be regarded as descendants of systems biology, with a specific focus on malfunctions of complex physiological systems and the resulting diseases and their respective symptoms. We regard our application of the concept of morphological control to processes on the cellular level as part of these endeavors.

In studies such as [32], where a model of the tumor response on synergistically combined hyperthermia and radio therapy is presented, we aim at using a phenomenological model for predictive purposes instead of asking for the molecular causes of specific dynamics. This is done in the spirit of computational medicine [36]. The family of models we analyzed is given by a model template:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dN_1}{dt} &= f(N_1, N_2, ..., \Gamma), \\
\frac{dN_2}{dt} &= g(N_1, N_2, ..., \Gamma), \\
\frac{d\Gamma}{dt} &= R - h(\Gamma).
\end{align*}
\]

where \(N_1\) denotes the number of tumor cells which are not damaged by heat or radiation, \(N_2\) gives the number of tumor cells with lethal or sub-lethal damage, the dose rate \(R\) represents the absorbed radiation energy per mass, and \(\Gamma\) stands for the dose equivalent. The ellipsis are a placeholder for potential further parameters. For an explanation of these parameters, see [32]. In this setting, functions \(f\) and \(g\) determine the rates of damage induction, repair and cell killing on the population level. The function \(h\) describes the average repair of cellular damage. Specific choices for the functions \(f, g\) and \(h\) lead to different types of models, as described in [32]. These choices are justified by explicit assumptions about cellular processes, e.g. the repair kinetics. In previous work, Scheidegger et al. reported two types of models, which are able to reproduce biological observations. We do not intend to discuss the various specific models resulting from the model template here in this article. Instead, we want to draw the attention towards the observation that a low-dimensional parametrization as in Eqs. 1 is capable of explaining the dynamics of a system at least to some degree of accuracy. The whole intra-cellular dynamics is captured by only one parameter, namely \(\Gamma\). The biological dose equivalent \(\Gamma\) is assumed to be proportional to the average number of unrepaired sub-lethal lesions per a single cell. These lesions are produced at a rate proportional to the dose rate \(R\) and reduced by cellular repair processes, the latter being modelled by a function \(h(\Gamma)\).

The population dynamics of tumor cells is accessible by experiment. The function \(h(\Gamma)\) models cell repair induced by damage; repair is of course not desired in case of a therapy (but for healthy tissues). If \(h(\Gamma)\) is a linear function, the potential for therapy optimization is limited; a linear repair mechanism just means that lesions can be recognized and mended by some local cellular mechanism. However, recent experiments indicate \(h(\Gamma)\)
to be more complex [24]. A non-linear $h(\Gamma)$ may indicate a more sophisticated control protocol. Such a protocol may or may not be governed by system properties. If the former holds, we may find ways of interfering with the system as a whole and disturb repair (of tumor cells) in an optimized way. There are various types of interference, the one we have in mind is a physical one: In the case of hyperthermia-radiotherapy, radiation is complemented by application of heat (hyperthermia). The hope is that if $h(\Gamma)$ can be identified as a systemic mechanism at least partially controlled by the physics of the cell, optimized application of heat may offer a way to increase the efficiency of conventional radiation therapy. The goal is to determine how synergistic physical interventions (heat and radiation) can be combined such that healthy cells do not leave their basin of attraction whereas malignant cells die.

**Hypothesis Three: Morphological Check Sums**

In our third hypothesis, we claim aspects of morphological control to be of potential relevance for a fundamental problem in immunology. We relate findings obtained in the study of the origin of life to problem settings as they occur when the self has to be discriminated from the non-self, or better, the "dangerous" from the "non-dangerous" [27]. We point out that our claim is largely hypothetical and we will not give a detailed account of molecular mechanisms.

One possible scenario for the origin of life assumes the existence of a combinatorially large family $F$ of chain molecules, some of these molecules exhibiting catalytic functionality. By "combinatorial" we mean that the chain molecules are composed of different monomers. These monomers can be combined in arbitrary sequences; a prominent example is RNA. A generic non-catalytic member of this family of chain molecules shall be denoted by $X$. The crucial assumption is now that at least one sequence in $F$, in the latter called $R$, is equipped with a catalytic functionality that results in the replication of a general member $Y \in F$ (be $Y$ itself a catalyst or not) according to:

$$R + Y \rightarrow R + Y + Y'$$

(the dash indicates that the replication can either happen in a faithful or erroneous manner). Such a process is less speculative than it may look on a first glance; for RNA- based replication see e.g. [22]. The basic idea behind this scenario is that starting from a population of $R$ which maintains itself by reproduction, further types of functional sequences are added by evolution and become part of an autocatalytic network. There are several problems with this approach; the first one is certainly the highly improbable appearance of the first population of $R$. But besides initiation, there is a further, fundamental issue that affects all self-replicating systems: In order to be evolvable, the replication must be non-exclusive or "generous" in the sense that $R$ is able to catalyze the replication of a large class of chain molecules belonging to $R$ and not only those with the same sequence as $R$. Discussions about complementary strands and copying from DNA to RNA aside, the RNA- and DNA polymerases are in essence examples of generous replicators. If $R$ were capable of discriminating $R$’s from non-$R$’s, a self-replicating population of
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molecules could perhaps be maintained, provided sufficient supply of monomers, energy, etc., but no new functionality could be added. If $R$ instead is a general replicase in the sense of Equation 4, then another problem occurs. Replication of chain molecules is prone to errors, i.e., mutations. As a consequence, a non-functional chain molecule $X$ will be produced from time to time:

$$R + R \rightarrow R + R + X.$$  (5)

If resources (available monomers, energy etc.) are limited and the replication takes place in a well-stirred (spatially homogeneous) reactor, the population eventually will break down because of "molecular parasitism," the accumulation of chain molecules that are copied and hence consume monomers but do not contribute to the reproduction functionality of the whole population. The underlying mechanism and a number of important phenomena, in our context especially important is the "error threshold," have been analyzed e.g. in [8]. Note that despite the fact that the possibility of erroneous replication eventually may destroy a replication system, it is also a prerequisite for evolution: Only if occasionally a novel sequence $X$ is produced (which in some rare cases carries a catalytic functionality), new functions can be added to a replication system.

Several investigations analyzed possible ways to control molecular parasitism. One approach is pattern formation in spatially heterogeneous reaction environments. This approach has been pioneered by Boerlijst and Hogeweg in [5]. Further work along this route include reaction diffusion systems with more complex reaction mechanism [11], the effect of complex formation [9]. Another mechanism for the control of parasites has been presented by Altmeyer et al. in [3]. The basic idea there relies on the fact that chain molecules, proteins as well as RNA, attain secondary and tertiary structures. The model presented by Altmeyer et al. assumes some sort of recognition. This recognition is not based on a direct sequence analysis, but only those chain molecules with a proper fold are accepted by the replicase for copying. Such a recognition mechanism can be realized by geometric constraints, or to speak in terms of immunology, by requiring the presence of proper conformational epitopes$^1$. Studies investigating the correlation statistics of folding at the level of secondary structure for RNA [20] have shown that even a single monomer substitution can change the resulting structure considerably. This feature is expected to be preserved in tertiary models of folding. As demonstrated in [3], even comparably low replication fidelities are then sufficient to maintain a replication system because single point mutations are not problematic anymore: They lead to molecules which cannot be copied further. On the other hand, all molecules presenting the correct epitope to the replicase can be copied which opens a path to add novel functionality to the system: since molecules presenting the correct epitope nevertheless may have different catalytic properties. Of course, there is a problem with this way of producing functional diversity: Accumulation of single point mutation will probably not work. There may be various sequences in sequence space presenting the correct epitope, but these sequences cannot

---

$^1$A conformational epitope is part of a molecule, in case of chain molecules a sequence of monomers, that attains a specific three-dimensional structure and forms an antigen that can be recognized by a receptor of the immune system.
necessarily be connected by a series of single point mutations. Other types of variation, such as some form of cross-over have to be assumed.

Metaphorically, a copying process that requires the proper epitope to be presented can be understood as a "morphological checksum": Small changes to the sequence of a given molecules change (with high probability) the checksum, but the mapping from molecules to checksums is surjective (many sequences lead to the same checksum). We are aware that the term "checksum" is not completely adequate (at the end, there is no summation involved), but "checkfold" does not seem to be a better choice. In this essay, we will use checksum, implicitly assuming that it is used in a metaphorical manner.

In what follows, the morphological checksums are not anymore dependent on sequences, but on the chemical conditions under which synthesis of the checksum molecule takes place. In other words, we will assume a synthesis that is susceptible to changes of the reaction conditions in an "intelligent" way. We relate the idea of a morphological checksum, understood as an instance of morphological control, to the concept of "danger signals." Danger signals are the core of a view on the immune system developed by Matzinger [27]. Matzinger’s theory assumes that the immune system does not so much discriminate between the self and the non-self but is also capable of identifying dangerous settings. We emphasize that the concept of danger signals does by no means imply that there is no self/non-self discrimination and of course, the role of the adaptive immune system is not doubted at all. However, danger signals offer new perspectives about the processes that cause the activation of an immune response.

One sign of danger in cellular context is certainly the appearance of unusual chemical conditions. Using morphological checksums, we suggest a mechanism (summarized in Figure 2) for the self-surveillance of a cellular system:

1. We first assume that the cellular chemical network comprises some sub-network $S$ that is connected to all substantial chemical functionalities of the cell.

2. $S$ shall be responsible for the production of some molecule $M$. $M$ is, e.g., a protein, but the type of the molecule is irrelevant for the theoretical considerations presented here, it could also be a complex sugar or something else.

3. The chemical dynamics leading to the synthesis of $M$ shall be susceptible to perturbations in general but robust to changes of the chemical environment as they occur during the course of "normal" cell functioning. The dynamics leading to $M$ is an instance of morphological control in the sense that $M$ is synthesized properly under conditions that can be regarded as normal (including some "normal" perturbations), but is assembled/folded in a wrong manner under unusual and therefore potentially dangerous conditions.

4. To be wrongly assembled/folded shall have a specific consequence for $M$. here exemplified with a specific assumption about the molecule’s geometry, although other mechanisms are conceivable: Assume $M$ to have a part that is globular in its proper state. Furthermore, $M$ shall contain one or several epitopes $D$, which are not accessible from the outside. Wrong chemical conditions shall lead to a
Figure 2: Implementation of danger signals. a) We assume a reaction network with a sub-network $S$ (nodes indicated in green) that is connected to the rest of the network. Under conditions that are deemed "normal," this sub-network synthetizes molecules $M$. In b) such an $M$ is given; a danger epitope $D$ is present but hidden in the interior of $M$. If, as indicated in c), conditions differ from "normal," the synthesis performed by the sub-network delivers a molecule $M^*$ with a danger epitope exposed to the environment. d) Healthy cells (orange) in a healthy environment (green), or better cells with internal reaction conditions that belong to the class "normal," express and present $M$, indicated by blue bars. e) Cells with a un-normal internal chemistry express $M^*$, indicated by a red circle. f) The same applies for cells in an environment that influences the interior of the cell such that $M^*$ is synthesized. Note that the exposition of $M^*$ does not necessarily mean that the immune system attacks the cell, but that the immune system gets activated.

"turning of the inside out," means a molecule $M^*$ that presents epitopes $D$ to the environment.

5. We postulate that $M^*$, e.g. presented on the surface of a cell, initiates an immune response since the danger epitopes $D$ become visible to the immune system. We emphasize that the immune response needs not necessarily to be directed towards the cell presenting $D$. It just signals the immune system that somewhere close to the $D$-presenting cell something potentially dangerous is taking place. As a metaphor, regard the $D$-presenting cell as an alarm system. The ringing bell itself is not the problem, but it may indicate the presence of a burglar.

The mechanism we propose offers, at least as a theoretical construct, a couple of interesting features. First, it describes a way of implicit self-surveillance which is based on the implicit dynamics of the synthesis of specific molecules. The mechanism does not detect the presence of a specific danger but the absence of normal conditions. Therefore,
it is very versatile, without being overly complicated (Comparable to checksums which do not tell you where a problem occurred but indicate with high probability that something went wrong). Secondly, it is an implementation of a danger signal-based mechanism that for example easily explains why certain vaccines (definitely being non-self) do not initiate an immune response unless an adjuvant (a noxious substance) is added. Only if healthy cells experience stress, the immune system starts to look for strange or foreign epitopes. Thirdly, tumors which start to express mutated proteins but are not attacked by the immune system match into the picture as well. Tumor cells still need to upheld normal functions, otherwise they would probably die. These "normal" functions do not trigger the expression of a $D$. Many more details can be added to the idea of molecular checksums. In our view, most interestingly is an aspect pointed out by Matzinger in [27]: "The first shift in thinking about the immune system came from the realization that the immune system may not be the ultimate controller of immunity. Like most immunologists, I had thought that immunity is controlled by the cells of the "adaptive" immune system (lymphocytes) or the more ancient "innate" immune system (such as macrophages, dendritic cells, and the complement system). I now believe that the ultimate power lies with the tissues. When healthy, tissues induce tolerance. When distressed, they stimulate immunity, and (continuing down this path) they may also determine the effector class of a response. Although it has long been thought that the effector class is tailored to the targeted pathogen (e.g., virus or worm), I now think that it is tailored to the tissue in which the response occurs." The mechanism we presented is compatible with Matzinger’s comment if we assume that various types of $D$ exist. First, depending on the type of tissue but secondly also depending on the type of danger, different types of immune responses may be triggered. A tissue or danger dependent activation of immunity via the implicit properties of the synthesis of a molecule with various ternary structures is certainly a highly interesting instance of morphological control.

If the morphological checksum approach turns out to be relevant in the presented form or some variant thereof, taking, e.g., into account the sophisticated co-stimulation mechanism known to take effect in the immune system, novel therapeutic approaches are conceivable. What needs to be achieved is a perturbation that does not lead to the expression of $D$ in healthy cells but pushes the tumor cells "over the cliff." In that respect, the theory of danger signals is related to hypothesis 2, in which the optimizations in oncology by application of synergistic therapies have been discussed.
Discussion

The dynamical systems perspective on biological systems is by no means new, and neither is the application of concepts from control theory \[35\]. We emphasize, however, that morphological control has no analogue to the concept of a "reference" which is central in classical control theory. For example, the support systems for patients with movement impairments do not take over the walking, they only facilitate the control that itself is exerted by the patient.

A dynamical systems perspective suggests a classification of diseases into two large categories. The first one in which one or several components of a network of interacting entities are malfunctioning and the second one formed by those in which the individual components all work fine but the system as whole is in a wrong basin of attraction. This classification provoked intensive and fruitful discussions with medical practitioners. Of course, such a strict categorization is almost certainly misguided; even if attractor landscapes of dynamical systems play a role, such as in ventricular fibrillation, the switch from the proper into a wrong basin of attraction is often only possible because some control mechanism preventing such a switch is out of order. However, the molecular perspective taken by modern pharmacology, despite its successes, sometimes prevents an assessment from a systemic point of view. Whether biology has to be understood top-down or bottom-up is subject to intensive debate about the philosophical position of systems biology. For an excellent overview that is accessible also to those outside professional philosophy, we recommend \[12\].

"Programming" or even influencing structures based on morphological control cannot rely on a deterministic approach, at least not in cases relevant in medical applications. Besides the fact that we do not know the actual state of a system in sufficient detail (be it macroscopic or microscopic), we most often have not even complete knowledge about the attractor landscape in which the dynamics of the system takes place. In case of macroscopic systems, a full finite-element simulation may in principle be able to provide this landscape, but in case of cellular systems, we even lack the complete knowledge about the underlying mechanism shaping the attractor landscape. If the concept of morphological control shall take a prominent role in the support of the development of medical therapies, we will need sophisticated statistical procedures that characterize the underlying dynamical system. Evolution plays a twofold role: First, evolutionary approaches are used to determine optimal control schemes. Second, the fact that physiological systems are the product of evolutionary processes gives us some information about what we can expect from their dynamics and how we can interfere with it. We can capitalize on the fact that the attractor landscape of an evolved system is not arbitrary, but has a semantic interpretation. Sometimes, one wonders how the complex and for humans mostly incomprehensible network of molecular interactions can lead to a phenomenology that can be easily interpreted, as for example given in Eqs. 1. It is crucial to note that the mechanisms of evolution consist of several parts (variation, selection, heredity and reproduction): Whereas it is the genotype that is subject to variation, it is the phenotype that is selected. Selection is based on a relation between the phenotype and its environment, therefore selection gives the phenotype a "meaning" with respect to the
fitness landscape which is imposed in large parts by the external world. In our view, there is as much "sense" on the genotype level as there is on the phenotype level. For a discussion of this point, see [12]. Semantics is (more or less) directly accessible on the phenotype level e.g. to statistical analysis, whereas on the genotype level, measurable relations between the components of the genetic interaction networks have to undergo a non-trivial mapping before they are related to external parameters. Since we do not know all the details of the genotype-phenotype relation, it is crucial to use, and in some cases to develop, statistical tools for analyzing attractor landscapes.

We hypothesized about the possibility of what we called molecular checksums. We thereby assumed a complex molecule to be synthesized in a process that is susceptible to the state of the cell. We postulated the expression of danger signals if cells are subject to unusual and potentially dangerous conditions. On a first glance, the proposed mechanism seems to contrast with findings that show cancer to occur much more prevalent in humans than in (wild) animals; for a review of these findings and an interpretation, see [13]. Greaves points out that modern man lives permanently under conditions that differ from those that were dominant during most of human evolution. Therefore, one could argue that since we experience "unusual" conditions in our everyday life, an additional perturbation caused by mutations should trigger danger signals more easily than in wild life. Besides the fact that Greave's approach is much more sophisticated (and subtle) than described here, we respond that we question the assumption that we permanently live under conditions for which we were not prepared by evolution. Humans tend to use modern technology in order to make life more comfortable. This can be understood as living permanently under "unusual" conditions, but we offer a different interpretation. Living under comfortable conditions means permanently living under ideal conditions, in fact reducing perturbations. Regarded from this perspective, danger signals may not be triggered because the effect of dangerous perturbations is not amplified by natural fluctuations. A foundation for the healthy effect of fluctuations may be found in the theory of threshold stochastic resonance [15].

In [17] and [18] the importance of the interplay between morphological and neural control has been emphasized. This connection plays a role in our first hypothesis, but not in hypotheses 2 and 3. In fact, there is an ongoing discussion about the connection of the nervous and the immune system and it is probably fair to say that the jury is still out. A probably somewhat outdated but accessible review is given by Reiche et al. [31]. We emphasize the engineer’s point of view. It is at least plausible that there is a connection between the immune system and what is often called lower neural functions, such as transfer of pain signals. The nervous system usually has available information that could be relevant for the formulation of an immune response, such as the localization of an injury or the circumstances under which it happened. In principle, a transfer of this data from the nervous to the immune system could be beneficial, but broader evidence for such a transfer is, to our knowledge, debatable. Using metaphorical language, it is plausible to assume a connection between the immune system that knows what is going on and the nervous system that knows where it is going on (or at least has positional information additional to that already known to the immune system).
In what follows, we present a possible research agenda that is organized in a series of integration steps of morphological control and medical sciences, see Figure 3. Step one consists in the characterization of given attractor landscapes and the prediction of system behavior. One can argue that this is what the various "omics"-sciences are doing. Our main focus concerns the semantics of the attractor landscape with respect to its control functionality. The point of view taken by morphological control emphasizes the IT-perspective and is not so much concerned with the details of molecular mechanisms. Morphological control profits and highlights concepts from software engineering, but in systems where the distinction between hard- and software is blurred. Methodologically, we search for statistical procedures for the characterization of attractor landscapes. Thereby, we ask whether the fact that we know these attractor landscapes to be the result of an evolutionary process provides us with information that can be exploited in these statistical procedures. Questions relevant in the clinical context are the one about the stability of attractors and about the factors that influence this stability. Especially the latter one could be of relevance for the pharmaceutical industry. As mentioned in the text, applications range from ventricular fibrillation to the study of cell differentiation [34]. In step two, we ask for ways and means that enable to influence the attractor landscape. We illustrated this in hypothesis 2 by trying to optimize synergistic therapies in oncology. The example we have chosen, namely combined hyperthermia-radiotherapy therapies (HT-RT therapies), is motivated by our personal research background. Other choices are certainly possible. In the next steps, the dynamical systems under consideration are reshaped by external means. That first happens on the macroscopic level in step three as exemplified in hypothesis 1. We claim prosthetics and especially support systems for the elderly to be a scientifically and industrially relevant field. Starting with step four, we suggest applying the lessons learnt in step three to microscopic systems, i.e. cells and tissues. Hypothesis three discusses one possible approach. In step five, we suggest to profit from knowledge accumulated in attempts to construct artificial cells and other artifacts belonging to what is called "Living Technology." The ECLT (European
Centre for Living Technology) is a competence center for European research projects (e.g. "Programmable Artificial Cell Evolution," PACE or "Matrix for Chemical IT," MATCHIT) in the area of combining rational engineering with evolutionary approaches, especially in what has been termed "biochemical ICT" (COBRA). Research in step five will aim at functionalized microscopic systems equipped with some programmability. As mentioned before, the presented simple model of morphological self-surveillance via molecular checksums hardly accounts for the sophistication and subtleties of the human immune response. However, such a simple approach may be a first step towards a proto-immune system in an engineered artifact, and a true realization of living technology. Finally, in step six, potential applications of artifacts implemented in step five will be brought into (or at least towards) clinical practice.

Such a research agenda is a truly interdisciplinary endeavor; we claim, however, that morphological control can be used as a guiding principle. We conclude by quoting a footnote in Matzinger [27]: "Like physicists, who deduced the need for a new particle based on the behavior of the system, Bretscher and Cohn, Lafferty and Cunningham postulated cells and/or signals for which, at the time, there was no evidence. Later experiments showed resoundingly that they were correct. In a similar vein, Janeway postulated a new state for a previously known cell, the APC. Up to that time, APCs were thought to be constitutively active, but a seemingly small glitch in the behavior of the system (the need for adjuvant) led him to suggest that they were normally quiescent and needed to be activated. These insights showed that theoretical biology and physics may have more in common than is sometimes thought." Particle physicists postulating new particles basically expect that nature follows their respective theory, or in other terms that they believe that experimental observations can be explained by a theory with an inner logical structure. We claim that in case of biological control systems, the phenomenological top-level of the behavior of a system can be analyzed assuming such an inner logic to be present and to follow structures as one would expect in (evolution-based) information technology.
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Abstract: A theory, by definition, is a generalization of some phenomenon observations, and a principle is a law or a rule that should be followed as a guideline. Their formalization is a creative process, which faces specific and attested steps. The following sections reproduce this logical flow by expressing the principle of Morphological Computation as a timeline: firstly the observations of this phenomenon in Nature has been reported in relation with some recent theories, afterward it has been linked with the current applications in artificial systems and finally the further applications, challenges and objectives will project this principle into future scenarios.
The Observation of the Morphological Computation Phenomenon in Nature is the First Step for the Formalization of the Principle

When we see a dolphin swim, we are marveled by how such a rapid, elegant and strong movement can seem so simple. The dolphin motion has been subject of study since the time of Aristotle. In recent years, it has been found that the high velocities reached by these animals are possible thanks to the formidable mechanical properties of their body. The motion in water is extremely difficult due to the density and viscosity of the medium that imply an exceptional longitudinal force that slows the movement down. The combination of the skin structure, of the appendage shapes, and of the behavioral mechanism during motion allows reducing the drag force, enabling the effective and graceful movement that we all can admire [8]. In Nature, the shape, the geometry, the placement and the compliance properties of the body parts define the perception and the interaction with the environment, thus connecting such kind of features with the expressed behavior, synergistically. All these features can be gathered together in the term morphology. We could say that any transformation of information can be named as computing, and thus, in that sense, Morphological Computation endows all those behaviors where computing is mediated by the mechanical properties of the physical body [23, 22, 21]. There are at least three different cases we can use as reference to describe this transformation:

- **Shape**: the case in which the shapes, as body structure, specifies the behavioral response of the agent.

- **Arrangement**: the case in which the geometrical arrangement of the motors, perceptive and processing units implies specific computational characteristics.

- **Mechanical properties**: the case in which the mechanical properties allow emergent behaviors and highly adaptive interaction with the environment, impossible elsewhere.

The first point of view opens the way to all that kind of mechanical structures that facilitate the behavioral expression of a particular agent. A special structure allows many animals to move in the environment with elegant and coordinated gestures: the skeleton. All vertebrates share a similar organization evolved with the precise function to assist movements and in addition to protect internal organs. The term *Simplexity* has recently been used to explain the solutions that Nature found to simplify the control of complex phenomena [1]. For example, the S-shape characteristic of the animal backbone, and in particular the curvature of the neck, allows the disjunction of the rotations of the head respect to the rest of the body (Figure 1 left). This in turn allows the alignment of the head with the ground in order to stabilize the vision system and thus giving a reference for the control of movements. The complexity added in the morphology of the spine helps to simplify the control. A related example of morphology, but in sensing, is
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Figure 1: **Examples of the three cases of Morphological Computation in Nature.**

**Shape,** left. The S-shape of the backbone allows the disjunction of the rotations of the head respect to the rest of the body.

**Arrangement,** centre. The geometrical arrangement of the perceptive units in the retina reflects the organization of the processing units into the Superior Colliculus, thus simplifying the processing and the control of eye movements.

**Mechanical properties,** right. The mechanical properties of the muscle-tendon system allow emergent behaviors and highly adaptive interaction with the environment.

given by the vestibular system, whose organs are precisely aligned with the Euclidean three-dimensional coordinates, thus facilitating gaze pointing in the Vestibular-Ocular Reflex.

The second possible aspect of Morphological Computation can be identified in the geometries of the brain areas, especially in those involved in perception and action. The solutions found by the evolution in these areas reflect the simplification of computation allowed by specific relative positions of the neural networks involved. Also this concept is in line with the definition of the term *Simplexity.* Actually, this term involves some high-order neural organizations, which simplify the complex nature of the environment comprehension in mammalian brains. However, from the Morphological Computation point of view, the geometry of the neural circuitry in the brain effectively reduces the complexity of computation both in perception and in action. A typical example is the geometry of the Superior Colliculus, a small agglomerate of neurons, which forms a major component of the vertebrate midbrain. The general function of this system is to direct gaze toward specific points in the egocentric space (Figure 1 centre). During the saccadic movement, the Superior Colliculus directly maps the stimulus onto an action response, thanks to the arrangement of neurons and synapses [26]. Hence such kind of complex behaviors, fundamental for the active perception of the world, share the same neural organization. Generally speaking, the way how certain neurons are positioned in the brain delineates the perception and the computation of the response. This knowledge is completely ignored by the most of the current vision systems that passively process the information in the images without considering the geometrical arrangement of the sensing elements and without integrating motion in perception.
The third case reflects the nature of the materials involved in the interaction with the environment. For example, in humans, this can be seen in the knee or in the elbow structures, which facilitate the compliant response of the limb during motion. Activities like walking, jumping or bringing a glass of water to the mouth are simplified by the elasticity present in the muscle-tendon system. Consequently, the higher cognitive functions of the animal brain, do not have to compute the exact amount of the force response. On the contrary, the brain can perform those complex tasks by controlling just a small number of parameters, such as the stiffness of the muscles (Figure 1 right). Therefore, the mechanical structure yields to a simplification of control and becomes an effective element of the whole computation system. Even the recent state of the art in robotics does not completely take advantage of this kind of phenomenon. Although is not the only possible approach, most current humanoid robots, for example, are able to reproduce the human walking exclusively by computing the exact position of each joint at each time step. This concept, known as Zero-Moment Point (ZMP) and theorized for the first time in 1969 [27], is the most famous and used algorithm used for humanoid walking robots. ZMP is still used since its first practical demonstration in Japan in 1984, at Waseda University, Laboratory of Ichiro Kato, in the first dynamically balanced robot WL-10RD of the robotic family WABOT.

It could be said, that, in the stated list, a fourth element is missed: the environment. However, the underline message that we are claiming is that the environment represents a crucial factor for all of the listed features. The environment contains information and the body, through its shape, elements arrangement, and mechanical properties, transforms this information for the agent’s outcome.

In conclusion, the presented features are more intuitive in animals provided with small computing resources. For example, cockroaches rapidly move even in complex and rugged terrains. The simple brain-like controller provided in the cockroaches is coupled with a compliant leg system. The frequent collisions with the ground and obstacles are damped through the mechanical properties and the dynamical control of the legs [9]. The control of locomotion is not a simple cascade of events, where all the computation is made centrally, but both neural and mechanical systems play a role [7]. The computational burden is distributed also to the mechanical characteristics of its gait, avoiding the full control of the legs parameters from the limited central control system.

Current Applications and Technologies Emphasize the Role of Morphological Computation as a Design Principle

Morphological Computation can stand as a new approach to robot design. New methods for designing and developing robots, or other computational agents (such as prosthesis or exoskeletons), can exploit the principles of Morphological Computation by essentially transferring (a part of) the computational burden, from the control system to the morphology of the agent. It can be seen as an improvement of the design phase, with possible more complex solutions in the bodyware, for keeping the control to a low, manageable level of computational burden. This will lead to a simplification of control in adaptive
behaviour, or as an enrichment of behaviour with same control complexity.

The extreme essence of Morphological Computation can be described as the simplification of movement control made possible by the presence of a bodyware able to cope with the informational content of the environment. The central processing unit is relieved of unnecessary computation which is indeed distributed toward the mechanical property of the body. The straightforward field of application of the principles of Morphological Computation results to be robotics, and all sectors where movement is involved. In robotics, Morphological Computation can dramatically influence the way robots are designed and controlled, and ultimately their effectiveness.

If the common paradigm for robot design is mechatronics, where mechanisms, electronics, control, sensors, and power supply are considered as the main components of the system and designed in an integrated way, Morphological Computation has the potential to establish a new paradigm, where control comes first and the mechanisms and sensors are designed with proper morphology and mechanical characteristics in order to obtain movement with fewer control parameters.

Morphological Computation could influence fabrication technologies, as well. The need for specific mechanical properties and morphologies, the use of soft materials, the required integration of components (sensors and actuators, primarily) is pushing forward technologies for building robots and robot components. An example of a fabrication technique, which results suitable for implementing Morphological Computation, is Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM). It is a Rapid Prototyping technology in which mechanisms are simultaneously fabricated and assembled as well as integrated with all the necessary remote components. The basic SDM cycle consists of iteratively depositing and shaping (basically machining) layers of part material and positioning the robot parts to be embedded in the subsequent step. These cycles result in three key features: (1) building parts in incremental layers allows a complete access to the internal geometry of any mechanism; (2) this access allows embedding actuators, sensors and other prefabricated functional components inside the structure; (3) by varying the materials used in the deposition process, the material properties of the entire structure itself can be spatially varied allowing the introduction of compliance at specific locations of the body. Locomotion techniques can be seen as one of the main topics where Morphological Computation and SDM can be successfully synergistically used for the design and fabrication of smart robots. An example is given by the cockroach-inspired robot developed by Mark Cutkosky at Stanford [3], where a fast running hexapod robot and its fast adaptation are obtained thanks to the mechanical reflex of its compliant knee joints, in analogy with the animal model. Another relevant example, which can be cited in this field, is the passive dynamic walking [18]. This phenomenon can be obtained through a simple planar mechanism (the motion is two-dimensional) with two legs demonstrating the capability to walk stably down a slight slope with no other energy source, but gravity and no control. This system acts like two coupled pendula. The stance leg acts like an inverted pendulum, and the swing leg acts like a free pendulum attached to the stance leg at the hip. Given sufficient mass at the hip, the system will have a stable limit cycle, which is a nominal trajectory that repeats itself and will return to this trajectory even if slightly perturbed. An extension of the two-segment passive walker is to include knees, which
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provide natural ground clearance without need for any additional mechanisms. McGeer showed that even with knees, the system has a stable limit cycle [19].

Continuum soft limbs found in Nature demonstrated their capability of dexterous movements and soft and delicate interaction with the environment together with the possibility, when necessary, to change the (structure) stiffness and generate relatively high forces [13]. These peculiar capabilities were found in very simple animals, in evolutionary terms, suggesting the existence of an effective way of reducing the control efforts of such limbs. In the octopus, for example, the control of the 8 soft continuum arms with virtually infinite degrees of freedom is handled by a hierarchical (system) organization, where tissues, mechanical properties and their arrangement are of fundamental importance to achieve such performances. The density of the tissues, their packaging in a very particular manner ("muscular hydrostat") and the conical shape of the arms allow a synergetic exploitation of the environment characteristics and together with the use of control primitives allow the implementation of complex movement setting a very few parameters at central level [11]. The presence of all these characteristics and their perfect integration seem to play a fundamental role in the motor behavior and for this reason the octopus-like robot described in [2, 4, 15] took into account their function as well as their reciprocal interaction from a very early stage of design. Only soft or flexible materials have been used in order to leave to the robot the capability of adapting to the environment [14], in particular, when high deformability and squeezing are necessary requirements for the task to accomplish. But the soft nature of the robot is counter-balanced by a selective stiffening system, which allows the arms to actively change their mechanical properties and to exert forces on the environment. This is made possible by an actuation system based on Shape Memory Alloy springs and motor driven tendons arranged mimicking the octopus muscular system (muscular hydrostat), which is the key factor to transform deformation into motion, without the use of rigid supports (Figure 2).

Such a system has been successfully used to implement motor control primitives (such as the ones found in the real octopus), which, together with the geometrical shape of the arm, demonstrated the possibility to perform effective and energetically efficient movements, with a very low computational burden. This is a clear example of exploitation of Morphological Computation principles, where mechanical properties of the materials, the arrangement of the active elements (actuators) and the geometrical shapes are used to simplify the implementation of behaviors that otherwise would require a complex control system.

As described before, one of the main features of Morphological Computation is given by the arrangement of the system elements both in terms of sensors and actuators. Neuromorphic engineering is an emergent field, which focuses on the design and development of new generation of compact chips able to emulate the neural organization and function of thousands of neurons in electronic devices [20]. Silicon neurons (SiNs), hybrid analog/digital very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits, emulate in hardware the electrophysiological behaviour of real neurons and conductances. Neuromorphic SiN networks are much more efficient than simulations executed on general purpose computers and the speed of the network is independent of the number of neurons or of their coupling [24, 25]. Furthermore, spiking neural processing modules, distributed across multiple
neuromorphic chips can be interconnected in a manner which is inspired by the nervous system [12]. This approach has been adopted for designing radically different spike-based vision and auditory sensors (e.g., silicon retinas, and silicon cochleas) [6, 16, 17]. Rather than capturing sensory signals in a sequence of static frames, these new bio-inspired devices produce real-time asynchronous spikes from the pixels or sensing elements that receive inputs, in the moment in which they are activated. As in biological sensors, the outputs of these devices are quite sparse, but with very high temporal resolution. The coding scheme used by these devices reduces redundancy and, as a consequence, minimizes computational requirements and power-dissipation figures. Specifically, the cost of processing the sparse output of neuromorphic sensors can be reduced by more than 2 orders of magnitude compared to the cost of processing the outputs of standard sensors [6].

Finally, mechanisms where the system has fewer inputs than degrees of freedom can be cases which exploits the principle of Morphological Computation approach, since the structure is designed to cope with a number of different interactions with the environment guaranteeing the success of the task accomplishment. Underactuated grippers are capable to conform to a wide variety of objects softly and gently, and to hold them with uniform pressure with a very simple control structure [10]. The arrangement of the tendons and the shape of the underactuated device (and partially its material properties) can be varied to increase the grasping flexibility and adaptability and at the same time to reduce the control complexity.
Next Horizons can be Deduced from Specific and Concrete Applications

The application of Morphological Computation principles in robot design can give rise to a new generation of robots with enhanced adaptability and limited number of required control parameters. They will be better suited for real-world applications and in this sense Morphological Computation will contribute to the progress of the broad field of service robotics. This is particularly important for unstructured environments when the external conditions are unknown and may present unpredictable obstacles becoming dangerous or inaccessible for human beings. This kind of scenario represents a challenging task for current robots, which usually show insufficient capabilities of adaptability. With respect to the classical robotics approach, Morphological Computation is able to cope with uncertainty exploiting the body characteristics to adapt to the environment and in some cases to exploit it providing an even richer repertoire of behaviors maintaining the same complexity in the control system.

Among the many hostile environments for humans, the underwater environment is one of the hardest to face. Here robots are being used for years, still in form of vehicles, in some cases with robotic manipulators, but with very limited usability where high dexterity should be shown together with soft interaction. Underwater manipulation tasks executed by traditional robot are made ineffective by the necessity of a very highly precise control, often not possible in such conditions. Thus, in many cases, the low capability of adaptability is compensated with a limited level of interaction. However, in some underwater tasks, the physical contact and the interaction with man-made structures or the sea bottom are mandatory: exploration or rescue in wrecks, maintenance of pipelines or other underwater structures, exploration of the sea bottom or reefs. In these cases, Morphological Computation principles could considerably increase the capability of dexterity maintaining the complexity of the control system at a manageable level.

Another harsh environment where robots play an essential role is space. Vacuum, extreme temperatures, radiations and different levels of gravity are some of the characteristics of this uncomfortable scenario. When the car-sized robotic rover Curiosity reached the Mars ground, one of the main challenges was to ensure the communication with its operative system from the Earth. Designing a robotic system able to autonomous interact with the environment following the Morphological Computation principle, while the human operator simply controls and decides some high level actions, would unload the data stream from the operator and the robot, reducing communication issues.

In biomedical applications, the use of Morphological Computation principles may result at least controversial, but it could lead to important improvements. In a broad field where robots are already used for surgery, endoscopy, rehabilitation and assistance, it is widely reasonable that the human operator, the surgeon or the nurse, should keep the finest and greatest control on every part of the tools used inside the human body. Thus, in such kind of applications, a robot which autonomously interacts with the internal tissues could be even dangerous. However, Morphological Computation principles shed new light in a broad field of technologies, which can be endowed in the biomedical field. To
clarify this point, let us imagine a possible scenario with a surgeon executing a laparoscopic procedure \(^1\): the most suitable device should be able to safely interact with the environment letting the doctor concentrate only on the operation site. It should present a soft end-effector able to actively vary its stiffness in selected parts, while the support structure should actively interact with the body environment modifying its volume to adapt itself to the tissue walls \([5]\).

In industrial robotics, as well, we may envisage an application of Morphological Computation principles. In many industrial productions there is still a part of the processes that needs to be performed by human operators. This is mainly due to the higher dexterity of human beings in those tasks where the object of the manipulation can change in shape or position and require some levels of adaptability. In some cases, this gives rise to mistreatment of human resources. Reaching human-like level of dexterity would allow a proper use of machines.

The Main Challenges and Ambitious Objectives Shed Light on the Future Scenarios

The concrete implementation of Morphological Computation principles in robots is still a creative process, widely left to the understanding and personal perception of the designer. More structured design guidelines or methods would probably help the design process and the development of robots, which incorporate Morphological Computation principles. The same stands for some fundamental enabling technologies related to materials and fabrication techniques: the need for specific mechanical properties and morphologies, the use of soft materials, the required integration of components (sensors and actuators, primarily) are pushing forward the technologies for building robots and robot components, which would bring a strong boost in the capability of exploiting the power of the Morphological Computation approach. New materials combining different properties (mechanical, but also electrical, chemical and thermal), composite materials and compounds would be the basic bricks to be combined with fabrication technologies like (but not limited to) SDM enabling the production of a wide range of possible new structures, mechanisms and systems.

Despite the described advantages coming from the shift of the adaptability control responsibility from the central processing unit to the mechanical characteristics of the peripheries, an evident limit arises when the agent has to tackle problems in which a fine control of the environment interaction is needed. As a child gradually learns to execute smooth and refined movements in controlling his own limbs, only applying the principles of Morphological Computation could result limiting and thus the design process should take into account the possibility to include specific learning mechanisms for precise and accurate, fully-controlled, movements. In animal brains two subcortical structures solve the problem of motor control. The basal ganglia\(^2\) are specialized for learning from the

---

\(^1\)A surgical procedure in which a fibre-optic instrument is inserted through the abdominal wall to view the organs in the abdomen or permit small-scale surgery, see also Laparoscopic surgery.

\(^2\)The basal ganglia (or basal nuclei) comprise multiple subcortical nuclei, of varied origin, in the brains.
reward/punishment signals coming after a specific action, thus formalizing an action selection mechanism which enables the organism to adapt to the different circumstances. The cerebellum\(^3\) is instead specialized for learning from errors between sensory outcomes associated with motor actions and the relative expectations for these sensory outcomes associated with those motor actions. Therefore, the basal ganglia select one of the possible actions to perform, while the cerebellum refines the implementation of a given motor plan, to make it more accurate, efficient and well-coordinated. The presence of these neural structures in almost all the animal brains provides an elegant parallelism with the kind of challenges that robotics has to explore. As a consequence, in the Morphological Computation framework, the mechanical structure could likely be complex, but different strategies of motor control should co-exist at the same time, showing adaptation capability to uncertainty and learning behavior to specific movements across a wide range of motor tasks.

A final consideration concerns the interaction of humans and machines. Recent progresses of robotics are providing sophisticated systems which can perform complex tasks in the service of humans. If new robotics technologies allow to build robots with more degrees of freedom and improved dexterity, on the other hand the human users are facing an increasing complexity in operating high-tech robots. The reduction of the number of control parameters, without reducing the number of degrees of freedom and dexterity becomes an ideal solution in this perspective making Morphological Computation a fundamental ally in the robot design process.
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\(^3\)The cerebellum (Latin for "little brain") is a region of the brain that plays an important role in motor control. It may also be involved in some cognitive functions such as attention and language, and in regulating fear and pleasure responses; its movement-related functions are the most solidly established. See also Cerebellum.
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Abstract: Recently, two theoretical models for morphological computation have been proposed [13,14]. Based on a rigorous mathematical framework and simulations it has been demonstrated that compliant, complex physical bodies can be effectively employed as computational resources. Even more recent work showed that these models are not only of theoretical nature, but are also applicable to a number of different soft robotic platforms. Motivated by these encouraging results we discuss a number of remarkable implications when real physical bodies are employed as computational resources.
Introduction

The two underlying theories of [13] and [14] are based on two very different theoretical bases. The first one [13] employs theoretical results by Boyd and Chua [4] from signal processing and discusses mathematical operators as a form to describe computation. Such operators are mathematical objects that can, for example, map (input) functions onto (output) functions. In the context of robots we talk about functions in time, for example, the mapping from sensory input streams onto sensory output streams.

The second model introduced by Hauser et al. [14] is based on a tool from nonlinear control theory (i.e., feedback linearization, see [17] for more details) and, consequently, uses nonlinear dynamical systems to describe computation. Note that smooth non-autonomous dynamical systems, wherein the input function is interpreted as a non-autonomous driving term, are mathematical operators as well, since they map input functions in time onto output functions in time.

Interestingly, despite the obvious differences in their choices of mathematical tools for the two theories, the two derived corresponding computational setups look quite similar. Figure 1a shows the considered setup for the second theoretical model, while the setup based on the first theoretical model is very similar, it simply lacks the feedback loop. The reason is that both mathematical models are motivated by the same machine learning technique called reservoir computing (RC). This is a supervised learning approach, which has been quite successful in a number of challenging tasks including nonlinear mapping of input streams onto output streams (i.e., learning to emulate complex, nonlinear differential equations). A good overview of its success story can be found in [27].

At the core of RC lays the so-called reservoir, a randomly initialized high-dimensional, nonlinear dynamical system, which maps the typically low-dimensional input (stream) onto its high-dimensional state space in a nonlinear fashion. In that sense the reservoir takes the role of a kernel (in the machine learning sense, i.e., the nonlinear projection of a low dimensional input into a high-dimensional space, see, e.g., [13] for a discussion). In addition, the reservoir, being a dynamical system, has the inherent property to integrate input information over time, which is obviously beneficial for any computation that needs information on the history of its input values. It is important to note that the reservoir is not altered during the learning process. Although it is randomly initialized, its dynamic parameters are fixed afterwards. In order to learn to emulate a desired input output behavior (to be more precise, a desired mapping from input streams to output streams), one has to add a linear output layer, which simply calculates a linearly weighted sum of the signals of the high-dimensional state space of the reservoir. These output weights are the only parameters that are adapted during the learning process. Figure 1b shows the classical RC setup, where the nodes represent simple, but nonlinear differential equations. They are randomly connected with each other and, therefore, build a complex, nonlinear dynamic system, i.e., the reservoir.

In more general terms an operator is defined as the mapping from a vector space or module onto another vector space or module. Since functions can be understood as elements of a function space, which under the usual operation of addition and scalar multiplication form a vector space, the language and concepts of operator theory are applicable for the study of mappings from functions to functions.
Figure 1: Overview of different RC setups referred to in the text. (a) is the classical RC setup with generic nodes. (b-d) are schematics of implementations of Physical RC where real physical bodies are employed as reservoirs and, therefore, as a computational resource.
The remarkable conclusion is that we can learn to emulate complex, nonlinear computations (e.g., complex operators like nonlinear dynamical systems representing, e.g., a nonlinear controller) by simply finding some linear and static output weights. Hence, the task to learn to emulate a nonlinear dynamical system is, with the help of the reservoir, reduced to simple linear regression.

Another remarkable property of the RC approach is that the reservoir is not bound to be chosen from a specific class of dynamical systems. It only has to exhibit a number of rather generic properties to be useful as a reservoir: It should be high-dimensional, nonlinear and exhibit stable temporal integration.\(^2\) As a result there exist different flavors of RC, e.g., echo state networks [18] or liquid state machines [20], employing different types of artificial reservoirs. For more details we refer to [27].

In the more recent years the RC approach has outgrown its pure machine learning domain. Looking at the desired properties for the reservoir (i.e., it should be a complex, nonlinear dynamical system with time integration capabilities) one can see that these properties cannot only be found in artificial dynamical systems that have been designed explicitly with this purpose in mind. Actually, a number of real physical systems exhibit these features as well and, hence, can potentially serve as reservoirs. One of the first examples along this line of thought was the "water in the bucket" experiment of [8], where the dynamic, nonlinear effects of a water surface have been successfully exploited as a reservoir to carry out vowel classification. However, recently a whole series of applications, especially, in nonlinear optics and soft robotics have extended this notion quite impressively, even so far, as there has been coined the term Physical RC to describe this research approach. In this work we concentrate on a discussion on Physical RC in the context of robotics. For more details on applications in nonlinear optics, we refer to [1] or [28, 7].

The theoretical setups proposed in [13] and [14] fall also into this category. They provide the theoretical basis for a wide range of real physical systems that can serve as reservoirs. Even the presented (rather abstract) networks of nonlinear springs and masses (and their simulations) are meant to provide a generic description of real physical bodies capable of serving as computational resources (compare Figure 1a). A similar line of thought has been applied by Caluwaerts et al. [5] by simulating a tensegrity structure and use it as a physical reservoir. There exist also a number of simulations employing more concrete platforms. For example, Nakajima et al. [23] implemented a sophisticated bio-inspired simulation of an octopus arm and demonstrated its computational power. Sumioka et al. [29] simulated a rather simple model of a human musculoskeletal system and employed it successfully as a reservoir. Hauser and Griesbacher [12] used simulations to show that a compliant physical body can be used to control a rigid robot arm. Bernhardsgrütter et al. [2] extended this work by letting the soft body structure grow based on rules encoded as L-systems.

Next to the simulation results, which are already remarkable, a series of work has

\(^2\)In RC literature temporal integration is referred to as the fading memory property. In the context of dynamical systems this means we need to have an exponentially stable system that has one point of equilibrium or stays "close enough" to such a point - for a proof see [3].
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demonstrated the applicability to real physical platforms. For example, a soft silicone based octopus arm has been used by Nakajima et al. to carry out computations and to implement a feedback controller [22]. Zhao et al. [34] constructed a quadruped platform that employs a bio-inspired soft spine as a reservoir to control the locomotion of the robot. Even tensegrity structures have been built and employed in such a Physical RC approach with the goal to use them for exo-planetary exploration [6].

While one might understand Physical RC as a simple extension of the original RC approach, we strongly believe that there are a range of remarkable implications, especially, when you consider implementations in the context of morphological computation on real-world robotic platforms like soft robots. Suddenly, abstract terms and notions from machine learning have real-world, physical meanings. We believe, as a consequence, this initiates a radical change of viewpoint, which implies a paradigm shift with respect to robotic design and even to computational theory.

In the following sections we are going to highlight and discuss some of these implications and we hope to inspire researchers to enter this young and exciting field of research.

The Body is not a Computer, but . . .

The original RC approach is a pure machine learning technique. Its main purpose is to do computation, or to be more precise, to provide a learning setup to emulate a desired computation. However, if you work with a real physical body as a reservoir you suddenly have to deal with a completely different point of view and, as a result, abstract terms (like fading memory, kernel property, etc.) have real world implications and interpretations. Typically, the body or (body parts) of biological systems and of robots have (a set of) specific functions and are not explicitly built for computation. For example, the leg is used for locomotion or to kick a ball. The hand is meant to grasp an object or to play piano. The Physical RC approach, however, implies that on top of these functions we can exploit the dynamical properties of these body parts to carry out relevant computational tasks (e.g., to provide an appropriate continuous control signal based on the continuous sensory streams to stabilize the movement when kicking the ball). One could even argue that we get this computation for free. As one can see in Figures 1(b-d) we typically consider input(s) to our physical body in form of forces or torques. Either the environment (or some other agent) applies them or they come directly from an active degree of freedom, i.e., any type of actuation, within the robot. The body does not "know" that it is part of a computational device. It simply obeys the laws of physics and it reacts accordingly. Note that this also implies that the body does not over- nor under-compensate, since it is a stable physical system. The proposed setup simply adds some linear readouts to the body to complete the computation. The body would react exactly the same, if there were no readouts at all. If this output is used, e.g., in a feedback loop as a control signal for the robot, the behavior of the robot of course should be different if we close the loop by adding the readout. However, the

\[\text{For example, a linear mass-spring-damper system reacts with a force proportional to the perturbation - not more, nor less.}\]
The Power of Linear Regression

As pointed out in the introduction the RC setup needs on one hand a reservoir, which is basically a complex nonlinear, dynamical system with fixed parameters for the dynamics, and on the other hand a linear, static readout, which is adapted during the learning procedure. As a consequence, the task to learn to emulate complex, nonlinear operators/dynamical systems can be, with the help of the reservoir, reduced to the much simpler task to find some linear output weights, i.e., to carry out linear regression. It has been argued in [13] and [14] that if learning was successful, all the nonlinearity and memory that is needed for the emulation of the given computational task can be considered to be outsourced to the physical body in such a setup\(^4\). As also discussed in [13] this fact implies a number of remarkable properties.

First of all, linear regression is fast and it is even guaranteed to find a global optimum. Furthermore, linear regression "picks" (i.e., assigns bigger weights) to signals that are more relevant to produce the desired output, i.e., it naturally deprecates irrelevant information. Linear regression also provides the possibility to employ online learning, e.g., Recursive Least Square (RLS) and others. Caluwaerts et al. demonstrated this possibility in their simulation work with tensegrity robots, see [5], where the structure learned online to improve its locomotion. Besides these nice properties linear regression has also a more hidden advantage. It averages over conflicting information. This feature is especially important when a feedback setup (as presented in [14] - see also Figure 1a) is used. In general, such a feedback setup is needed to emulate more complex computations, like stable nonlinear limit cycle (e.g., for locomotion) or dynamical systems with bifurcation behavior or with multiple equilibrium points (i.e., analog finite state switching machines). The process to learn in such a case takes place in open loop, i.e., the optimal feedback (the target output) is fed back to the body and the internal signals

---

\(^4\)For an excellent discussion of this question we refer to the submission of Hoffmann and Müller in this e-book.

\(^5\)The argument is that the readout is only linear and does not have any notion of memory (i.e, it is static). Hence, in such a setup nonlinearity and memory can only be contributed by the physical body.
(sensory information) are collected to calculate the optimal weights. In simulations, if we only use this data, we are able to learn the (almost) perfect trajectory of a given target limit cycle. However, as soon as we close the loop already numerical imprecisions drive the system away from this trajectory. It is not stable. The system is not robust. However, if we superimpose noise to the learning data, linear regression averages over a region in the state space (i.e., some space around the nominal trajectory) and inherently learns a region of attraction, which results in a stable limit cycle. The conclusion is that noise is crucial for the robustness in a closed loop setup. Remarkably, for example, in the octopus arm setup of [22] the necessary noise to learn a robust limit cycle is provided by the physical environment (e.g., from the sensors or any other noise of the physical body and the environment).

Another aspect of robustness can be observed when we use linear regression in its online version. If, for example, a sensor is broken (e.g., producing only a zero value or only noise), its value will be simply deprecated over time by the online learning approach, i.e., it will receive a decreasing weight. Furthermore, we speculate that even in the case when any other part of the body is broken (e.g., a spring, a motor) the setup is potentially highly resilient as well. Note that in this context one could use also more sophisticated online learning approaches to take advantage of the Physical RC setup. For example, one could employ reinforcement learning techniques (see [30] for an overview) that try to improve a reasonable working trajectory based on a given performance measurement (e.g., speed in locomotion). Another possibility is to combine it with learning techniques that are information theory driven, as for example used in [21]. Such approaches are especially useful if we don’t have a desired target function and the system has to learn to exploit its "eigen-dynamics."

Finally, we want to point out that linear regression is also inherently unbiased with respect to what kind of sensor types (e.g., gyroscope, pressure, force, visual, etc.) are used. It is also able to deal with different scales, changing the number of sensors being used, or redundant information. Interestingly, biological systems exhibit a huge number of internal sensors and, hopefully, we will see a growth in the number of sensors in robots in the near future as well.

The Limitations of the Physical World

A big difference between the classical RC approach and the use of real physical bodies are mechanical constraints. While in the machine learning setup you can virtually choose any parameters values to fit your task, when you use a real physical platform you have to deal with given limitations.

The first one is the constraint related to frequency. A (stable) physical system works as a (nonlinear) low-pass filter. Mechanical parts cannot follow arbitrary frequencies and might be able to respond only at lower frequencies.

The second constraint (when compared to the virtual RC approach) is the transfer and distribution of information. In the standard RC approach, typically, all nodes are

6Clearly, if all signals are linearly dependent, we don’t get the necessary computational power.
allowed to be connected with any other node.\textsuperscript{7} However, in a real physical systems the information has to travel through the body by mechanical interaction. For example, if the octopus robot arm of Figure 1c is excited at the shoulder (on top in the depicted platform) than it will take some time until this information is carried along the passive silicone structure to have some effect on the tip of the arm. Although this seems to look like a disadvantage, after all we discuss here constraints, this can also be the right amount of fading memory that is needed for this robotic structure to be useful in certain computational tasks. This points to the fact that it makes sense to consider the computational role of physical bodies already during the design process.

The third constraint we discuss is noise. This could be introduced by physical effects (e.g., sensory noise) or by numerical imprecision, when the involved signals are digitalized. While in general noise is perceived as a disadvantage, in the case of the RC setup for morphological computation, as already pointed out, it can be an advantage. In the case of a learning setup, where we want to use the body in a closed loop (Figure 1a), noise makes sure to provide a broad enough set of learning data points around the desired trajectory to get a robust closed loop system. Of course the amplitude of the noise is crucial. Remarkably, in our experiments with real physical platforms we have not encountered any problems with respect to that so far. It seems the existing noise in the system, e.g., from the sensor and/or the body itself or the environment, provides the right amount and type of noise. In the context of noise we would also like to point the interested reader to the work of Hänggi [11], where the author demonstrated the usefulness of noise in biological systems in other context.

In summary, it is important to consider physical constraints present in robotic platforms. To be more specific, we argue that is important to consider them already during the design process as they directly influence the computational power of the physical body. Although, constraints constitute a problem and they clearly point to limitations of morphological computation, they can also help us to decide which part should be or can be outsourced to the physical layer and which part should be retained in the more classical electronic controlling units.

**The “Body” and the “Brain”**

In this section, we follow up on the question what should be or what can be outsourced to the morphology of the robot and which part should be implemented in the abstract, digital layer of the CPUs. Where should we draw the line between morphological computation and pure digital computation?

Before we do that we have to clarify what we mean by morphology (physical body) and digital layer (controller) in this context. Clearly, any virtual controller or digital controlling unit needs a physical embodiment. This could be, for example, a simple CPU, a complex signal processor, or even a full-blown computer. However, when we

---

\textsuperscript{7}The Liquid State Machine approach [20] limits that by allowing some Gaussian probability for the connections, i.e., nodes are more probable to be connected to closer nodes than to ones that are farther away. This is done in order to mimic the connectivity pattern in the brain.
talk about morphology we are explicitly not considering classical computational architectures. The reason is that in these cases the physical implementation is designed to be as independent from the physical realization (i.e., the morphology) as possible. This is exactly the opposite of what we consider to be useful in morphological computation. A computer architecture is meant to be robust against any external influences, which are not defined as computational (digital) input. Loosely speaking, we don’t want any bit to flip because an agent applies forces to the physical body of the computer, nor should any environmental change (like increasing temperature) influence the outcome of the computation.\(^8\) On the other hand, in the morphological computation setup input is received directly through the body by interaction with the environment including other agents in form of forces. The robot body serves as actuator (output - it applies forces) as well as sensor (react physically to input forces). Another difference is that classical computational hardware is based on digital information (because it makes it more robust against external influences), while morphological computation lives in the continuous realm – it is analog computation. For a further and more in-depth discussion we refer to \[10\].

Coming back to the notion of morphology, when we talk about a physical body or morphology we refer to the part that is involved in morphological computation. When we use the term controller, or virtual or abstract computation we refer to the part that is implemented in form of classical computational architectures (e.g., a software program in a CPU). Note that the abstract (second) layer (in macroscopic biological systems these are neural networks) is typically on top of the morphological computation layer. Another important point is that classical robot designs (built out of rigid body parts connected with high torque servos) don’t have any deliberate computation in the physical layer, hence, any computation in the robot is carried out only in the abstract controller layer.

Having clarified the terms we can now assess what kind of computations should be outsourced to the morphological layer and which computation should remain in the domain of the abstract control level. Based on the discussion of the previous section on constraints we can argue that it makes sense to outsource only computations that are in the frequency range inherent to the physical body. This would allow us to take advantage of this analog domain, which does not suffer from errors and delays introduced by digitalization processes. Hence, such computation is extremely fast. This is especially of advantage in computations that don’t need to consider the long time history of inputs nor the integration of multiple sensory information. Reflexes are an excellent example for potential applications. Another typical field of application of morphological computation is given in tasks, where physical interaction with the environment or another agent is predominant. There is no need to artificially transfer the sensory information to a central processor, as it can be "used" directly and locally in a morphological computation setup. For example, legged locomotion is based on the appropriate interaction of the legs with the ground. But also efficient flying and swimming depend on the "appropriate" physical interaction with the engulfing medium. Grasping is another example where

\(^8\)The only possibility is if we define a corresponding digital input to the computer as, for example, a thermal sensor.
morphological computation seems to be especially suited.

On the other hand, considering the given limitations of the physicality we can also conclude that more complex computational tasks, like planning or complex decision making, should be realized in the digital domain, as we can take advantage of features of classical computer architecture like long-term memory, look-up tables, and others.

Of course, there is still a gray area, i.e., computational tasks that can either be implemented in the morphology or in the digital domain. Hauser et al. showed in [13] and [14] that theoretically there are almost no limitations to outsourcing computation to the morphological layer. However, there are of course practical limitations as already pointed out. We would like to argue here again that these limitations are a good starting point for further investigations to understand better, where to draw the line. We also suggest that a feasible way towards a more general understanding is to look at specific tasks and to build corresponding specific morphological computation based robotic devices.

When outsourcing computation to morphology we have to consider another important point. While on one hand this can be a very elegant solution, on the other hand, by doing so we fix the type of computation it can carry out. We loose the ability to be adaptive. One possibility to avoid the necessity of adaptiveness at all is to design the physical body in such a way that it already exhibits inherent robustness over a wide range. For example, a mass-spring-damper system can move back to its resting length after a perturbing force has vanished. In a dynamical system terms, we talk here about a region of attraction around a point of stability. This attractor space can be shaped by the mechanical design and is defined by the physical properties. Accordingly, for the case of repeating patterns, we can consider stable limit cycles with corresponding attractor regions around the nominal trajectory in the state space. However, there will be physical limitations for such attractor regions. Furthermore, for certain task qualitatively different responses are required, e.g., a switch from a repetitive movement to a goal driven movement (i.e., limit cycle vs. equilibrium point).

A better possibility and a more general approach to overcome the problem of the missing adaptivity is to include some adaptation mechanism to change the morphology online. We call that *morphosis*. Such a change can include the adaptation of single parameters (e.g., the stiffness, friction coefficient, etc.), but also geometrical arrangements of body parts [26], actuators [33, 31], or sensors [19].

The EU project LOCOMORPH has investigated that line of research in the context of locomotion and built a number of novel morphosis mechanisms. The results also demonstrate how such changes can be beneficial with respect to energy efficiency and how they can increase the region of sensible parameter space over different terrain properties [32]. Typically, such changes take place on a slower time scale than the actual movement and, important in the context of this discussion, such changes are then meant to be initiated by a controller at a higher level, while at the lower level the morphological properties assure a stable movement.

Another aspect of the line between abstract controller layer and mechanical body is the information flow between them. One possibility is to use the body as some nonlinear preprocessing devise to transform information in such form that the controller can deal more easily with it. An often cited example from biology is the insect eye, where the
individual rather simple visual sensors are arranged in such a nonlinear way that it
counteracts (i.e., linearizing) the nonlinear effect of the optical flow, see [9]. There
exists also a corresponding implementation of this principle in a robotic platform, see
[19]. One could say that the morphology linearizes the input data stream. Of course, the
preprocessing in the case of the insect eye is, although being nonlinear, only a simple static
mapping. However, in the context of morphological computation (specifically in the case
of Physical RC) a physical body can be used for much more complex tasks. For example,
it could be used for preprocessing tasks that include time depending computations, i.e.,
the use of memory is required. This has been demonstrated in simulation results in [13],
but was also shown to work in real physical platforms, see, e.g., the octopus experiments
on [22]. Besides the information flow from the body to the abstract controller layer,
there is also a flow into the other direction. The idea is that the high-level controller
(brain) only interferes when necessary. One example has already been pointed out when
we discussed the concept of morphosis, where the high level controller initiates the switch
to a different behavior by adapting the morphology to the most appropriate one for the
current situation (i.e., computational task). In the following section, we will elaborate
this topic in more details.

Switching Limit Cycles - Switching Behavior

Füchslin et al. discussed in [10] the idea of morphological control, i.e., computation
carried out for the sake of control with the help of morphology. They described a setup
where the physical part defines either a stable limit cycle or a point of equilibrium with its
Corresponding area of attraction. This means if the (physical) system is perturbed (in a
certain maximal range) it finds its way back to the nominal behavior (either limit cycle or
point of equilibrium). Now, for a different task the system might need to embody another
behavior. It has to switch, for example, from one limit cycle to another, or even switch
from a point of equilibrium to a limit cycle (bifurcation). Here is where the abstract
control layer comes into play. It does not have to fully control the whole body, it just has
to provide the appropriate input to move the system out of the actual region of attraction
(of a limit cycle or equilibrium point) into a new one. One could also imaging to have a
mechanism that changes the morphology of the system itself (morphosis mechanism as
previously discussed). One could move a certain link of the body into a different posture.
Füchslin et al. give the example of humans who change their body posture when they
have to carry a heavy backpack. Another example is the "kick" we have to give our body
when we change our gait patterns, e.g. to change from walking to running.

In [14] Hauser et al. demonstrated such a switch in their simulations. The input to
the physical body (serving as a reservoir) was a constant force to randomly chosen loca-
tions⁹ in the body. Depending on the amplitude of the input force the system produced
autonomously one out of three different limit cycles. Note that, since the output weights
are fixed after learning and we apply forces as input to a compliant body (reservoir), we

---

⁹These locations are randomly chosen in the initialization phase, when the reservoir is constructed as
well. However, these locations are fixed afterwards.
actually change the behavior of the system (i.e., different limit cycles) by simply squeezing the body. If we squeeze it hard it produces a different limit cycle than if we squeeze it a little.

One could now consider, for example, a legged robot with such a compliant body (compare Figure 2). The Physical RC setup should produce the motor position for one degree of freedom (a limit cycle for a steady locomotion) by reading out the state of the body (via internal sensors). Now, if we add a heavy weight to the back of the robot, the system should produce a different limit cycle, e.g., now for a gait with the knees more bent which is more appropriate for carrying this weight. It is important to note here that the output weights do not have to be changed. Just the different environmental conditions (heavy weight on the robot vs. the robot’s weight alone) would initiated the change. One could argue the body is able to sense this difference, which is a remarkable conclusion, as this is a notion completely undisussed in classical robot design literature. In the next section we will elaborate more on this idea of sensing through the body.

However, before we do so, we would like to show this idea of switching behavior can be carried even further. Consider you have a couple of limit cycles that serve as controller trajectories for a number of active degrees of freedoms, for example, for a humanoid robot to locomote. Now if the robot stumbles and falls, it would need a completely different strategy to get up again. Instead of limit cycles, the robot would need for its degrees of freedom appropriate trajectories in its high dimensional space towards points of equilibrium (which correspond to the robot standing). For more complex robots, one could also consider some intermediate sets of equilibrium points - some sort of waypoints, which define subgoals on the way to stand up. After that the robot needs again a strategy to move from this rather static posture back into the limit cycles of walking (bifurcation). The transitions between these completely different dynamic behaviors will be initiated by a high level controller in the previously discussed abstract controller layer. Note that the controller only has to initiate the transition, i.e., give it enough push (into the

Figure 2: Schematics of a possible setup to sense different environmental conditions through a soft body that serves as a reservoir. For both situations the linear setup is kept constant. On the left side the system produces autonomously a limit cycle that serves as a control signal for one degree of freedom (e.g., for the knee motor). On the right side a heavy weight is put on the body (the environment has changed) and the state of the reservoir changes. As a consequence, the system produces now a different control signal for the knee.
right "direction") to get out of the region of attraction. Note that this control signal in general does not have to be very precise as the rest of the stable movement is "encoded" in the morphology. This also means that the controller only needs to know in which basin of attraction the system presently resides to initiate the jump into another one. Consequently, it only needs to know (and measure) the approximate state of the system. In the context of Physical RC, assuming the body is designed cleverly enough, simple (smooth) switches between different sets of output weights to produce the actuator signals might be sufficient to guide the robot through all these stages.

**The Smart Body - Sensing Through the Body**

As mentioned in the previous section, the body can be used as some kind of complex sensor. This goes along with the idea presented in the section "The 'Body' and the 'Brain'" where we outlined the idea of using the body as a computational preprocessing unit.

While in the machine learning setup of RC the input is some abstract signal, in a real physical systems the inputs have underlaying physical effects. For example, in the simulations presented in [13] and [14], which intent to simulate real physical systems, inputs are defined as forces. Since the physical reservoir is compliant it reacts to these forces and changes its state accordingly.

Let’s take a closer look at what kind of forces are considered and where they potentially can come from. For example, forces can be applied by internal actuators. This was the case in the octopus experiments in [24, 23, 22], see Figure 1c, where an attached motor moved the passive soft arm structure. In the quadruped experiments of Zhao et al. [34] the locomotion motor applied forces to the body and, therefore, introduced changes in the soft spine, which served as a physical reservoir (see Figure 1d).

The input forces could also come from the environment as in the case of the "heavy weight" example, see Figure 2. Due to gravity the additional weight applies some forces to the soft body and, therefore, changes the state of the physical reservoir.

Another possible way to receive input forces from the environment are external objects, which, e.g., don’t allow the standard locomotion limit cycle to succeed (i.e., the robot hits an obstacle with one of its legs). Moreover, already subtle changes in the ground friction can introduce forces during locomotion, which could be then "sensed" through the body. Again, a soft body (the reservoir) would deform accordingly. A similar effect has been used in the work by Owaki et al. [25]. They showed that a mechanical communication (via the body as well via the environment) between limbs seems to be essential for robust quadruped locomotion. Furthermore, Caluwaerts et al. showed in [5] exactly the discussed sensing capabilities with a simulated tensegrity robot. They demonstrated that their robot is able to learn to distinguish different environmental conditions (flat ground, ground with nobs) by processing it through the compliant tensegrity structure during locomotion.

Another input possibility are forces that are introduced by an external agent, e.g., another robot or a human guiding the passive robot. Finally, forces as input could also
be provided by an object that a soft robot wants to grasp. There would be an immediate
force feedback, which could be, for example, used to differentiate various objects.

From all the examples we can immediately see that sensing through a physical body
is possible without the use of specific sensors. It is a very direct and fast sensing ap-
proach and no external artificial control loops are needed. However, it must be also
clear that there is certain sensory information that is not directly accessible through a
force interaction, for example, the information on radiation or visual input, just to name
two. Nevertheless, as previously pointed out in the section on "The Power of Linear Re-
gression" the Physical RC approach is capable to incorporate such sensory information
without any problem when provided by an appropriate sensor.

Finally, we would like to point to the fact that sensing through the body needs a com-
pliant body, as well a certain extent of passive degrees of freedom (i.e., an underactuated
system). Both are typical properties of soft robotic structures. Hence, we argue that soft
robots are especially well suited for the Physical RC approach.

Where Does the Reservoir Start and Where Does it End?

In this final section, we will discuss the question where does the reservoir start and where
does it end? The answer might be trivial for the abstract machine learning setup, since
in that case the reservoir is explicitly defined by the designer. However, it is not that
simple to find an appropriate response in setups with real physical platforms. Let’s take,
for example, the octopus platform from Figure 1c. At the first sight one might say that
the silicone structure is the reservoir. However, this is only partially true. It is right that
the (input) forces applied by the motor are transformed into a change of the dynamical
state of the arm. However, there is a significant part that is contributed by the dynamics
of the interaction of the arm with the environment, i.e., the water. There are nonlinear
effects, drags, damping effects and so on. If we would change the property of the liquid
significantly (e.g., changes the density by adding salt) we would get different responses
in the sensor outputs for the same motor input signal. Note that any nonlinear effect
and any temporal integration can provide potentially additional computational power
as they can add to the kernel property and to the fading memory as discussed in the
introduction (see also [13, 14]).

To give another example, the reservoir of the quadruped robot of [34] in Figure 1d is
not just the compliant spine. All other body parts contribute to the reservoir as well,
since the feedback loop from the motor signal (produced by the Physical RC setup) goes
through the environment, via the contact points at the feet, back to the rest of the body
of the robot. As previously discussed a sufficiently big enough change in the environment
would change the sensory values and, therefore, the behavior of the whole system.

Next to the contribution of the interaction with the environment, actuation systems
and sensor parts of the robotic structure can provide beneficial nonlinear effects to the
reservoir as well. Any type of actuator as well as sensors have typically some sort of
nonlinearities, e.g., saturations, memory effects, etc. They are usually perceived as dis-
advantages. Interestingly, in the Physical RC setup they can potentially contribute to
the computational power.

Finally, when we use this setup to produce a control signal for the robot, remarkably, we can conclude that the body itself can be used as a computational resource to control itself. This means the classical separation between controller and the to-be-controlled is blurred and, therefore, we have to rethink what control means in this context. A start of this discussion has been laid out in [10].

**Conclusion and Future Outlook**

We have discussed a number of implications when the theoretical models of [13] and [14] are implemented in real physical platforms. There are a number of remarkable conclusions, since the involved parameters from the underlaying machine learning technique (i.e., reservoir computing) relate to real physical properties. We discussed the interpretation of physical bodies as computational resources and show how the complex task to learn to emulate relevant computations can, with the help of such a body, be reduced to simple linear regression. We also provided a number of remarkable consequences, when we can use such a simple learning setup. We pointed out physical constraints and proposed how we could deal with them. We investigated the role of the body in relation to abstract controller levels and showed how a compliant physical body can be used as some sort of “full-body sensor” and as a preprocessing unit.

We hope that the individual sections of this article will inspire people to do more research into that direction. We would like to refer the interested reader to the introduction of a special issue on morphological computation [15] where we have pointed out a number of research opportunities, which are also relevant for this specific Physical RC approach.

Furthermore, we believe the future holds a number of interesting directions for this approach. As the research on growing and self-assembling artificial material grows more mature we will be able to build a whole range of interesting physical bodies. There exists already some theoretical work as well some simulations that show how physical bodies can be optimized to increase the performance for given tasks [16]. Also the work by Bernhardsgrütter et al. [2], where L-systems are used to control the grow of a physical reservoir, show promising results. If we are able to guide the growth or assembly of such real physical structures we would have a wonderful tool at our hand to build computationally powerful bodies.

Although we have mostly discussed examples from robotics, the same principles can be employed for a wider range of intelligent bodies. One could apply the same framework, for example, for smart furnitures or building structures, e.g., a chair or a floor that is able to distinguish how and who is interacting with it. Another possible way to exploit the morphological computation setup is to consider smart materials, which can change their dynamic properties by applying electric or magnetic fields, or by controlling the temperature. Such physical structures would be more adaptive and resilient. For example, they could change their resonance and filtering behavior when appropriate.

---

10Their code is freely available on https://github.com/SoftRobotics.
So far, the discussed applications and implementations almost exclusively focused on systems governed by classical mechanics and/or continuum mechanics. However, the underlying principles apply as well to systems with dynamics governed by statistical mechanics. One important aspect of this notion is the hypothesis that also cellular control is not only enforced by genetic signals but embodies the morphology of cellular components such as, e.g., membranes as active parts in information processing. Taking the body, on the cellular or on the macroscopic level, not only as the stage on which control processes take place but as an active part of the biological computational infrastructure will influence the way how we design therapies.

In summary, due to the generality of the physical reservoir computing approach a broad range of applications are possible and we believe especially an interdisciplinary approach will be highly beneficial in this context. We are excited to see what people are coming up with.
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